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ABSTRACT 

Two methods for teaching spelling to Greek dyslexic children are described. The 

first method, termed PICTO (from the word 'pictographic'), involved the use of 

pictograms (pictures of familiar objects): a number of phonically irregular letters (that 

is, letters where alternative representations of the same sound are possible) were turned 

into pictograms and superimposed on the irregular part of the written word. The second 

method, termed TRAD (from the word 'traditional'), was in effect a combination of 

traditional methods. It involved the traditional multisensory techniques commonly used 

in teaching spelling to English-speaking dyslexic children, along with methods derived 

from linguistics in which the children were taught the derivations of words and were 

shown how the same root morphemes, derivative morphemes, etc. were consistently 

represented by the same spelling pattern. 

There were seventy-two participants in the study, aged between nine and eleven 

years. Four different teachers, each using both PICTO and TRAD, took part in the 

teaching sessions. Fifty words were selected for teaching purposes, all of which had 

been spelled incorrectly by all the children. Twenty-five words were assigned to SET 

A and twenty-five to SET B. Twenty four children were taught SET A by PICTO and 

SET B by TRAD; twenty-four other children were taught SET A by TRAD and SET 

B by PICTO. A further twenty four children received no instruction other than that 

given in the normal classroom. When the two groups of taught children were given a 

spelling test after 14 weeks at the end of the teaching period it was found that PICTO 

was very much more effective than TRAD; this result held up a month later, when it 

was also found that in the case of the words taught by PICTO there was less forgetting. 

The untreated group was also tested at this point, and it was found that they spelled 

fewer words correctly than either of the other two groups. Further analysis showed that 

age of teaching and gender had no effect on the results, and that the advantages of the 

PICTO method were consistent across teachers. Issues arising out of these findings are 

briefly discussed. 
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PLAN OF THE THESIS 

This thesis deals with the particular difficulties which arise for Greek dyslexic 

children as a result of the irregularities of the Greek language. 

PART I (Chapters 1-5) describes the background of the research. 

Since the study relates to children who were dyslexic Chapter 1 is devoted to the 

ISsue of dyslexia. Use is made of the model proposed by Frith (1997) which 

distinguishes three levels of explanation - biological, cognitive and behavioural - and 

emphasises the part played by the environment at all three levels. Relevant literature is 

reviewed in the light of this model. Since there is clearly a multiplicity of factors at 

work it is argued that the search for a single 'correct' definition of dyslexia is 

misguided. 

Chapter 2 contains a review of some of the main teaching methods which have 

been found to be effective in the remediation of English-speaking dyslexic children. 

Chapter 3 deals with the difficulties experienced by Greek-speaking dyslexic 

children and the peculiarities of the Greek language which give rise to these difficulties. 

It is suggested that a teaching method is needed which is not simply an adaptation of 

the methods used for teaching spelling in English but is expressly designed for teaching 

the irregularities of the Greek language. Reference is then made to the teaching 

programme devised by the present author (Mavrommati, 1995). This involved the use 

ofpictograms (that is, representation ofletters by means of pictures) in teaching Greek 

spelling; it also involved instruction in how to analyse words into their component 

morphemes and how to form derivatives and compounds. 

Chapter 4 presents the links between recent theories and research findings about 

the nature of developmental dyslexia and the theoretical background of the pictographic 

method. 

Chapter 5 describes how the author's ideas about the use of pictograms as a 

method for teaching spelling were tried out in a series of exploratory studies which 

2 1 



were conducted over a period of six years (1989-1995). 

Chapter 6 describes the final version of the pictographic teaching method which 

was used in the main research. 

In PART II (Chapters 7-1 0) the main research is reported. 

Chapter 7 describes the aims of the research and the selection criteria for 

dyslexic participants. 

Chapter 8 describes the words to be taught, the teachers, the order of teaching 

and the teaching time. 

Chapter 9 describes how the research was carried out. 

Chapter 10 reports its results. 

Chapter 11 contains a discussion of some further issues in the interpretation of 

the results and makes some suggestions for future research. 
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PART I 

THE BACKGROUND TO THE RESEARCH 
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CHAPTERl 

THE NOTION OF DEVELOPMENTAL DYSLEXIA 

1.1 Towards the understanding of dyslexics' deficits 

A useful way of classifying the phenomena of dyslexia has been suggested by 

Frith (1997). This model proposes three possible levels of explanation. 

An explanation at the biological level accounts for the phenomena of dyslexia 

in terms of abnormalities of the brain and the central nervous system. Some of these 

abnormalities may be genetically transmitted. 

An explanation at the cognitive level accounts for the phenomena of dyslexia in 

terms of cognitive deficiencies. These include deficiencies at the phonological level 

(that is, difficulties in the remembering and organisation of speech sounds); they also 

include difficulties in temporal ordering and impaired motor skills. These cognitive 

deficiencies are assumed to be the consequence of malfunctioning at the biological 

level. 

Explanation at the behavioural level describes the phenomena of dyslexia as they 

manifest themselves in behaviour. Some of the main manifestations are difficulties with 

reading and spelling, with rapid naming, with certain kinds of memory task, with 

balance, with motor and time estimation. 

It is possible on Frith's model for the same behavioural manifestation, e.g. poor 

reading, to occur in the absence of brain abnormality or genetic transmission, and for 

possible effects of biological limitations to be compensate for by suitable stimulation 

from the environment. Environmental factors can, of course, operate both within the 

womb and after birth. 
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1.1.1 The biological level of explanation 

The biological bases of dyslexia merit mention as being part of the total picture 

of dyslexia, but since they are not of direct relevance to this thesis no attempt will be 

made to review the evidence in detail. 

Direct post mortem examination of the brains of dyslexic individuals has now 

been supplemented by the use of techniques of Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 

and Positron Emission Tomography (PET) which have been used in studies with living 

dyslexic people (Steinmetz and Galaburda, 1991; Galaburda, 1993; Hynd and Hiemenz, 

1997). 

Positron Emission Tomography (PET) is a technique of using radioactive 

isotopes in order to map the metabolic activity of the brain. It is used, for example, to 

measure blood flow and glucose utilisation during the time when the individual is 

carrying out a particular task. As a striking example of the use of PET-scan in the study 

of dyslexic brains may be mentioned the research of Paulesu et al. (1996) in which five 

right-handed dyslexic adults were compared with five matched controls. The 

participants were given tests of reading, spelling, memory for digit sequences presented 

auditorily, memory for confusable letters, and various tests involving phonological 

awareness 1• It was confirmed that on all these measures the participants who had been 

identified as dyslexic performed worse than the controls. During the course of the PET 

scan the participants were required to carry out a variety of simple tasks ( e.g. to make 

judgments whether the names of two letters rhymed or not and to produce words 

beginning with given letters); in these tasks neither dyslexics nor controls made any 

significant errors. With regard to brain activation, however, dyslexics were found to be 

different in some respect from controls. Although many parts of the brains of the non-

1 For an explanation of the term 'phonological awareness' see section 1.1.2. 
Basically it refers to the ability to recognise phonemes - that is, the individual speech 
sounds which go to make up spoken language. A phoneme is the simplest unit of 
sound and a grapheme is the written representation of a phoneme. 
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dyslexics were activated concurrently, in the case of dyslexics fewer areas were 

activated at any one trial. In addition, one area, the insula, was not activated at all in the 

case of dyslexics although it was always activated in the case of the controls. The 

authors suggest that these findings may be indicative of a disassociation between certain 

areas of the brain - as though in the case of dyslexics it was not possible for all these 

areas to be activated simultaneously. 

Investigations have also been carried out on the visual systems of dyslexics and 

controls. A distinction has been drawn between the magnocellular pathway, which 

processes fast-moving, low-contrast information, and the parvocellularpathway which 

processes slow-moving, high-contrast information. Evidence both from the testing of 

living dyslexics and post mortem examination of dyslexic brains has confirmed that 

dyslexics show abnormalities in the magnocellular system but not in the parvocellular 

system (Livingstone et al, 1991; Hogben, 1997). 

Abnormalities have also been found in the auditory magnocellular system of 

dyslexics (Galaburda and Livingstone, 1993; Stein, 1999). Although research is at its 

early stages in this area the above finding suggests a possible relationship between 

abnormalities of the auditory magnocellular system and the phonological difficulties 

experienced by dyslexics which on this view could result from their difficulty in 

processing auditory information at high speeds (see also Tallal et al. , 1996, and 

Merzenich et al., 1996). 

There is also the possibility that a minor cerebellar deficit may account for 

dyslexics' poor motor control, poor sense of time and lack of automaticity (Nicolson 

and Fawcett, 1995; Nicolson et al. , 1997). It is also possible that dyslexics may suffer 

from a general deficit which affects balance and thus motor and timing aspects of 

speech production (Nicolson and Fawcett, 1999). 

Striking evidence about the presence of cerebellar deficits in dyslexia comes 

from studies in which PET-scan techniques have been used (Nicolson et al. , 1997). 

According to their findings severe reductions in the level of activation of the cerebellum 

were found in their dyslexic participants in comparison with controls, and it is possible 
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that there is a link between 'timing' deficits in dyslexics and their deficits in 

phonological processing. It has also been suggested that dyslexics are unable adequately 

to process fast incoming information in any sensory domain (Stein and Walsh, 1997; 

Frith and Frith,1996). 

There is also evidence of chromosomal abnormalities in dyslexia, particularly 

with reference to chromosome 15 and chromosome 6 (Smith, Kimberling and 

Pennington, 1991 ). Research in these areas, however, is ongoing, and definitive 

conclusions have not yet been reached. 

1.1.2 Cognitive deficits in dyslexia 

On Frith's (1997) model the brain abnormalities result in deficiencies at the 

cognitive level. These deficiencies are important for the present thesis because of their 

consequences for remediation. In the first place, however, consideration will be given 

to the normal processes of development. 

Gradually preschool non-dyslexic children acquire more and more knowledge 

of the sound structure of spoken language and thus develop their phonological skills. 

They finally become aware not only that sentences are composed of individual words 

but that single words can be segmented into smaller units, that is, into their component 

syllables and ultimately into phonemes. In addition, they begin to develop their rhyme 

knowledge through nursery rhymes and songs (Stackhouse and Wells, 1997; see also 

Catts, 1989, for further relevant evidence). 

They also become aware of rimes. The word 'rime' may be explained as follows: 

'researchers have proposed an intermediate stage that children go through after they 

have become aware of syllable division but still cannot analyse words into phonemes. 

Children find it easier to divide a one-syllable word into two segments: the beginning 

consonant or consonants on the one hand, and the rest, consisting of vowel plus any 

final consonants on the other. These segments have been termed the onset and rime 
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respectively' (Miles, E. 1997b, p. 157) (For a discussion of the teaching of onset and 

rime see chapter 2). 

In addition, children become able to replace one phoneme with another so as to 

delete sounds from existing words or non-words or create new combinations. This 

competence, which relates to the structure of the spoken words, has been called 

'phonological awareness'. One consequence of such awareness is that children learn to 

read and spell by using their knowledge of letter-sound correspondences. There is 

evidence that children trained in the analysis of words into their phonemes and in 

synthesising these phonemes make better progress in reading and spelling during their 

early school years than do untrained children (Treiman and Baron, 1983; Fox and 

Routh, 1984). It has also been found that training in the categorisation of sounds results 

in improved reading and spelling (Bradley and Bryant, 1983). However, it seems that 

formal reading and spelling instruction itself contributes to the further development of 

children's phonological awareness; there is evidence that experience oflanguage in its 

written form, that is in the learning of letters, results in increased phonological skills 

(Bradley and Bryant, 1983; Bryant and Bradley, 1988). 

The normal development of children's reading and spelling skills has been 

described by Frith (1985) in terms of a three-stage model. According to this model, 

non-dyslexic children, long before they enter school, are able to memorise the salient 

characteristics of the printed words which they often see in their environment ( e.g. the 

double '11' in the word 'jelly') and they are thus able to recognise such words when they 

see them. Frith (1985) calls this early stage of reading and spelling development the 

logo graphic stage. During this phase, accurate reading and spelling are not possible. 

Thereafter, however, children enter anew phase which Frith calls the alphabetic stage. 

They learn the letters in relation to their sounds and thus gradually acquire grapheme

phoneme and phoneme-grapheme conversion skills. In addition they become aware that 

the words can be analysed into separate phonemes and that independent phonemes can 

be blended to form words. Thus, meeting can be analysed into the syllables meet- and 

-ing, while the phonemes Im! Iii /ti /1/ l!JI can be blended to form the word meeting. 
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According to the same model (Frith, 1985), children after the alphabetic stage 

enter another phase of development which she calls the orthographic stage. During this 

phase they develop further their reading and spelling skills and memorise the spelling 

patterns of words in such a way that they finally become able to recognise irregular 

words in reading and to spell irregular words by choosing the correct letters. When they 

have to deal with unknown words they can use a grapheme-phoneme translation 

strategy as well as their knowledge of the memorised spelling patterns. 

Additionally to Frith (1985), Marsh and Desberg (1983) and Ehri (1985) viewed 

reading and spelling development in a similar way to hers and described literacy 

development as following similar stages. Details about their models and their 

similarities and differences with the Frith' s model will be found in Frith (1989). 

According to Frith, dyslexic children are held up at the alphabetic phase of their 

reading and spelling development; this hinders their progress to the orthographic phase. 

It is now well established that dyslexics experience difficulties in many tasks which 

require phonological awareness. Thus in a series of experiments Bradley and Bryant 

(1978) found that pre-reading children who were weak in picking the 'odd one out' 

from a group of three-letter words (e.g. 'Which end-sound is the odd one out from the 

cap, map, bag, rap?') later turned out to be poor readers. This suggests that they are less 

sensitive to rhyme and alliteration than normal readers. 

Dyslexics also have difficulties in other tasks which test phonological awareness. 

Thus Olson et al., (1989) required children to move the initial phoneme of a word to 

the end of that word and to add an 'ay' after it (pig, therefore becomes 'ig-pay'), and 

on this task dyslexics were worse than reading-age-matched normal readers. In another 

study referred to by Rack (1994), dyslexics were found to be worse than reading-age

matched normal readers on a phoneme deletion task in which the participants had to 

remove a phoneme from a non-word in order to produce a real word (e.g. glamp 

without /g/). 

Their phonological difficulties are also demonstrated in their problems with 

the articulation of complex polysyllabic words (e.g. preliminary, philosophical) 
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(Miles, T. R., 1997). A similar difficulty is also found when they are required to repeat 

phonologically complex names ( e.g. thermometer) orto repeat phonologically complex 

phrases ( e.g. The priest blessed the bread); on these tasks they have been found to be 

slower and to make significantly more speech production errors than normal readers 

(Catts, 1989). 

Apart from the above, dyslexics have verbal memory problems which are often 

demonstrated when they are given tasks which require processing and memorisation of 

linguistic material. For example, they have difficulty over rapid naming of stimuli ( e.g. 

objects, letters, pictures). This has been found to be true even when the material is very 

familiar to them ( e.g. colours) (Spring and Capps, 1974; Denkla and Rudel, 197 6; Done 

and Miles, 1978). 

Done and Miles, (1988) also found that in both dyslexic and control children the 

response latencies when they were presented with pictures and asked to name them 

were related to the age of acquisition of the words representing the picture; and on the 

basis of the longer response times of the dyslexics they argue that on average dyslexics 

acquire words ten months later than non-dyslexics. 

Dyslexics also have difficulty with short-term memorisation of verbal material. 

Their difficulty in recalling auditorily presented digits has been documented on 

numerous occasions (for sources, see Miles and Ellis, 1981 ); and it has been found that 

there is a similar limitation when digits are presented visually (Miles, T. R., 1993). 

There is evidence (Baddeley et al., 1975; Ellis and Hennelly, 1980) that memory span 

for words is limited by the time needed for saying them; this gives rise to the so-called 

'word-length effect' according to which the memory span for short words, e.g. dog, cat, 

fox, is greater than the memory span for long words, e.g. hippopotamus, rhinocerous, 

armadillo. It is therefore possible that because dyslexics tend to be slower than non

dyslexics at processing verbal material a consequence is that they have a shorter 

memory span. 

Dyslexics have also been found to be less aware than the normal readers of how 

long a word is and may not always be able to say if two words have a similar number 
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of syllables. In a study by Katz (1986) in which they were required to determine if the 

names of pictured objects had a similar number of syllables or not, they obtained lower 

scores than normal readers. 

They have also word finding problems in speech. These problems include the 

substitution of the correct word with another, the use of descriptive definitions ( e.g. 

'that thing ... you can cut with it'), or gestures and the overuse of imprecise words and 

phrases (e.g. ' ... um ... ' , ' ... er .. . ', ' ... you know ... ') (Johnson and Myklebust, 1967; 

see also Stirling and Miles, 1988). 

In general, dyslexics show problems over tasks in which visual or auditory 

material is associated with labels or names. In contrast, in tasks which involve visual 

matching without verbalisation they have been found to perform on a level with 

controls (Vellutino, 1979). The investigations conducted by Vellutino and his associates 

are of particular interest: they used various types of verbal and nonverbal stimuli which 

were presented in various ways to poor and normal readers, and they found that poor 

readers had particular difficulty in any learning tasks that involved a verbal component. 

For example, in one of these studies poor and normal readers of the fourth, the fifth and 

the sixth grade were assigned to either a visual-auditory nonverbal learning condition 

or to a visual-verbal learning condition employing a sub-test which required the 

association of nonsense syllables and novel cartoons and a second one which involved 

the association of those same syllables with novel script. According to the results, the 

nonverbal condition did not differentiate the groups but the poor readers perfonned 

worse than the normal readers on both the picture-naming and the script-naming task 

(Vellutino, 1979). 

In addition (Vellutino, 1979, p. 238-244), it was found that when poor readers 

were required to learn to associate visual stimuli with nonsense syllables they produced 

more word substitutions (e .g.fog for mog) than did the normal readers. It was found 

that the normal readers made more errors in the form of novel combinations of 

individual phonemes ( e.g. mag and yog for mog and yag). This finding suggests that the 

normal readers were more likely than the poor readers to code the nonsense syllables 
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phonetically; this is consistent with the view that poor readers may have a difficulty in 

the phonetic coding of both visual and aural linguistic information. 

In addition there are many other experiments which point in the same direction. 

For example, Ellis and Miles (1978) found that when dyslexic children were required 

to judge whether two letters of the same case (00, OB) were the same or different they 

were no slower than age-matched controls; however, when they had to judge if two 

letters of different case were the same or different (Gg, Gw) the dyslexic children 

required more time than the controls. In addition, they were not found to be slower than 

the controls even when the letters, though different, were visually confusable (QO, RP, 

EF, CG). These findings suggest that dyslexics do not have difficulty in dealing with 

the visual characteristics of the letters as such. 

Additional confirmation that dyslexics have verbal memory problems comes 

from Bakker (1967, 1972). Bakker showed that when good and poor readers were 

presented with temporal sequences of meaningless figures , meaningful figures, letters 

and digits, the good readers were better than the poor readers at remembering the 

meaningful figures and letters but that the two groups did not differ when the stimuli 

were nonverbal. Done and Miles, (1978), in a similar memorisation task, showed that 

dyslexics scored considerably lower than age-matched controls when the stimuli were 

nameable (digits), but that when nonsense shapes were used as stimuli in place of the 

digits the difference was minimal. However, when both groups were given a paired 

associate learning task where names where learned for the nonsense shapes, the 

performance of the controls again became significantly superior. In another study 

(Katz, Shankweiler and Liberman, 1981) good and poor readers were presented with 

nonsense drawings which could not easily be named along with line drawings of 

common objects; afterwards they were required to rearrange copies of the figures in the 

same order on a table. It was found that the performance of good and poor readers did 

not differ significantly in the case of the nonsense drawings but that good readers were 

significantly better than poor readers in the case of the object-drawing task, i.e. in the 

case of the nameable stimuli. 
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It can be concluded that dyslexic children do not differ from controls in 

remembering and comparing items according to their visual features, but that when 

naming is involved their memory span is more limited. This would make sense of their 

difficulty in memorising the shapes ofletters in relation to their sound and memorising 

irregular spelling patterns. 

Dyslexics' reading and spelling problems can sometimes be compounded by the 

writing system of the language which has to be learned. Thus difficulties are raised for 

dyslexic children from the 'non-transparency' which characterises some alphabetic 

languages such as English and French. This means that there are many words which 

when written do not show grapheme-to-phoneme regularities and many words whose 

pronunciation can be represented by alternative spellings. In contrast in more 

transparent languages there is evidence which suggests that dyslexics can master the 

grapheme-to-phoneme correspondence rules on a level nearly equal to that of their 

schoolmates (Wimmer, 1993; Porpodas, 1989). 

German is a highly transparent language for both reading and spelling. It has 

been found that although German-speaking dyslexics present similar problems to those 

of their English counterparts in some tasks involving phonological awareness ( e.g. 

detection of the ' odd one out' in a rhyming task, vowel substitution, and rapid naming) 

these difficulties do not particularly affect their accuracy in reading which has been 

found to be almost near the normal level. German-speaking dyslexics have been found 

to be able to read and spell correctly both words and non-words and to differ from 

controls only in respect of speed (Wimmer, 1993). 

Czech is also a transparent language. According to Matejcek ( 1998), most Czech 

children can read accurately without any difficulties over either words or non-words; 

again the only difference between poor and good readers again seems to be in terms of 

speed. 

Chinese and Japanese fall into a different category because they are based on 

both syllabic and logographic writing systems. The visual appearance of the words in 

these languages is characterised by the presence of logograms which are patterns ( or 
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characters) composed of various lines and which represent meanings (Yamada, 1995). 

Japanese written language is in fact a mixture of two writing systems, kana and kanji: 

kana is a highly transparent writing system the characters of which represent syllables 

which cannot be analysed into phonemes; kanji is a writing system with a logographic 

appearance. Both of them are used in the Japanese written language. The situation, 

therefore, in both Chinese and Japanese writing systems is different from that in the 

writing systems mentioned so far. The difficulties of dyslexics are therefore different 

in these languages (Miles and Miles, 1999) - a fact which challenges the assumption 

that there could be a single remediation programme for dyslexia irrespective of the 

language being used. The special problems arising from the writing system of the Greek 

language will be discussed in Chapter 3. 

What can be concluded from all the above is that dyslexics ' cognitive deficits 

prevent them from taking full advantage of their experience either with spoken or with 

written language. They enter school without having the necessary prerequisites for 

learning to read, being deficient, for instance, in phonological awareness and in memory 

for verbal material. As a result they perform worse than normal readers in a whole range 

of tasks related to reading and spelling. 

All this has important implications as far as remediation is concerned. In 

particular the teaching methods and programmes in common use in English speaking 

countries place special emphasis on explicit learning of grapheme-phoneme 

correspondences, taught in a multisensory way. These methods and programmes will 

be discussed in Chapter 2. 

1.1.3 Behavioural aspects of dyslexia 

Although the manifestations of dyslexia are particularly clear when the child 

reaches school age there are many signs which can be detected before this time. The 

British Dyslexia Association (Scott, 1995) has suggested certain signs and which show 
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that a child may be at risk. 'These include the later than expected clear speech and a 

persistent tendency to jumble words and phrases, persistent difficulty with tasks such 

as dressing efficiently, doing up buttons, tying up shoelaces, unusual clumsiness and 

difficulty with co-ordinated activities such as hopping and skipping, and catching or 

kicking balls, poor concentration and family history of similar difficulties' (Scott, 1995, 

p.3). 

When English-speaking dyslexic children reach school age their reading 

difficulties take many different forms. For example, according to Miles, T. R. (1993, 

chapter 8) they are likely to remain slow readers, to dislike reading aloud, and to have 

difficulty in holding in mind any large amount of material. Examples of their spelling 

errors will be found in Miles, T. R., (1993, chapter 9). Among those which he cites are 

misrepresentation of the sounds of the words (e.g. 'jop' instead of job), doubling the 

wrong letters (e.g. 'eeg' instead of egg), omissions of one or more of the sounds 

contained in the words (e.g. 'Angsea' instead of Anglesey) and duplication of one of 

them (e.g.' Cheshshire' instead of Cheshire). He reports also that sometimes dyslexics 

spell words incorrectly in such a way that the resultant word contains a different number 

of syllables from the target word (for instance, 'egeg' instead of edge); also they 

sometimes make mistakes over the boundaries between words, as when eiderdown is 

written ' i dodown' or when another is written as 'another'. 

A comprehensive list of areas in which dyslexics were shown to be different 

from controls will be found in Nicolson and Fawcett (1995). These authors cite 23 

different tests in 21 of which dyslexics scored differently from controls. They 

performed no differently only on two tasks of simple reaction time. The 21 other tasks 

included tests of phonological skills - discrimination of phonologically confusable 

stimuli (e.g.fuse and views), rhyme/sound categorisation tasks (e.g. 'Does cat rhyme 

with map?' and 'Do map and man start with the same sound?') and segmentation tasks 

( e.g. 'Say cowboy without the cow', and 'Say smack without the /m/' ). There were also 

tests of working memory (e.g. non-word repetition and memory span for words), 

naming tasks (i.e. tests of speed and accuracy of naming simple outline pictures, 
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colours, digits and letters), word recognition tasks (where words were flashed on a 

screen - a task which the authors called 'word flash') and also balance tasks (e.g. 

standing on one foot or both feet while blindfolded). 

On the great majority of the tasks dyslexics, though obtaining lower scores than 

the chronological age matched controls, were on a level with the reading age matched 

controls. However, on certain tasks, viz. spelling, rhyme detection, segmentation, word 

flash, picture naming speed, letter naming accuracy, bead threading, balance, one foot 

blindfold and dual task balance, they scored lower even than the reading age matched 

controls. This finding indicates that dyslexics' difficulties cannot be caused entirely by 

their reading problems and that 'maturational lag' cannot be a full explanation of these 

difficulties. 

In addition, Miles, T. R., (1993) (pp. 41-52 and229) has presented a table which 

record how many children and adults produced typically' dyslexic' responses on a series 

ofitems such as distinguishing left and right, saying the months of the year in forwards 

and reverse order, etc .. He argues that in dyslexia there is a distinctive pattern of 

difficulties: any one difficulty on its own may be of little significance, but if several 

occur in conjunction then the total picture becomes meaningful in a new way. 

It is widely agreed (Scott, 1995) that dyslexics need extra time over written work 

and that they have difficulty in organisation both at home and at school. In addition, 

according to Scott, they may continue to face difficulties with tying shoelaces, with 

ball-catching, skipping etc. and may also show poor concentration and lack of attention. 

Finally, their feelings of frustration increase and there is a growing lack of self-esteem 

which may lead to behavioural problems. 

Moreover, they sometimes show lack of competence in oral language skills. For 

example, in a study of dyslexic boys aged between 11 and 18 (Stirling and Miles, 1988) 

it was found that, although the dyslexic participants performed on a level with controls 

on vocabulary and definitional skills, they nevertheless produced some ungrammatical 

sentences, e.g. 'a pier is what people walk along and fishing off and sometimes 

misconstrued words, e.g. (in response to the word pier) 'appear in the door'. 
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By the age of 16 it seems that many dyslexics have found ways of coping with 

the majority of their difficulties but that some still persist, for instance slowness at 

reading, slowness at locating a word in a dictionary or at finding the right place in a 

mathematical table (Gilroy and Miles, 1996). In addition, planning and structuring of 

written work may cause problems not because they have too little to say but because 

of a limitation of the amount of material that they can hold in mind without writing it 

down (Gilroy and Miles, 1996). 

They also have difficulties in mathematics ( e.g. learning the multiplication 

tables) (Miles, T. R.,1993), and sometimes the language of mathematics may confuse 

them. Miles, E. (1992) cites a number of expressions which have a special sense in 

mathematics but which to a child unaware of this special sense might suggest something 

quite different. Two of her examples are take away - which might be having association 

with a Chinese take-away - and dividend - which might be mistaken for something 

which one wins on the pools. 

In addition, dyslexics may have problems with some aspects of music -

particularly with rhythm and with musical notation (Ganschow et al., 1994). They may 

also become confused over words which in music are used in an unfamiliar way such 

as treble, note, and key (Hubicki and Miles, 1991). 

It is sometimes said that dyslexics possess special creative talents. This has ben 

argued for in particular by West (1997) who presents a series of case studies of creative 

thinkers, including Faraday, Einstein, and the poet, William Butler Yeats. Similarly, 

Gilroy and Miles, (1996) assert that ' they may have special gifts in engineering, 

computer programming, art or modelling. Many of them have very high reasoning 

powers, and some of them show a sensitive appreciation of literature and drama'. 

However, this is an area where it is perhaps wise to be somewhat cautious. The claim 

of Gilroy and Miles, is based on personal impressions rather than on hard research 

evidence, and although a research paper on the topic has recently been published 

(Everatt et al. 1999) there is not the abundance of confirmatory evidence which might 

be expected if this were a firmly established fact. Everatt et al. used tasks such as 
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asking the participants to give alternative uses for objects (e.g. a coke can) and to 

produce drawn objects from a series of 5 shapes presented to them on a piece of A4 

sized paper. They report that dyslexic adults showed greater creativity than the controls 

but that dyslexic primary and secondary school children performed only at the same 

level as their peers. More research is needed in this area before firm conclusions can be 

drawn. 

1.1.4 The influence of the environment 

An important characteristic of Frith's (1997) model is that at all levels the 

influence of the environment plays a major part. For example brain development may 

be affected by anoxia (lack of oxygen), particularly if it occurs just before or during 

birth, and there may be effects resulting from medication or unusual nutrition. 

Cognitive functioning may be affected by the kinds of tasks to which the child is 

exposed - for example, whether these are verbal or nonverbal in character and what is 

the writing system of the language into which the child is born. As far as behaviour is 

concerned, there are all kinds of ways in which the environment plays a part - the 

opportunities which the child has for learning, the kind of teaching he or she receives, 

the encouragement given by parents and teachers, and so on. 

In view of the varied consequences of all these factors, coupled with the fact that 

the initial severity of the condition may vary from one individual to another, it is 

perhaps not surprising that an agreed definition of dyslexia should have proved so 

elusive. It is this problem which will now be considered. 
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1.2 The problem of defining developmental dyslexia 

Dyslexia is described as developmental because it relates to certain aspects of 

children's development. These have turned out to centre primarily on the learning to 

process language, and on the acquisition of skills related to this (Stanovich, 1994; Catts, 

1989). The contrasting expression is acquired dyslexia. This is usually understood to 

mean poor reading as a result of brain injury (see, e.g. Coltheart et al., 1986; Ellis, A. 

W., 1994). Issues connected with acquired dyslexia will not be discussed in this thesis. 

as: 

The World Federation of Neurology (1968) defines developmental dyslexia 

'A disorder manifested by difficulty in learning to read despite conventional 

instruction, adequate intelligence and socio-cultural opportunity. It is dependent 

upon fundamental cognitive disabilities which are frequently of constitutional 

origin.' 

Critchley and Critchley (1978) qualified this definition by saying that 

dyslexia is: 

'A learning-disability which initially shows itself by difficulty in learning to 

read, and later by erratic spelling and by lack of facility in manipulating written 

as opposed to spoken words. The condition is cognitive in essence, and usually 

genetically determined. It is not due to intellectual inadequacy or to lack of 

socio-cultural opportunity, or to faults in the technique of teaching, or to 

emotional factors, or to any known structural brain-defect. It probably represents 

a specific maturational defect which tends to lessen as the child grows older, and 

is capable of considerable improvement, especially when appropriate remedial 

help is afforded at the earliest opportunity'. 

The British Dyslexia Association (Augur, 1993) suggested a quite different 

definition which was practically and educationally oriented. It described symptoms and 
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difficulties of dyslexics without reference either to neurological findings or to specific 

cognitive deficits. This definition was: 

'Dyslexia is a specific difficulty in learning, in one or more of reading, spelling 

and written language which may be accompanied by difficulty in number work, 

short-term memory, sequencing, auditory and/or visual perception, and motor 

skills. It is particularly related to mastering and using written language -

alphabetic, numeric and musical notation. In addition, oral language is often 

affected to some degree.' 

Recently (1994), the Research Committee of the Orton Dyslexia Society (now 

the International Dyslexia Society) produced the following definition. 

'Dyslexia is one of several distinct learning disabilities. It is a specific language

based disorder of constitutional origin characterised by difficulties in single 

word coding, usually reflecting insufficient phonological processing abilities. 

These difficulties in single word decoding are often unexpected in relation to 

age and other cognitive and academic abilities; they are not the result of 

generalised developmental disability or sensory impairment. Dyslexia is 

manifested by variable difficulty with different forms of language, often 

including, in addition to problems reading, a conspicuous problem with 

acquiring proficiency in writing and spelling.' 

Orton Dyslexia Society, 1994 

There has been particular controversy over so-called 'discrepancy definitions' 

of dyslexia. The key notion here is that dyslexics' literacy difficulties are unexpected

unexpected, that is, in relation to their other abilities, including in particular those 

tapped by traditional intelligence tests. Closely related to this is the notion of 

'exclusionary definition' : a child is dyslexic, it has been suggested, ifno other reason 

for its literacy difficulties can be found, - such as poor schooling, lack of intelligence 

or opportunity, or gross physical or sensory deficits. The objection commonly raised 
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against all such definitions is that they do not tell us what dyslexia is, only what it is 

not. 

There is the further difficulty that if dyslexic children receive suitable training 

the discrepancy tends to disappear. 

A discrepancy definition is also problematic in the case of dyslexic children who 

are taught reading and spelling in transparent languages. As has already been noted 

(Wimmer, 1993; Porpodas, 1990; Matejcek, 1997) children may be adequate readers 

and yet may be dyslexic in the sense of having other difficulties characteristic of 

dyslexia. 

A further complication is that children's IQ scores have been shown to be related 

to the socio-economic status of the parents (Siegel and Himel, 1998). This means that 

children coming from unfavourable socio-economic backgrounds or from adverse 

environments are less likely to be classed as discrepant and thus less likely to receive 

help on the grounds that they are 'dyslexic'. A possible consequence is the so-called 

'Matthew effect' as a result of which those who are already poor at reading fall even 

further behind as a result of lack of adequate provision (Stanovich, 1986). 

In view of these complexities any simple formula is likely to be inadequate , not 

only because of the large variations and differences between one dyslexic individual to 

another but because different definitions may be necessary for different purposes; for 

example a definition which specifies how dyslexics were picked out in a research 

investigation may be different from one which specifies what entitles someone to 

qualify a remediation or computer support. (For further discussion of this point, see 

Miles, E., 1995). 

As far as the present thesis is concerned no single comprehensive definition is 

necessary. The only requirement is to specify the criteria by which the dyslexic 

participants were picked out and to ensure that these criteria are compatible with the 

meaning of the word 'dyslexia' as it is commonly understood. Issues connected with 

the choice of such criteria will be discussed in chapter 7. 
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CHAPTER2 

TEACHING READING AND SPELLING 

IN THE ENGLISH LANGUAGE 

2.1 Implications of research findings 

2.1.1 The development of children's phonological skills 

In the previous chapter evidence was presented which suggests that dyslexic 

children tend to experience a variety of difficulties with the processing of verbal 

material. This finding has important implications for teaching them reading and 

spelling. 

First of all, in view of their phonological difficulties and the great importance 

of phonological awareness in facilitating the development ofliteracy, it seems obvious 

that phonological skills need to be developed in the preschool years so that children, 

whether dyslexic or not, will be able to make connections between the sounds which 

they hear and the appropriate spelling patterns. 

These skills can be acquired by means of activities such as rhyme recognition, 

rhyme generation and rime categorisation as well as by activities which require the 

child to delete, add or transpose either syllables or phonemes in order to form new 

words. 

In the case of dyslexic children there is evidence that if such activities are 

combined with the teaching of reading then both reading and spelling improve 

(Hatcher, 1994; Goulandris, 1994; Bradley and Huxford, 1994). 
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2.1.2 The concept of a phonic - multisensory teaching method 

During the early school years children learn the shape of the letters in relation 

to their sounds and thus develop grapheme-phoneme and phoneme-grapheme 

translation strategies. Children who have well developed phonological skills learn to 

read and spell in a way which is phonetically accurate. This means that those words 

which follow the phoneme-grapheme translation rules are spelled correctly and that 

those which do not are at least spelled with the correct representations of their sounds 

and in the right order, although the choice ofletters out of the many alternatives which 

represent the same sound may be incorrect. 

In view of dyslexics ' phonological difficulties, it is widely agreed that in English 

speaking countries phonetically accurate spelling can be achieved when a basically 

phonic method is adopted - that is, the systematic teaching of letter-sound 

correspondences. When this method is used, the children have to learn that words are 

composed of separate sounds (phonemes). It is necessary for them to analyse spoken 

language into these sounds and also to blend them together. Teaching the associations 

between letters and sounds is considered to be essential both for reading and for 

phonetically accurate spelling. The method has to be 

'structured, sequential, cumulative, and thorough .... The skills are to be learned 

through all the avenues of learning open to the student - visual, auditory and 

tactile-kinesthetic - in interaction ... ( our familiar multisensory approach).' 

(Rawson, 1970, pl 18). 

The method has to be structured in the sense that it has to present the written 

language system, with its rules, regularities and spelling patterns, in an organized and 

coherent way. This should include basic sound /symbol correspondences, through 

consonant and vowel digraphs, to prefix and suffix rules. The sounds and letter 

combinations are presented sequentially - that is, in an ordered sequence rather than in 

a varied or unplanned way; for example, consonant blends should not be taught before 

single consonants and the prefix dis should not be taught until the child is familiar with 
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the short ' i' sound. The teaching needs to be cumulative in that the teacher does not 

move on to more complex letter-sound correspondences until the less complex ones 

have been mastered. Finally it needs to be thorough in that there is continual revision 

and the opportunity for over-learning. It will be seen that the programmes referred to 

in section 2.2 satisfy these criteria. 

Mention should be made at this point of a recent modification to the traditional 

teaching of letter-sound correspondences. Instead of treating each phoneme as an 

individual unit it has been suggested that words can usefully be divided into onset and 

rime (Miles, E., 1997b, p.157). In this paper, the author does not dispute the value of 

teaching individual phonemes but suggests that alongside this teaching 'the constructive 

use of onset and rime divisions .. .. would involve, for instance, collecting words 

containing the rime "-ack" and "-ake" and later on longer words containing common 

patterns, e.g. "-arrow" and "-oping" '. For further information on the development of 

ideas on onset and rime the reader is referred to Treiman (1985) and Goswami (1988). 

The methods which have been advocated for teaching dyslexics in English 

speaking countries are almost all multisensory in that they involve all the different 

senses: thus children are encouraged to look carefully, to listen carefully, and to pay 

attention to their mouth movements in saying the word and to their hand movements in 

writing it. 

2.2 Methods used for teaching English spelling to dyslexics 

The best-known programmes for teaching reading and spelling to dyslexics in 

the English language are the following: Gillingham and Stillman (1969), Alpha to 

Omega (Hornsby and Shear, 1993), A Language Training Course for Teachers and 

Learners (Augur and Briggs, 1992), The Bangor Dyslexia Teaching System (Miles, E., 

3rd ed., 1997a). 
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In addition, there are several techniques and learning aids which have been 

found to be useful in teaching dyslexics. The best known of these are the Simultaneous 

Oral Spelling (SOS) teaching technique, the Fernald Tracing technique, and the Edith 

Norrie Letter Case. 

It is worth while reviewing these programmes, techniques and learning aids in 

some detail, since they form the basis for remediation in English speaking countries, 

and although, as it will be seen in chapter 3, there are important differences between 

Greek and English an understanding of the ways in which English speaking dyslexic 

children are taught is a necessary part of the background to the present thesis. 

2.2.1 The Gillingham and Stillman teaching programme 

This is a highly structured phonic programme which sets out in detail the precise 

methods which are to be used. The teacher begins with individual letters which, as they 

are learned, are used to build words. Each new letter is learned by means of 'linkages' 

between visual input (V), auditory input (A), and kinesthetic input (K). (Kinesthesis 

means literally perception of movement; the child is taught to be aware both of the 

movements of his hand in writing the word and of the movements of his mouth in 

saying it.) These linkages are planned so as to link the letter, its spoken name and its 

sound together in paired association; this combination is called a 'phonograph' . The 

linkages are described in the manual as follows : 

Linkage 1: A letter is presented in a card. The teacher gives the name of the 

letter. The pupil looks at it and then repeats it orally (VA linkage and AK linkage). 

Once the name is known, the procedure is repeated for the sound of the letter to be 

learned. As a result of these activities a linkage is made between visual-auditory and 

auditory-kinesthetic modalities. 

Linkage 2: The letter is written by the teacher. Its orientation, the starting point 

of its writing and the direction of movement are discussed; then the pupil traces over 
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the letter, copies it, writes it from memory and then does so with eyes averted (VK and 

KV linkages). 

Linkage 3: The letter is shown and the pupil names it. The teacher moves the 

pupil's hand passively to form the letter (VA and KA linkages). 

Linkage 4: The teacher dictates the letter name and the pupil writes it (AK and 

AV linkages). 

Linkage 5: The letter is presented and the pupil gives its sound (VA linkage). 

This is the important linkage for reading. 

Linkage 6: The teacher gives the name of the letter and the child gives its sound 

Since the child hears the teacher's voice and also his own voice, this is a AA linkage. 

Linkage 7: The teacher provides the sound and the child gives the name of the 

letter (AA linkage). 

Linkage 8: The teacher provides the sound of the letter; the child writes it 

(sometimes with eyes averted) and gives its name (AK and AV linkages) This is an 

important linkage for spelling. 

The manual supplies a wealth of valuable teaching points, and although critics 

have accused the procedures of being too rigid and inflexible, it is argued in their 

defence that a dyslexic child who has been struggling may well find it a relief that the 

lesson is conducted in a consistent and orderly way. 

2.2.2 Alpha to Omega 

Alpha to Omega is a phonic, linguistic approach to the teaching of reading 

writing and spelling. It is a highly structured programme in which multisensory learning 

techniques are used and which, as the authors claim, closely follow the normal pattern 

of language acquisition. 

It begins with the teaching of associations between single letters and sounds and 

it gradually presents all the possible combinations ofletters required to translate the 44 
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phonemes of spoken language into graphemes, using the 26 letters from which all 

English words are constructed. 

Letter-sound correspondences are taught by means of cards with letters printed 

on them. On the reverse side of the card a picture is drawn for each individual letter or 

digraph. The picture represents a 'keyword' - that is, a word the initial sound of which 

is the sound of the letter or digraph which is written on the other side of the card. For 

example, the picture of a snake is drawn on the reverse side of the card on which the 

letter s is written. The pictures are used to remind the children of the sounds of the 

letters or digraphs. The method used is multisensory in that the children are required to 

say the letter's name, to repeat the keyword and its sounds after their teacher, to write 

the letter as they say it, and to write it with their eyes closed so as to get the feel of it. 

After the sounds of the single letters have been introduced, consonant blends and 

digraphs follow, and then, gradually, the whole range of spelling patterns and rules is 

covered ( e.g. the rule relating to the letter w: in most circumstances this letter changes 

the sound of most of the vowels that follow it - as in was and worm). 

Monosyllabic words are introduced at the start, and thereafter polysyllabic words 

and prefixes and suffixes. As soon as the children are able to synthesise sounds into 

words and analyse words into their component sounds, these words are used in 

sentences. The sentences are taught in a particular order depending on their complexity. 

The following is a summary of the teaching procedure (taken from the manual itself). 

Stage 1: This stage deals with words of one syllable, except where prefixes and 

suffixes can be added without changing the spelling of the root word. The vowels are 

mostly short vowels, or words of one and two phonemes ending in a vowel. Where a 

syllable ends in a vowel, it is described as an 'open' syllable; in such cases the vowel 

sound is always long as in a, be, he, me, she, the, we, no, so, go, to, do, I, by, my . A 

' closed' syllable is one ending in a consonant (e.g. man, hat). Also used is the e vowel 

which turns a short vowel sound to a long vowel sound ( e.g. cake, these, rip e, hope, 

tune). 

Stage 2: This stage also deals with one-syllable words with the addition of 
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prefixes and suffixes and also with other ways of writing long vowel sounds. 

Stage 3: This stage deals with polysyllabic words, with the characteristics of final 

syllables, and again with open and closed syllables which are now covered more 

thoroughly. 

The prefixes and the suffixes which need to be initially mastered are the 

following: 

Prefixes: a-, be-, de-, en-, mis-, in-, re-, to-, un-, ad-, dis-, pre

Suffixes: -ed, -er, -est, -ing, -ous, -able, -ly, -s, -ment, -y, -age, -Jul 

More advanced prefixes and suffixes are introduced later, or form part of some 

rule being taught. Games and exercises can be devised to help the pupils to become 

familiar with what the concepts of 'prefix' and 'suffix' involve. 

In accordance with the authors' policy of following the normal pattern of 

language acquisition content words appear first - nouns, verbs and adjectives - while 

function words (e.g. prepositions etc.) appear later. 

This programme has been widely used both in Britain and in other countries 

where English is the first language. 

2.2.3 A Language Training Course for Teachers and Learners 

A Language Training Course for Teachers and Learners (Augur and Briggs, 

1992) provides another structured phonic-multisensory approach. It is based on the 

Hickey Multisensory Language Course which in its tum was a British adaptation of the 

Gillingham and Stillman programme. 

The sound-symbol patterns are taught in a systematic way. The spelling pack of 

this programme consists of 50 cards whose purpose is to present the written sounds so 

that the learner can listen to them, repeat them, spell them and name the letters. The 

programme also uses a multisensory technique: the children listen to the sounds, speak 

them aloud, linking the sounds to the names of the letters, use movement to write 
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correctly the spelling alternatives, naming each before writing, see the spellings they have 

written and learn the different positions in which they occur in words. For further details 

about the teaching procedures as well as the organisation of the programme the reader is 

referred in Augur and Briggs (1992). 

2.2.4 The Bangor Dyslexia Teaching System 

The Bangor Dyslexia Teaching System is a flexible teaching programme which is 

also based on a phonic approach in the sense that the children's attention is concentrated 

on the alphabetic code. The sounds of the language are taught in a systematic way within 

a structure, and the teacher has to proceed in a carefully ordered sequence of small steps, 

with plenty of cumulative and thorough revision and over-learning. The emphasis of this 

programme is on 'patterns' rather than on 'rules' (where ' rule' is understood to mean the 

learning by heart of some formula prescribed by the teacher). The programme is divided 

into two parts. 

The first part is organised into six sections, described in the programme as 

follows: 

Section 1: This section is concerned with the sounds of the single letters and the 

structure of single-syllable words; as a result it necessarily involves words containing 

short vowels and the spelling practices associated with them. 

At the start the sounds of all the consonants are taught, including y, qu, and the 

hard sounds of c and g, and afterwards the five short vowels a, e, I, 6, ii,. Once the 

children are familiar with the consonants and the short vowels, three letter words which 

contain two consonants and a short vowel in the middle ( e.g. cat, bat) are introduced and 

the children are required to read, copy and spell them to dictation. Whole sentences 

containing words with short vowels only (plus a and the) can be given for children to 

read or can be dictated to them for spelling (e.g. The cat bit the dog. and Tom and M eg 

had a p et rat.) 
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The programme continues with the introduction of consonant digraphs (th, sh, ch), 

plus wh for the word when and combination qu. Consonant blends of two and three 

consonants (e.g. st, spl) and also digraph and blend (e.g. thr) follow and need to be 

practised over a long period, on the ground that dyslexics are inclined to omit a consonant 

in a consonant cluster. 

After the above, one-syllable words which double their last letter are introduced 

(e.g.full, miss) and also polysyllabic words in which a letter is doubled (e.g. hopping, 

little). 

These are followed by plurals ( e.g. clocks, boxes, horses); 'w' words, that is, 

words beginning with w, where the vowel which follows (an a or o) has a different 

pronunciation from the usual short vowel sound ( e.g. was, want, what); 'l' words, that 

is, words with a single vowel in them but with an l immediately after it which again leads 

to an unusual pronunciation of the vowels (e.g. as in: all, wall, old, cold, talk, walk); long 

single vowels ( e.g. find, child, most, post); broader a, o and u sounds ( e.g. pass, glass, 

bath, task, father), and finally ar, or and er - including the -ve endings- (e.g. car, 

farm,form, pork, herd, serve). 

Section 2: This section shifts to the commonest long vowel patterns, including the 

final e pattern, vowel digraphs, and combinations of a vowel and w or y serving a similar 

function. 

Section 3: The third section supplies a basic checklist of irregular words which 

will be taught gradually, with suggestions on how to group them. 

Section 4: This section continues from Section Two with more patterns ( e.g. -ight, 

-ir, -ur) and some less regular ones involving silent consonants (e.g. -ought, -aught, 

and -ough). 

Section 5: The fifth section deals with silent consonant patterns and with the less 

common sound correspondences of some two-consonant combinations ( e.g. wh, ch =/kl, 

ch=!JI, sh etc.). 

Section 6: This section is concerned with word endings, including common 

grammatical endings (e.g. -ing, -ed), and the changes to root words that sometimes have 
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to be made when these are added. 

The second part of the programme is called The Secondary School Approach and 

is intended for children aged 11 and over. This part includes both the patterns taught in 

Part I though rather in polysyllabic than in single words, and also the more difficult or 

confusing spelling patterns. A syllabus which is suggested by the author for teaching 

older dyslexics might comprise: consolidation of basic work in Part 1 of the syllabus with 

polysyllabic vocabulary as provided in the programme; alternative single-letter and two

letter spellings of consonant sounds (s, ce, etc.); plurals; clear enunciation of words in 

speech and recognition of their grammatical function before anything is written down; 

doubling ( e.g. hopping, hoping); function of an e - when to keep an e and when to drop 

it when adding suffixes; syllabification and stress; open and closed syllables; word

building and roots, prefixes, suffixes and also more complex spelling patterns, for 

instance, similar sounding endings - ( e.g. -ind, -ined and -st, -ssed), suffixes which are 

easily confused ( e.g.-ery, -ary, -ory; -ent, -ant; -able, -ible ) and negative prefixes (in-, 

il-, im-, ir-, un- ). 

It should be noted that there is no set order for teaching this programme and that 

the vocabulary which is introduced can vary according to the needs of individual pupils. 

Consequently, much of the section is intended as a resource for teachers to draw on. 

To summarise what has been written so far, the English teaching programmes for 

dyslexics put the emphasis on the learning of letter-sound associations (grapheme-to

phoneme correspondence rules) in the first place. They train children to recognise 

individual letters accurately, and then train them to read syllables and whole words. 

Thereafter the spelling rules and the regularities and irregularities of the writing system 

are taught systematically and in small steps. 
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2.2.5 The Simultaneous Oral Spelling (SOS) technique 

A teaching technique which is sometimes used in multisensory programmes is that 

of Simultaneous Oral Spelling (SOS). This technique was invented by Gillingham and 

Stillman and is presented in an improved version by Bradley who also provided research 

evidence about the effectiveness of this method in teaching English spelling (Bradley, 

1981, see also Bryant and Bradley, 1988). 

According to this technique, the teacher says the word and the child repeats the 

sound; then the child names the letters, writes the word naming each letter as he writes, 

and then repeats the word. 

2.2.6 The Edith Norrie Letter Case 

The Edith Norrie Case ( obtainable from the Helen Arkell Centre2) is a box which 

contains cards on which are printed separate letters of the alphabet, digraphs and 

punctuation marks. It also contains a small mirror in which children can watch their own 

mouth movements. 

The letters are categorised in relation to articulation rather than alphabetically; 

there is colour-coding for voiced and non-voiced sounds and for vowels; for example the 

letters which represent vowel sounds are coloured red. Children learn that there must be 

at least one vowel (red letter) in every word or syllable. Consonants are divided into three 

groups, dental, labial and palatal, each occupying a separate section of the box. 

Children are shown how to produce each sound and can see by watching their 

mouths into which group a sound falls. The mirror helps them to learn whether a sound 

is produced by the lips, the tip of the tongue or the back of the throat. Thus there need be 

no confusion between b and d since the former is labial and the latter is dental. The 

2 Helen Arkell Dyslexia Centre, Frensham, Surrey, GUlO 3BN. 
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overall aim is to make the children consciously aware of their own speech processes. 

In a typical training programme, for instance that described by Thomson and 

Watkins (1990), the children start with phonetically regular words and short sentences. 

They spell out the sentences by taking letters from the box; the teacher helps them and 

corrects their errors by encouraging them to say the mistaken words again while looking 

at their lips in the mirror in order to find out whether the particular sounds are dentals, 

labials etc .. It is also possible to ask them questions about the type and the number of the 

sounds and syllables - for example: 'How many red letters (vowels) or green letters 

(voiced consonants), or black letters (unvoiced consonants) do you hear in that word?' 

or 'How many syllables are there in that word?' 

Further details about the Edith Norrie Letter Case will be found in Naidoo (1981) 

and in Thomson and Watkins (1990). It is not a 'programme' in the strict sense but rather 

a tool which can be used for a number of different purposes. 

2.2.7 The Fernald tracing technique 

Another technique which is used in English speaking countries is the Fernald 

tracing technique. This technique emphasizes the importance in spelling of calling 

attention to writing movements. Children, as they write the word, trace the letters so as 

to develop a kind of 'motor' or ' kinaesthetic' memory for them. 

The description which follows is taken from Thomson and Watkins (1990). 

Stage 1: The word is written with a wax crayon. The child traces over the word 

saying each part of the word aloud. He repeats this many times until he is able to write 

the word without looking at it. The same procedure is followed until the child has been 

taught many words and has made his own book - a word file - which will contain all the 

taught words. 

Stage 2: This is the same as Stage 1 but tracing is no longer necessary. The 

children stop tracing when it appears that they are able to learn without it - it should be 
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dropped gradually. They learn new words by looking at them, saying them over to 

themselves as they look, and writing them without looking at the copy, again saying each 

part of the word as they write it. 

Stage 3: At this stage the children learn directly from the printed words without 

having them written for them. They merely look at them and say them to themselves 

before writing them. 

Although the Fernald tracing technique involves a multisensory approach because 

of the use of the visual, auditory, tactile and kinesthetic modalities in teaching spelling, 

it differs from the programmes described earlier in this chapter in that it is in effect a 

'whole-word' teaching method. That is to say, it helps the children to remember the 

spelling of whole words without requiring them to produce a phonological analysis of the 

word. 

2.3 The Lyn Wendon pictorial method 

Another way of introducing the letters is that devised by Lyn Wendon (undated; 

see also Naidoo, 1991). She developed a technique of creating a picture from the shape 

of the letter, and this is used in her programme as an aid for introducing the phonemes 

which go to make up English words. For example, she draws the picture of a duck on the 

shape of the letter dbecause the initial sound of the word duck is a /d/. Similarly, she has 

created a picture for the regular sound of every English letter. The picture may represent 

a person (e.g. king for letter k) or an animal (e.g. snake for letters), the name of which 

begin with that particular phoneme of the depicted letter. This helps children to link the 

shape of a particular letter with its sound. For example, dyslexic children who usually 

confuse the sound of the letter d with the sound of the letter b can be helped to remember 

its sound by recalling the picture of the duck when they see it in words such as dad, bad, 

bed, red, read, bread, etc. This helps them to read these words correctly. In addition, 

when they hear the sound / di in a dictated word they remember that / d/ is the initial sound 

of the word duck and thus they recall the letter d as being a part of the presented picture 
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of a duck. 

Superficially, the Lyn Wendon method, since it involves the use of pictures, may 

seem to bear some resemblance to the 'pictographic' method used in the present study. 

However, as will be seen in chapter 11 , the two methods are different in a number of 

important ways. 

2.4 Evidence regarding the efficiency of phonic-multisensory 

methods 

Although practising teachers of dyslexics in English-speaking countries have been 

convinced over many decades that phonic multisensory techniques are effective, there is 

a relative dearth of research studies which present hard evidence. However, a few such 

studies exist and they will be reviewed briefly. 

Hornsby and Miles, (1980) presented results for 107 children with reading and 

spelling problems who were taught by methods which the authors describe as 'dyslexia

centered' since they were devised specifically with the needs of dyslexic children in 

mind. Research was carried out at three different centres. At Centre A (which was a clinic 

attached to a hospital) the book which formed the basis of the teaching programme was 

Hornsby and Shear (1977); at Centre B (which was a unit attached to a university 

department) a syllabus was used which involved extensions and adaptations of Miles, T. 

R. (1970) and Miles and Miles (1975), while at Centre C (which was a centre organised 

on a private basis) the teaching was based primarily on Hickey (1977). Also in use were 

the Gill Cotterell ( 1969) Check List of Basic Sounds and the Edith Norrie Letter Case. 

Comparisons were made in the case of each child between the rate of gain before 

teaching and the rate of gain during teaching. Whatever the child's age the during 

teaching rate of gain came out in almost all cases as much higher than the before teaching 

rate of gain. 

There is also evidence on the effectiveness of the Simultaneous Oral Spelling 

(SOS) method and on the necessity of teaching by all its three different components 
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which are: 1) the activity of seeing and repeating the word 2) the activity of spelling out 

the letters and 3) the writing activity. It was found that the effectiveness of the SOS 

method when it is applied by using all its three components is significantly better than 

teaching by omitting either the activity of spelling out the letters as they are written, or 

the activity of writing the word (Bradley, 1981; see also Bryant and Bradley, 1988). 

In addition, evidence for the effectiveness of the multisensory method comes from 

a single-case study reported by Goulandris, ( 1994) in which the multisensory approach 

was compared with a 'visual' approach. The study lasted over a 14-week period, phase 

1 comprising 3 weeks' multisensory training followed by 3 weeks ' 'visual' training, and 

phase 2, after a 2 week gap, comprising 3 weeks' 'visual' training followed by 3 weeks ' 

multisensory training. When the visual approach was used words were taught simply as 

single entities to be memorised, without the pupil being shown anything about how they 

might be segmented into their components. In the multisensory approach he was required 

to divide the words into phonological units, such as syllables, onset and rime, or 

phonemes, and to carry out single tracing of the separate letters. Although the authors are 

cautious in generalising from this study they are in no doubt that, in EB' s case at least, 

the multisensory procedure 'was particularly effective'. (Goulandris, 1994, p.621). 

These systematic studies suggest that the methods commonly used by practising 

teachers are along the right lines. 
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CHAPTER3 

DYSLEXIA AND THE GREEK LANGUAGE 

The programmes discussed in the last chapter were devised for children who were 

English-speaking. It by no means follows, however, that such programmes can simply 

be taken over and applied to the Greek language. It has already been noted that dyslexia 

takes different forms in different countries according to the kind of writing system used 

and according to the transparency or otherwise of the language. This chapter will be 

concerned with the Greek writing system and with the ways in which reading and 

spelling are taught to Greek children. 

3.1 The orthography of the Greek language 

The Greek alphabet has twenty-five letters. During the first two months of the first 

grade of Primary School, Greek children are taught the twenty-five letters in association 

with their regular sounds. These letters with their regular sounds are as follows. 3 

a /a/ 

TJ Iii 

V In/ 

<; Isl 

co lo/ 

~ /v/ 

0 /0/ 

~ /ks/ 

T /t/ 

y /y/ 

t /i/ 

o lo! 

1) Ii/ 

K /kl 

7t /p/ 

cp /fl 

s /el 

A /1/ 

p Ir/ 

X Ix/ 

t;; /z/ 

µ /ml 

cr Isl 

\If /psi 

In addition, some of the Greek letters are combined to form digraphs or 

3 No attempt will be made in this thesis to set out the sound system of the 
Greek language. This is complicated and since it is easily 'picked up' by Greek 
children, it is irrelevant to the teaching of spelling. 
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combinations. 'Digraphs' are graph em es which consist of two vowel-letters which when 

combined correspond to only one vowel-sound; the word ' combination' refers to a sound 

make up of a vowel and a consonant but written as either av /af/ /av/ or cv /ef/ /ev/. The 

digraphs and the combinations of the Greek language are the following: 

Digraphs: az !el, c l Iii , Ol Iii , ov /u/ 

Combinations: av /af/ /av/, cv /ef/ /ev/ 

In general there is a regular grapheme-to-phoneme correspondence. However, as 

can be seen from the above list there are some sounds which can be represented by more 

than one letter or digraph. 

The sounds which are represented by more than one grapheme (letter or digraph) 

are the following: 

• /i/ is represented by five graphemes: z, Y/, v, c l Ol. 

• lo/ is represented by two graphemes: o, m. 

• /el is represented by two graphemes: c, az. 

• consonant sounds are represented by either one or two consonants ( e.g. µ 

or µµ). Double consonants are normally pronounced as if they were single; 

an exception is yy which is pronounced /g/ instead of /y / which is the 

normal sound of the letter y. 

The alternative letters which represent the same sounds will be referred to in what 

follows as 'ambiguous' letters. Similarly, the Greek words whose phonemes can be 

represented by more than one letter will be called ' ambiguous' words. 

'Ambiguous' was chosen in place of the word 'irregular' since the relationship 

between a letter or a digraph of the Greek alphabet and its sound is, indeed, regular, 

whereas 'ambiguous' is intended to imply uncertainty as to the choice of letter. These 

ambiguous letters cause problems to Greek children because it is difficult to decide which 

of them should be chosen in a particular word. That is why they need to be taught by a 

special method. 

The inconsistencies occur because through the centuries the pronunciation of some 

phonemes has changed while the letters which represent them remained the same. Thus 
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modem Greek spelling has lost some of its phonetic character, and is represented by a 

system of 'historic orthography' that reflects the etymology of words rather than their 

phonetic components. Since each letter is consistent in its pronunciation - for example 

the letter rt Iii is always pronounced in the same way - it follows that modem Greek is 

easier to read than to spell. For Greek dyslexic pupils in particular the problem is not that 

of reading but of spelling. 

3.2 Phonological and visual factors in children's reading 

and spelling of Greek. 

Although there are few studies which deal with the cognitive analysis ofreading 

and spelling aspects of the Greek language, there are some studies by Porpodas (1989, 

1990) which have shown the role of phonological and visual factors in children' s reading 

and spelling of Greek. 

The first of these studies explored the role of phonology in early reading. Good 

and poor readers were required to read four different stories. There were four 

experimental conditions. In the first condition the text was typed in a mixture of upper 

and lower case letters, with the result that it was distorted but phonetically correct. In the 

second condition all the words of the text were written in lower case and phonetically 

correct but misspelled because of the use of alternative representations of the sounds 

contained in the words. In the third condition the words were again written in lower case 

but were phonetically incorrect and also misspelled because of the replacement of some 

of the letters with others which were visually similar to the correct ones. In addition there 

was another condition, the 'normal' one, in which the correct versions of the texts were 

typed. Each child was required to read aloud the four texts, the time taken being 

measured in seconds. 

It was found that both the good and the poor readers had more difficulty with the 
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distorted texts than the normal text. It was also found that beginner readers, irrespective 

of their achievement, needed less time to read the distorted texts which were phonetically 

correct (although they were written either in a mixture of upper and lower case letters or 

with the wrong representations of the correct sounds), than to read the phonetically 

incorrect text which was written in letters visually similar to the correct ones. These 

findings may indicate that Greek children depend more on phonological cues in their 

early stages of learning to read than on orthographic cues. 

However, this reliance seems to change over time so that good readers of the 4th 

Primary grade are likely to recognize words not only on the basis of phonological but also 

of visual information. This claim is based on a study of Porpodas (1990) in which Greek 

children of Primary-4th grade were required to read and spell a list of words and a list of 

non-words so as to make possible a qualitative analysis of their errors. Specifically the 

children were subdivided into three groups of 12 (1st group: good readers-good spellers, 

2nd group: good readers-poor spellers, 3rd group: poor readers-poor spellers). The word 

list contained 24 orthographically regular and 24 orthographically ambiguous words. The 

non-word list contained 48 pronounceable non-words which were derived from the 

regular and ambiguous words by changing the initial consonant. 

It was found that the great majority of the spelling errors which were made in the 

ambiguous words were phonetically accurate. Specifically, the percentage of the 

phonetically accurate misspellings for the group of the good readers good spellers was 

100%; for the good readers poor spellers it was 98%, and for the poor readers poor 

spellers it was 84%. This may indicate that all the 4th grade good readers, and also the 

majority of the poor spellers, have reached a good enough level of phonological 

awareness to enable them to spell words phonetically accurately. 

It was also found that the good readers ( either the good readers good spellers or 

the good readers poor spellers) were able to read both the regular and the ambiguous 

words equally well. This result is in line with those reported by Backman and colleagues 
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( cited in Porpodas, 1989)4 according to which good readers of English recognize words 

on a visual basis by 4th grade. In contrast, the Greek poor readers were found to read the 

regular words better than the ambiguous ones. 

It could be suggested, therefore, that by the 4th grade of Primary School the Greek 

good readers may have overcome their dependence on phonological information and may 

have reached a stage of equal efficiency in the use of visual and phonological strategies 

in reading. 

As for the poor readers it could be suggested that they overcome the most serious 

of their phonological difficulties by the time they get to the 4th grade - since they can 

spell in a way which is phonetically accurate - but that they still rely mainly on a 

knowledge of letter-sound correspondence. It is incorrect, however, to assume that no 

Greek children aged 9 or over have phonological problems. Porpodas' (1990) figure of 

84% implies that 16% still make phonological errors. More research is needed to check 

what percentage of Greek children at different ages continue to make such errors. 

Thus it seems that Greek poor spellers of the 4th Primary grade may need a special 

teaching method for spelling because their cognitive deficits in verbal memory prevent 

them from using the ordinary teaching methods which are followed by their teachers. It 

is possible that a phonic approach alone which helps children to acquire grapheme

phoneme translation skills may not be important or necessary in the development of 

spelling skills after the 4th Primary grade. What they need instead is a way of helping 

them to memorise ambiguous spelling patterns. 

3.3 Greek methods for teaching reading and spelling to 

dyslexics 

The method which is widely followed in teaching early reading and spelling in the 

first grade of the Greek Primary School, and which is officially introduced by the Greek 

4 It has not been possible to consult the original article. 
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National Curriculum, is actually a phonic one. It is based in the first place on the teaching 

of the individual letters and their sounds, and afterwards on the introduction of all the 

possible syllabic patterns. 

The Greek letters are taught one by one. Immediately after the teaching of each 

letter, the syllables of the type consonant-vowel (CV) (e.g. 6a Iva/, 6i /vi/) are 

introduced. Afterwards words of any length, sentences and small pieces of text which 

contain the taught syllables are given to the children either for reading or for spelling. 

When they are able to recognise all the letters in relation to their sounds and to read and 

spell words of the CV type all the consonant strings ( e.g. CCV like 6pa /vra/, and CCCV 

like mpo /stro/) and all the rest of the syllabic patterns as well, are taught to them by the 

use of specially constructed texts. In addition, a whole-word approach is used, although 

not very often, in teaching some very common words which contain vowel digraphs ( e.g. 

Km Ike/= and, eivm line/= is). 

For the purpose of teaching early reading and spelling, especially to the dyslexic 

children, because of the lack of studies of the effectiveness of different approaches, the 

methods are based on the teachers' initiative and inventive attitude. They have adopted 

the phonic teaching methods and the multisensory techniques which are used successfully 

in English-speaking countries, although with certain modifications which have been 

suggested by the present author. Examples of such modifications will be found in 

Mavrommati (1995). 

The details are as follows. When the sounds of the separate letters have been 

learned, the children are taught to synthesize two letters, viz. a consonant and a vowel 

(CV), into one syllable (e.g. 6 +a= 6a Iv/+ la/ = /val). All spelling patterns of this 

kind are systematically presented and taught one by one. 

Next, the words comprising two syllables of this kind, that is words of the type 

CV-CV5 (e.g. µft - lo= µftlo !mil - /lo/= /milo/: apple) are taught. The children are 

given cards with the words written on them and are required to read them aloud many 

5 In the pages which follow dashes are used in words of more than one syllable 
to mark the division between the syllables. 
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times. This enables them to become familiar with the spelling pattern and to acquire 

automaticity in reading them. Texts and sentences are not given to the children until the 

words of this particular type can be read fluently. 

When children have achieved accuracy and speed in reading and spelling the CV

CV words, they are taught three-syllable words of the CV-CV-CV pattern and then four

syllable words of the type CV-CV-CV-CV (e.g. 1w-pa-6z = 1<apa6z /ka/-/ra/-/vi/ = 

/karavi/: ship, and '!T:a-pa-0v-po = '!T:apa0vpo /pa/-/ra/-/0i/-/ro/ = /para0iro/: window). 

After words of the above type have been taught, a new spelling pattern is 

introduced, comprising two consonant sounds and one vowel sound (CCV such as 6pa 

/vra/). In the same way as was done for the CV syllabic pattern, all the spelling patterns 

of the CCV kind are systematically presented and taught. The two-syllable words which 

contain the new spelling pattern and the already learned CV pattern are then taught. 

These are divided into two groups which are introduced separately. The first group 

consists of words of the type CCV-CV ( 6po-xft = 6poxft /vro.-/xi/ = /vroxi/ : rain) 

which contain the new pattern in the first syllable of the word; the second group consists 

of words of the type CV-CCV ('!T:a-cna = '!T:acna /pa/-/sta/ = /pasta/: sweet) which contain 

the new pattern in the last syllable of the word. 

Afterwards, the three-syllable words which contain the new spelling pattern 

(CCV) are taught. These words are divided into three groups according to the position 

of the syllabic pattern and they are presented to the children separately. The first group 

consists of words which contain the new pattern in their first syllable; the second group 

consists of words which contain the new pattern in their second (middle) syllable, and the 

third group consists of words which contain the pattern in their third (last) syllable. All 

the other syllables of the words are of the type CV which was learned before the 

presentation of the CCV words; and four-syllable words containing the CCV syllabic 

pattern are taught in the same way. The same procedure is followed until gradually all 

types of syllabic patterns and the words containing them have been systematically taught 

(Mavrommati, 1995). 

According to their teachers' reports the dyslexic children of the first and the 
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second Primary grade who are taught by the above method become able to apply 

grapheme-phoneme conversion rules correctly and achieve an adequate level ofreading 

both regular and ambiguous words, i.e. words which can be represented by many 

alternatives. They also develop their spelling skills and become able to spell words in a 

phonetically correct way. 

The above teaching programme, however, cannot cope with the teaching of 

spelling of ambiguous words. This is because there are many alternatives for representing 

the vowel sounds, and some words in which a single consonant sound is represented by 

two identical consonants. As a result, learning by a phonic approach is by no means easy. 

The present practice is that ambiguous words are taught by multisensory methods. 

Various activities are used for this purpose; for instance the children are required to write 

the words using different colours of pen, to draw the appropriate letters on the blackboard 

or on the floor with pieces of chalk, to trace the letters with their finger, to 'write' them 

on a surface covered with rice or sand, or to say them aloud one by one. 

In addition to the multisensory method there are two additional methods. These 

are the pictographic and the linguistic methods. They were both introduced by the present 

author (Mavrommati, 1995). The pictographic method is based on teaching spelling by 

representing the ambiguous letters in a word by means of pictograms (pictures) (see 

chapter 4 for details); each pictogram is made to fit to the shape of the letter and the 

meaning of the word. In the case of the linguistic method (so named because of its basis 

in modem linguistics) the words are analysed not into syllables or phonemes but into their 

component morphemes. In the first place there is the root morpheme, for example the 

morpheme µaB- which provides the root for a number of other words - µaBryµa 

(lesson), µaBryµm:zKa (mathematics), etc .. Secondary there are derivational morphemes. 

The derivational morphemes form the derivatives of the original words and are always 

in the part of the word between the root morpheme and the grammatical 

ending/morpheme of the word. They are shared by different root morphemes: for 

example the derivational morpheme -ryµ- occur not only in µa.8-ryµ-a and µaB-ryµ-ar

zK-a but in many other word families too, e.g. epwr-ryµ-a (question), qJVa-ryµ-a 
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(blowing), mjb-17µ-a (jump), etc .. They are called' derivational morphemes' because they 

form the derivatives of the root morphemes; thus µa0-17µ -aruai and µ6.0-17µ-a derive 

from the root morpheme -µa0-. Since the orthography not only of the root morphemes 

but also of the derivational morphemes is consistent, learning how to analyse the words 

into their morphemes helps the child to learn the associations between the meaning of the 

morphemes and their spelling. If the children are aware of these relationships they will 

be helped in the spelling of unknown words by analogy with familiar ones. They are not 

required to remember the linguistic terms 'morpheme', ' root-morpheme' , 'derivational 

morpheme' and 'grammatical morpheme'; their meaning is explained by providing many 

examples and the children are expected only to be able to recognise their presence in 

words. They are first taught how to identify and separate the root-morpheme of the word 

from the remaining part. When they acquire fluency at this task, they learn how to analyse 

the remaining part into its component morphemes, namely the derivational morpheme 

and the grammatical morpheme. 

Use of the pictographic and linguistic methods in conjunction has the following 

auns: 

I) that of helping children to memorise the spelling of the root and derivational 

morphemes of the words by depicting their ambiguous letters (pictographic method) 

II) that of teaching the spelling rules for the grammatical morphemes (grammatical 

endings) of the words (linguistic method) 

III) that of teaching meaning-spelling associations. This can help children to think 

of and produce derivatives and compounds of the words which were taught by the use 

ofpictograms. It can also help them to understand the semantic relationship between the 

words of a word family (linguistic method). 

IV) that of teaching how to analyse the words into their component morphemes. 

This can help children to understand the etymological origin of the words and thus to 

spell correctly the root and the derivational morphemes which have been learned by the 

use of pictograms (linguistic method). 

The personal observations of the present author and those of her colleagues who 
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have specialised in the teaching of dyslexic children suggested that this combination of 

the pictographic and the linguistic method is very effective. 

However, it seemed possible that their apparent effectiveness in conjunction was 

in fact dependent largely on the effectiveness of the pictographic method. The linguistic 

method might, indeed, enable the children to learn that members of the same word family 

were all spelled in the same way; what it could not do was help the children remember 

which letters had to be used from the possible alternatives. What was necessary, 

therefore, was to check on the effectiveness of the pictographic method on its own in 

isolation from the linguistic method. As will be seen in the next chapter, this was the 

basic idea which gave rise to the present study. 
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CHAPTER4 

THE THEORETICAL BACKGROUND OF 

THE PICTOGRAPHIC METHOD 

As has been pointed out, because of the special nature of the Greek writing system 

Greek children need not only to acquire phonological skills but also to be able to 

memorise the visual characteristics of the spelling patterns. Only when they have 

achieved the latter they will be able to spell ambiguous words. However, dyslexics have 

difficulty in memorising spelling patterns because of their verbal memory deficits. 

Now there is striking research evidence which suggests that verbal recall is 

significantly higher when the items are presented as pictures rather than as printed words 

(Paivio, 1991). Paivio's studies have provided confirmation that the use of pictures 

functions as an alternative or supplementary way of remembering which enhances the 

probability of correct recall of words and thus can be very effective when the number of 

words to be recalled is large. This conclusion has been supported by his experiments in 

which the functions of non-verbal and verbal memory representations in the free recall 

of pictures and printed words (nouns) were investigated under several different 

conditions. Paivio's special interest was in the study of mental imagery. Additionally, 

however, some of his findings are relevant to the present thesis since many of his 

experiments involved the memorisation of pictorial material in comparison with verbal 

material. Although his research was carried out in English there is no reason to think that 

generalisation to other languages is inappropriate. 

The following experiment ( one of a series in which he was systematically studying 

memory mechanisms) illustrates the kind of way in which his conclusions were reached. 

The participants in this study were 142 undergraduates who were attending a university 
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summer school. The stimuli were 72 written words representing concrete objects, 72 

abstract words, also in written form, and 72 pictures. Words and pictures were presented 

for one sixteenth of a second, the remainder of a 5-second interval before the next 

presentation being available for them to write the word or the label for the picture in a 

booklet. These booklets were then removed and fresh booklets were issued in which they 

were asked to record in writing as many of the words or picture-labels as they could. 

Three different types of recall procedure were used: in the first place there was the 

traditional 'free recall' condition in which the participants were free to write down the 

words in any order; secondly there was the 'intentional' condition in which other 

participants were warned that they would be asked to recall items at a later date, and 

thirdly there was the 'incidental' condition in which a third group of participants were 

given no additional instructions. There was thus a 3 x 3 design - three different types of 

stimulus and three different conditions; each of the 142 participants was allocated to one 

of the 9 cells, the numbers in each cell varying between 9 and 16. 

Recall increased systematically from abstract words to concrete words to pictures, 

and this result held up in the 'free recall', 'intentional' and 'incidental' conditions. In 

another experiment it was found that there was good recall when pictures were presented 

and the participants were required to draw them or write the name, and that there was also 

good recall when they were presented with a word and had to draw a picture of the object 

named by the word. In contrast, when they were presented with a word and had simply 

to write it down recall was much worse. 

In another experiment it was found that the number of written words recalled was 

about one-half of the number of words corresponding to pictures. From this result 

Paivio concludes that 'one exposure to a picture is generally worth two to a word' 

(Paivio, 1991, pp. 85-88). 

In general, Paivio's research provides strong confirmation that recall of individual 

items is greater if they are expressed in the form of pictures than if they are expressed in 

the form of words. 

The research findings about picture superiority in free recall, combined with the 
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findings about dyslexics' different responses to verbal and non-verbal information, 

raised the question of whether the presence of pictures could help children - and dyslexic 

children in particular - to memorise not only the words but also the visual characteristics 

of them, that is, their spelling. If such pictures were to be used, they would need to be 

specially designed so as to remind the children of the shape of the ambiguous letters and 

thus the correct letters from the possible alternatives. 

It was important, however, to take into account the possibility that dyslexics' 

naming difficulties might affect not only their memorisation of words but also their 

memorisation of pictures, since in some context pictures have to be named. It was 

therefore necessary to devise a technique which would circumvent problems caused by 

dyslexics ' naming difficulties. To achieve this it was necessary for the ambiguous letters 

to be depicted either as the object which is described by the meaning of the word - so that 

the word itself would remind the children of the drawn pictogram - or as a very familiar 

object. 

In addition, to circumvent possible difficulties which the children might have in 

remembering the pictograms when a large number of them had been taught, these 

pictograms had to remain constant; that is, one specific pictogram had to be created for 

each ambiguous letter. 

It seemed to the present researcher that because of the difficulty of organising the 

pictograms into a system which would accord with all the above requirements what was 

needed was that the pictures should replace, not all the letters of the word but only the 

ambiguous letters. Thus each word would have to be written as a mixture of pictograms 

and alphabetic symbols. The sounds which are represented consistently by only one letter 

would be written alphabetically whereas the sounds which can be represented by more 

than one letter would be converted into pictograms and the pictograms would then take 

the place of the letters in the word's visual appearance. The Greek writing system would 

not therefore look like a purely alphabetic one, as it really is, but rather as what may be 

called a 'pictographic-alphabetic' system - a combination of pictograms and alphabetic 

letters. 
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The central idea behind the pictographic method was that the lack of transparency 

in the Greek spelling system could be compensated for if ambiguous letters in a word 

were replaced by pictograms. Instead of there being alternative ways of representing the 

same sound, there would be only one such representation - that appearing in the 

pictogram. In addition the pictogram would replace the alphabetic symbols by pictures, 

which are easier to remember. 

Once this idea had been thought up, the next task was to invent suitable 

pictograms. As most of the spelling problems in Greek arise from the various vowel 

representations, the double consonants and the vowel-consonant combinations, such a 

conversion from letters to pictograms needed to be carried out only for these. It was also 

necessary for the pictograms to be very specific, that is, without the possibility of any 

alternatives. For this purpose pictograms had to be closely related both to the meaning 

of the words and to the shape of the depicted letters. The two following chapters will 

describe the most important phases in the development of the pictographic method as 

well as the rules according to which the letters were converted into pictograms. This 

development will be illustrated by means of examples. 
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CHAPTERS 

THE EXPLORATORY STUDIES (1989-1995) 

5.1 Introduction 

The pictographic method was based partly on the author' s experience as a teacher 

over fifteen years and partly on her theoretical knowledge about the difficulties of 

dyslexics in processing alphabetical symbols. The idea that a system for teaching spelling 

based on pictures might be particularly helpful for teaching the irregularities of Greek 

spelling to dyslexics was tried out in many exploratory studies which were conducted 

from 1989 to 1995. 

Not all these exploratory studies are described in the present chapter. Eight of 

them, however, will be referred to. Although it is not suggested that any of them on their 

own lead to firm conclusions, each made a special contribution to the development of the 

pictographic method which was used in the main research. In addition it is hoped that the 

present chapter will convey some of the excitement experienced by the researcher as the 

pictographic method was gradually modified and refined. 

From the experimental design of view the exploratory studies had many 

shortcomings: the children did not all start at the same spelling level; their numbers were 

mostly very small; each child was taught different words, and there were no adequate 

control procedures. At this stage however, the researcher was attempting to refine the 

materials rather than make any systematic comparison between the teaching methods. 

The first five out of the eight exploratory studies which will be described in this 

chapter led to the final version of the pictographic method. This final version was based 

on the specification of rules according to which each ambiguous letter had to be 
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converted into a specific pictogram. As a result it was possible to create pictograms for 

703 words. These words were afterwards tested in three more exploratory studies (the 

sixth, seventh, and eighth). The studies which were conducted before the final 

development of the method will be referred to as 'exploratory studies A' while the last 

three studies which tried out the final version of the pictographic method - which was 

also used in the main research- will be referred to as ' exploratory studies B'. 

5.2 The creation of the first pictograms 

Talcing into consideration the fact that the letters z, o, and E are the most frequent 

and familiar vowel representations for the sounds /i/, lo/ and /e/ respectively (Zachos, 

1991), it was decided to describe these as 'easy' letters and not to transfonn them into 

pictograms. It has been noted by teachers that because of the high frequency of z, o, and 

s children find them familiar and therefore tend to choose them when the sounds /ii, /el, 

/o/ have to be represented. 

All the other letters or digraphs, that is, the rest of the ambiguous and irregular 

graphemes, were termed 'difficult ', and these were the letters which had to be converted 

into pictograms .. The letters or digraphs which were finally decided on for depiction were 

as follows: r,, v, sz, oz, az and w. Also depicted were the pairs of identical consonants 

which carry the sound of a single consonant, viz. /J/J, yy, Kx, ,U, µµ, vv, mr:, pp, aa and IT 

and the combinations av and sv. 

The pictograms had to be closely related both to the meanings of the words and 

in particular to the shape of the letters which had to be depicted. 

The visual appearance of the words had to become a mixture of pictograms and 

alphabetic symbols (the letters). This mixture ofpictograms and letters which represents 

the meaning of the words will be referred to in what follows as a 'pictographic

alphabetic' representation of the words. 

The method involves the conversion of the visual shape of the 'difficult' parts of 
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the words into pictographic-alphabetic representations. For convenience the word 

'pictographic' (instead of the whole expression 'pictographic - alphabetic') will be used 

in what follows to describe both the representations of the 'difficult' words and the 

resultant method for teaching Greek spelling. 

Twenty words, most of them concrete nouns, each containing one 'difficult' letter 

in its root-morpheme, made up the first list of words whose 'difficult' letters were to be 

converted into pictograms. The 'difficult' letters of these twenty words were depicted as 

objects which fitted the words' meaning. The list of these twenty words with their 

'difficult' letters and their English translation will be found in Appendix 1. Their 

pictographic representations will be found in Appendix 196, table 19 .1. 

5. 3 Exploratory studies A 

5.3.1 The first exploratory study 

The aim of the first exploratory study was to investigate the effectiveness of 

learning by the pictographic method in comparison with learning by a combination of the 

more traditional teaching methods. These methods were the multisensory and linguistic 

methods (for details see chapter 3). 

Two groups of pupils participated in the first exploratory study. The first group, 

taught by the pictographic method, consisted of nine children (mean age: 130.1 months, 

sd 6.45). The second group, taught by the traditional methods, consisted of six children 

(mean age: 127.6 months, sd 5.49). 

The list of the twenty words for which pictographic representations had been 

created was used with both groups as a spelling test. Most of these words were concrete 

nouns and all of them contained 'difficult' vowel representations that could be 

6 Presentation of all pictograms is deferred until Appendix 19. 
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transformed into the object referred to by the word-to-be-spelled. 

The children of the first group were taught according to the following procedure. 

They were given the words one at a time, written in large letters on pieces of A4 sized 

white paper. They discussed their meanings and they looked at the 'difficult' letters 

contained in them; they were introduced to the idea of changing the ambiguous letters 

into pictograms and the rules of how to do so were explained to them (viz. that the 

pictograms had to be closely related both to the meaning of the words and to the shape 

of the 'difficult' letters). The researcher wrote the words on the blackboard and drew the 

pictograms on top of their 'difficult' letters. She also explained how to draw the 

pictograms. Afterwards she distributed to them pieces of A4 paper on which she had 

written the words with large and clear black letters. The children drew the same 

pictograms on the 'difficult' letters of the distributed words. 

The children of the second group, taught by the traditional methods, had to carry 

out many activities that would help them to remember how the words were spelled. 

Specifically, the children of this group were taught in accordance with the following 

procedure. They were given the words one at a time written in large letters on pieces of 

A4 sized white paper. They were asked to write each word in letters of different colours 

and to trace them in the air with their fingers. They walked on the floor, following the 

direction in which the letters were written. They were asked to look at the words, to cover 

them, to write them out and then to uncover them and check their writing. They discussed 

the meaning of the words; they analysed them into their component morphemes; they put 

them in all their inflection types and they formed all the derivatives and the compound 

words which shared the same spelling parts with the words which they had to learn. 

The children of the first group were taught the twenty words in three hourly 

sessions; the children of the second group were taught the same twenty words in ten 

hourly sessions. More lessons were given to the children of the second group because 

there were far more activities to carry out in order to teach them as effectively as possible 

by the traditional methods. No opportunities for revision were given, the children not 

being allowed to take their materials home. 
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A spelling test comprising these twenty words was given to both groups 

immediately after the last session of teaching, and a second test was given to them after 

an interval of one month. At the initial testing the children in the first group obtained a 

100% success rate (twenty words correct out of twenty), whereas for those in the second 

group the mean number of words correctly spelled was only 5.8 (sd 1.86). One month 

later, when the list of the twenty words was dictated to the children, all the nine children 

in the first group were again able to spell correctly 100% of the words, whereas for the 

children of the second group the mean number of words correctly spelled was only 1. 8 

(sd 1.21). This difference in score (mean 1.8 words against mean 5.8 words correct) 

shows that the children in the second group had forgotten some of the words during the 

interval between the two tests. Details of the children's age and the number of correctly 

spelled words on the above two spelling tests will be found in Appendix 2. 

Although the number of the children in the first exploratory study was small, its 

findings suggested that the pictographic method might, indeed, contribute to making 

spellings easier to remember. However, there was no great variety in the 'difficult' letters 

taught in this study ( see Appendix 1) since there were thirteen v 's, and the possibility had 

to be considered that the children produced the right answer without using the 

pictograms. It seems, however, that this could not have been so, since the difference 

between those taught by the pictographic method and those taught by the combination 

of traditional methods would in that case be hard to explain. 

It was therefore decided to concentrate all efforts on the following targets: 

a. To find pictographic representations for the 'difficult' spelling parts of as many 

Greek words as possible. 

b. To try to find ways by which each pictographic representation could aid the 

memorisation of as many words as possible. 
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5.3.2 The second exploratory study 

The basic aim of this study was to investigate whether children taught by the 

pictographic method were able to use their acquired knowledge of the spelling of the 

'difficult' parts of the words and apply it in spelling the same 'difficult' parts in other 

words which belonged to the same word-family. The children of this study were the same 

nine children who had been taught by the pictographic method. 

A list of 100 words was used as a spelling test. All of them were either derivatives 

or compound words of the twenty words which were taught in the first exploratory study 

and were selected at random from the total of derivatives and compounds of the original 

twenty words. 

All the children spelled more than half of the 100 words correctly (mean: 74.4, sd 

12.70). The number of the correctly spelled words for each child is given in Appendix 

3. Although all the children scored highly on the derivatives' test the question arises as 

to possible reasons why some of these words were misspelled. A discussion with each 

one of the children showed that in all cases of misspelled words the relation of the 

derivatives and the compounds to the meaning of the original word which had been 

depicted had not been understood. The incorrect words were all related to the meaning 

of the original words not in a direct but in a 'metaphorical' sense. For example, the word 

yvoli means 'glass' , the material, but there are other 'metaphorical' senses, for instance 

yva,1,a which means 'fish-bowl', and yvoli (m which means 'polishing something so that 

it looks like glass ' . Considering that the depicted 'difficult' parts of the words were all 

root-morphemes, the children's mistakes reflected their failure to grasp the semantic 

relationship between the depicted words and their derivatives. 
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5.3.3 The third exploratory study 

As a result of the findings of the second exploratory study it was decided to 

introduce a third study in order to investigate the reasons why some of the derivatives had 

been spelled correctly while others had not. The children were the same nine children 

who had taken part in the second exploratory study. 

These children were taught for five sessions in one week and required to 

concentrate on the meaning of the 100 words presented to them. They discussed either 

the direct or the metaphorical meaning of the words and devised sentences which used 

them. All the activities were conducted orally, so that they had no opportunity for 

revising the words' spellings. 

One month after the teaching sessions all the nine children were given the same 

spelling test comprising the 100 words used in the second study. All of them wrote all the 

words correctly. It is therefore possible that the use of additional time spent in detailed 

teaching of the meaning of the derivatives and compounds is an effective way of 

improving children's spelling. 

5.3.4 New targets for the next exploratory studies 

A weakness of the three first studies was that the twenty words which had been 

taught by pictograms were all concrete nouns, mostly objects, and a further weakness 

was that their ' difficult' parts contained only two out of the five letters which represent 

the sound /i/. This arose because of the difficulty at that stage in inventing pictograms for 

the remaining vowel representations and the double consonants. Consequently it seemed 

desirable to attempt to find pictographic representations for a greater variety of' difficult' 

words. 

Pictographic representations were therefore created for the ' difficult' parts of 

eighty five new words. The ' difficult' part of the word comprised the root morph __ e ___ 
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which contained one 'difficult' letter in each word. 

The twenty words for which pictographic representations had been created before 

the first exploratory study and the new eighty five words formed a list of 105 words 

which were used in the fourth expioratory study. A greater variety was included than in 

the words of the first three exploratory studies in respect of their 'difficult' letters and 

their grammatical type. These 105 words with their 'difficult' letters and their English 

translation will be found in Appendix 4. Their pictographic representations will be found 

in Appendix 19, table 19.2. Details of their 'difficult' letters and their grammatical type 

will be found in the tables of Appendix 5. 

5.3.5 The fourth exploratory study 

Since the previous exploratory studies had suggested that the combination of the 

pictographic method and the linguistic method helped in learning the spelling of the 

words, the aim of the fourth study was to explore further this possibility. For this purpose, 

the spellings of the 105 words for which pictographic representations had been created 

were taught to twenty-one children. All of them were aged between nine and thirteen 

years and were students at the fourth, fifth and sixth grade of Primary School or the first 

and second grade of High School. 

Five out of the twenty-one children were taught in a group; their mean age was 

121 months (sd 14.65). The remaining sixteen children were taught individually; their 

mean age was 131.6 months (sd 10.49). 

The 105 words for which pictograms had been created were given as a spelling 

test. Each child taught individually was required to learn the spelling of the words which 

he/she had misspelled. This meant that each child was taught different words, the number 

of words taught ranging from 84 to 105. The children taught in a group were all required 

to learn the words which everyone in the group had misspelled; these were found to be 

64 in number. The number of teaching sessions varied according to the number of words 
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which each child had to be taught. 

In the case of both the pictographic and the linguistic methods the following 

procedures were followed. The researcher presented the children with one word at a time 

and they discussed the meaning of the word. In the case of those taught individually each 

word was written on a piece of white paper; in the case of those taught as a group the 

words were written on the blackboard. The researcher drew the pictograms on the 

'difficult' letters of the words. The children were required to draw the same pictograms 

on the written words which had been distributed to them. They analysed the words into 

their morphemes; they found all the words of the same word-family which shared the 

same 'difficult' parts as the words which they had drawn; they wrote a few of them in 

several inflections and they made up sentences which contained as many of them as 

possible. 

A spelling test of the taught words was given to them after the end of their 

teaching programme. The mean of the number of the correctly spelled words in the case 

of the children who were taught in a group was 63.4 (99.06%), while in the case of the 

children who were taught individually it was 98.99% 7
• The children's age, the number 

of the misspelled words to be taught and of the correctly spelled words will be found in 

Appendix 6 . 

In addition to the above spelling test, another spelling test was given. This test 

consisted of ten sentences which contained sixty derivatives of the forty three words 

which were found to be the words which had been misspelled by every child. The 

children taught in a group had a mean of 54.2 correctly spelled words (90.31 %) (sd 2.31) 

while the children taught individually had a mean percentage of 93 .53 %. Details of the 

results will again be found in Appendix 6. 

The findings of this study suggested that the combination of the pictographic and 

the linguistic method might be very effective. This, therefore, was something which need 

7 Because the children taught individually varied in the number of words 
which they were required to learn, a percentage figure, not a mean, is the appropriate 
measure. 
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to be tested by systematic research. There was also the opportunity for some interesting 

informal observations. 

1. Although the teaching time and the number of the taught words varied between 

one child and another the results of the spelling tests were very similar. 

11. The children at the end of their programme were reported by their teachers to have 

improved their school performance and achieved progress not only in the 

language lesson but also in other areas (e.g. History, Environmental Studies, 

Physics). They also showed greater awareness of the way in which words are 

derived from others or can be combined so as to make new ones, and they had 

fewer difficulties with text comprehension. 

111. Another interesting point was that there were noticeable changes in the children's 

attitudes to spelling and to the requirements of having to study sentences for their 

spelling as homework. They used their imagination and attempted to create 

pictograms for the depiction of the ambiguous letters of the words which they had 

to learn. This last infonnal observation, in particular, led to a further exploratory 

study. 

5.3.6 The fifth exploratory study 

The aim of the fifth exploratory study was to investigate whether pictograms 

which had been created by the pupils themselves could help them with their spelling. 

Two groups of children participated in this exploratory study, aged between ten 

and fourteen years. The first group consisted of three out of the five children who had 

been taught in a group during the fourth exploratory study (mean age 111.3 months, sd 

11.08). The second group consisted of twelve out of the sixteen children who had been 

taught individually during the fourth exploratory study (mean age 129 months, sd 10.63). 

All of them had some experience of having been taught by pictograms. 

A list of seventy words was used as a spelling test in order to find out which words 
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each child spelled wrongly. These words were different from those which had been 

dictated to them in the previous exploratory studies. They included a large variety both 

of 'difficult' letters and of grammatical types (not only concrete nouns but also abstract 

nouns, adjectives and adverbs). There was one 'difficult' letter in each of them. 

The seventy words with their 'difficult' letters and their English translation will 

be found in Appendix 7 . Further information about the words' 'difficult' letters and 

grammatical types will be found in the tables of Appendix 8 . 

All the children were tested on these seventy words. Since it was necessary for 

each individual to be taught all the words which he/she had misspelled each child-taught 

individually had to learn a different number of words, ranging from 53 to 66. Each child 

taught in a group had to learn the spelling of all words which every one in the group had 

misspelled; these were found to be 58 in number. The number of the teaching sessions 

varied according to the number of the words which each child had to be taught. 

In the case of both the pictographic and the linguistic methods the same 

procedures were followed as those of the fourth exploratory study, the only exception 

being that the children were allowed to invent their own pictographic representations of 

the 'difficult' letters. 

At the end of the teaching programme all the children took a final spelling test 

which consisted of all the words which they had been taught. Those taught in a group had 

a mean of 3 (5 .17%) correctly spelled words (sd 1.63); the children taught individually 

had a mean percentage of 8.9% correctly spelled words. Details of the number of the 

misspelled words to be taught and the correctly spelled words in the spelling test will be 

found in the tables of Appendix 9. 

A comparison of the findings of the fourth and the fifth exploratory studies 

showed that the two studies produced different results. The three children taught in a 

group had a mean percentage of99.4 7% correctly spelled words in the spelling test of the 

fourth exploratory study, whereas they had only 5.17% in the spelling test of the fifth 

study. The twelve children taught individually had a mean percentage of 98.83% in the 

spelling test of the fourth study while their mean percentage in the spelling test of the 
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fifth study was only 8.09%. The question now arises as to whether the pictographic 

method was at fault, or whether the structure underlying the teaching programme was 

ultimately the decisive element. 

Examination of the children's errors showed that they occurred in the case of 

words whose pictographic representations had been forgotten. In contrast, when the 

children remembered the pictograms drawn, whether by themselves or by the researcher, 

they also remembered the word's spelling. This seemed to indicate that pictograms could 

in principle be very helpful but that a method of producing them was needed such that 

the children would be able to remember them even a long time after the end of their 

teaching programme. 

This need led to the specification of certain rules for the creation of pictograms. 

These rules are explained in chapter 6 and are demonstrated by the use of examples. 

Because of these rules, the creation ofpictograms for 703 words was made possible (see 

Appendix 21 ). These pictograms were taught to a number of children in the sixth and the 

seventh exploratory studies so that they could be tested for their effectiveness. The 

resultant studies will be described in the next section. 

5.4 Exploratory Studies B 

5.4.1 The sixth exploratory study 

The aim of this exploratory study was to find out whether knowledge of the rules 

according to which the pictographic representations of the 703 words had been created 

could help children to remember both the pictograms which they drew and the 'difficult' 

spelling of the words themselves. For this new exploratory study it was decided to use 

the seventy words of the fifth study for which the pupils themselves had drawn 

pictograms with unsuccessful results. 

A total of thirteen children participated in this study. They were all students at the 
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fifth and sixth grade of Primary School. Of these, six (mean age 132.5 months, sd 4.78) 

were taught in a group while the other seven (mean age 129 months, sd 4.50) were 

taught individually. 

The list of the seventy 'difficult' words which had been used in the fifth 

exploratory study was also used in the present study as a spelling test. Those words which 

were incorrectly spelled would then constitute the words to be taught. Each child taught 

individually had to learn a different number of words; these varied from 59 to 67. The 

children taught in a group were required to learn the 51 words which every one in the 

group had misspelled. The number of the teaching sessions varied depending on the 

number of words each child had to be taught. 

The teaching procedure was very similar to that followed in the first exploratory 

study. The investigator wrote the words either on the blackboard or in a piece of A4 

white paper one at a time in very large letters. She drew pictograms on the ambiguous 

letters and she explained the meaning of the pictographic representation. The children 

discussed the story and the technique of converting the ambiguous letters into 

pictograms. They were taught the rules for depicting the ambiguous letters; afterwards 

they drew the same pictograms by themselves on the white pieces of paper which had 

been provided, the word being written in large letters. 

Unlike the results of the fifth exploratory study the results of this study were 

striking. The children taught in a group achieved a mean of 47.3 (92.75%) correctly 

spelled words (sd 2.28); the children taught individually achieved a mean percentage of 

94.4% correctly spelled words. Details of the children's age, number of the misspelled 

words to be taught and number of the correctly spelled words in the spelling test will be 

found in the tables of Appendix 10 . 

A comparison between the results of the fifth and the sixth exploratory studies 

pointed to the fact that the rules devised were instrumental in the improved results. It 

seemed likely that the defect was not in the method itself; the failure almost certainly lay 

in the inability on the part of the children to construct suitable pictograms. 
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5.4.2 The seventh exploratory study 

In view of the encouraging results of the sixth exploratory study it was imperative 

to find out whether the rules which were specified for depicting the 'difficult' letters 

could help children to remember the spelling of a larger number of ' difficult' words. For 

this purpose the children in this study were taught the spelling of the 703 words for which 

pictographic representations had been created (Appendix 21). 

One hundred and twenty-four children aged from nine to nineteen years 

participated in this study. Some of them were Primary School students, some were High 

School students and one of them was an adult of nineteen years old ( details of their ages 

will be found in the tables of Appendix 11). 

The list of the 703 words was used as a spelling test in order to identify which 

were the words the spelling of which the children did not know. The 703 words were not 

dictated to them all at once but 100 words at a time. On each occasion the children were 

taught all the words out of the dictated 100 which they had misspelled; and afterwards 

they were given the next 100 of them and taught them until the whole list of the 703 

words had been completed. 

Sixteen of the 124 children were taught in two groups; the first consisting of 6 

and the second of 10 children, while the remaining 108 (85 students of Primary School 

and 23 students of High School) were taught individually. Each child taught individually 

was taught the words which he/she had misspelled, while the children taught in a group 

were taught the words which every child had misspelled. The number of the teaching 

sessions varied according to the number of the words which had to be taught and the time 

which had been agreed with the child's parents for his/her participation in this study. 

They were taught according to a procedure very similar to that of the first 

exploratory study. This was as follows. 

They were given the words one at a time, written in large letters on white pieces 

of A4 sized paper. They discussed the meaning of them and they looked at their 

' difficult' letters; they were introduced to the idea of changing the 'difficult' letters into 
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pictograms. They were not only told that the pictograms had to be closely related to the 

meaning of the words and to the shape of the 'difficult' letters but were also given all the 

rules that had been specified for their depiction. The researcher wrote the words on the 

blackboard and drew the pictograms on their 'difficult' letters. Afterwards the children 

drew the same pictograms on the 'difficult' letters of the words which had been given to 

them. 

In the case of the Primary School children who had been taught in a group, the 

first group (mean age 130.6 months, sd 7.84) had a mean of 93.22% correctly spelled 

words, and the second group (mean age 132.5 months, sd 6.51) had a mean of91.81 % 

correctly spelled words. Those taught individually (81 pupils, mean age 126.93 months, 

sd 6.12) had a mean of95.54 % correctly spelled words. The High School children were 

all taught individually (23 pupils, mean age 170.4 months, sd 23 .98) and had a mean of 

96.55% correctly spelled words. IQ figures of the Coloured Progressive Matrices test 

(Raven, 1962) were available for all 124 children. It was found that there were four 

pupils of Primary School with IQ less than 94 (mean age 134.25 months, sd 5.21 , and 

mean IQ 85 .5). These pupils had a mean percentage 72. 77% of correctly spelled words. 

Details will be found in Appendix 11 . 

The present exploratory study provided further evidence of the effectiveness of 

the pictographic method. Another exploratory study was therefore devised, on a small 

scale, which aimed at comparing the pictographic method with traditional teaching 

methods in a more systematic way. The intention was that, provided possible difficulties 

were ironed out, this study would lead on to the main investigation. 

Due to the smaller low percentage of correctly spelled words in the case of the 

pupils who had IQ<90, the IQ level was noted as something to be taken into account in 

the main experiment. 
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5.4.3 The eighth and final exploratory study 

In this final exploratory study it was decided to try out on a small scale the 

experimental design which was planned for use in the main research. 

Twenty children who were pupils at the fifth and the sixth grade of Primary 

School participated at this study. Ten of these children (mean age 125.2 months, sd 3.09) 

were taught the spelling of sixty ' difficult' words by the pictographic method and another 

ten (mean age 127.6 months, sd 7.69) were taught the spelling of the same sixty words 

by a combination of the multisensory and the linguistic method. 

Since the purpose of this study was to test the experimental design of the main 

research, the selection of the children ( out of a sample of 264 pupils) and of the sixty 

words which were to be taught to them (out of 100 ' difficult' words - see Appendix 13) 

was done by following the same procedure as that of the main research. Details will be 

found in chapter 6. 

The effectiveness of the pictographic method was confirmed on the basis of two 

spelling tests, one given immediately after the period of tuition, one a month later. The 

children taught by the pictographic method had a mean of 57.1 (sd 1.13) correctly 

spelled words out of 60 in the first spelling test, and 54.8 (sd 1. 73) in the second. The 

children taught by the traditional methods had a mean of 17.5 (sd 3.82) correctly spelled 

words out of 60 in the first spelling test and 4.2 (sd 1.72) in the second. Thus on both 

tests those taught by the pictographic method obtained very much higher scores both 

immediately after tuition and one month later; in contrast, the other group showed an 

appreciable falling off (for details of individual scores see Appendix 12). 

As a result of this final exploratory study it was decided that it was now safe to go 

ahead with experimentation on a larger scale and with strict controls. The only further 

requirement was the provision of another comparison group comprising children who 

would receive no teaching at all other than that given in the ordinary classroom. It was 

important to be sure that any gains in spelling score were not attributable simply to 

standard classroom teaching. 
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5. 5 Conclusions from the exploratory studies 

The first three exploratory studies appeared to support the view that pictograms 

helped the children to remember the spelling of the taught words. They also suggested 

that teaching the associations between the spelling and the meaning of the words, as well 

as the way the words of a word-family derive from the original word, contributes to 

learning the spelling of all the words of the word family to which the depicted word 

belongs. 

This combined teaching method was followed in the fourth exploratory study by 

teaching twenty-one children the spelling of 105 words for which pictograms had been 

invented. Their percentage of success was above 90% in all cases. 

In the fifth exploratory study the children were asked to produce their own 

pictograms. The results in this case were very different, the success rate being less than 

10%. It appeared that an important difference between the fourth and fifth exploratory 

studies was that in the fourth study the spelling-meaning associations and the derivatives 

of the depicted words were taught. This led the researcher to suppose that the 

pictographic method might in general make the greater contribution to the children's 

success but that in this case it had not been properly applied. 

These thoughts led her from then on to test the pictographic method on its own 

and to specify distinctive ways for the depiction of letters. It was then possible to test 

these ways by inventing pictograms for the particular seventy words which had been 

taught to the children of the fifth exploratory study without success. 

In the sixth exploratory study thirteen children were taught the spelling of these 

seventy words by the pictographic method alone, using the new pictograms. All the 

children had more than 90% correctly spelled words in the spelling test. 

Since the developed pictographic method was effective for the 13 children of the 

sixth study it was applied in the seventh study to the teaching of 703 words to 124 

children. The aim of this study was to test the effectiveness of the final version of the 

pictographic method on a larger number of children and with a larger number of words, 
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so as to be able to decide about possible changes in the words' pictographic 

representations before the main investigation was carried out. 120 out of the 124 

children had above than 90% success in the final spelling test; however there was a small 

group consisted of 4 children whose IQ was lower (mean IQ=85.5, sd 5.36) than the rest 

(IQ> 100) and these scored relatively lower than the other children with 72. 77% success. 

The eighth exploratory study was a kind of' dress rehearsal' for the main research. 
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CHAPTER6 

THE FINAL VERSION OF THE PICTOGRAPHIC METHOD 

6.1 Introduction 

In the light of the contradictory results of the fourth and the fifth exploratory 

studies the question arose as to whether there could be a way in which the pictographic 

method could be successful in the teaching not only of concrete words but also of abstract 

words, particularly when these contained a large variety of 'difficult' letters and 

grammatical types. 

The above need led to the specification of rules for the production of pictograms. 

Since problems arise from the 'difficult' letters of the word's root-morphemes, it was 

these letters which had to be converted into pictographic representations. Grammatical 

morphemes usually contain very few 'difficult' letters and their spelling in almost all 

cases follows specific spelling rules the learning and application of which has been 

observed to be easy. It was therefore considered that the letters of the grammatical 

morphemes of the words did not have to be depicted. 

It has to be remembered that the pictographic method is considered to be suitable 

for teaching spelling to children who have mastered the grapheme-phoneme and 

phoneme-grapheme conversion rules and who are able to produce spellings which, even 

if incorrect, are phonetically accurate. What remains afterwards is that these children 

have to learn how to spell the 'difficult' words by choosing the correct letters among the 

alternatives which represent the same sound. 

The rules which were finally specified for the depiction of the ' difficult' letters 

will be explained and illustrated by means of a small number of examples. More details 

about the depiction of the words which were used either in the exploratory studies or in 
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the main research will be found in Appendices 1 7 and 18. The aim of these rules was to 

depict the 'difficult' letters with consistency. Details follow as to how exactly this was 

done. 

6.2 Specification of rules 

6.2.1 The first rule 

In cases where the 'difficult' letters of concrete words can be drawn exactly into 

the shape of the objects, faces, animals etc. which are described by the meaning of the 

words, then they are converted into these objects. For example letter cv which is the 

'difficult' letter of the word (f)CVAui (nest) is depicted as a nest while the letters yy which 

are the 'difficult' letters of the word ayyd oc; (angel) are depicted as an angel. 

6.2.2 The second rule 

Where words - either concrete or abstract - contain ' difficult' letters that cannot 

be transformed into pictograms of the objects or of the concepts referred to by the word, 

these letters are depicted as individuals ( either men or women) in an imaginary role 

which is in keeping with the word's meaning. The method of their depiction will be 

illustrated by means of examples. 

i) The depiction of letter v Iii: The 'difficult' letter v Iii is depicted as a man ( or 

a boy) with short-cut hair. It is never depicted as a woman or a girl. For example in the 

word (f)VUW (to blow) it is depicted as a boy who blows out the candle of his birthday 

cake, while in the word aawvoµoc; (policeman) it is converted into a pictogram of a 

policeman. 
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<pWAta (nest) 

'""\._ _ \0 

(puow (to blow) amuvoµoc; (policeman) 
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ii) The depiction of the letter 1J Iii: This letter is depicted in two different ways: 

1) as a woman ( or a girl) because the shape of the particular letter looks like the 

ponytail of a woman. It is never depicted as a man or a boy so as to ensure that it is not 

confused with the letter v which represents the same sound. This way of depicting the 

letter r, is illustrated in the examples which follow. It is converted into a pictogram of a 

pregnant woman in the word µr,repa (mother) and into a famous singer in the word rp rjµr, 

(fame). 

2) as a kneeling person because the shape of the letter reminds us of the curve of 

the back of a man or woman who is on his or her knees. Examples of this way of 

depicting letter r, will also follow. It is depicted as the mechanic who is repairing the 

wheel of a van in the word rpoprr,y6 (van) while in the word Kr,1rovp~ (gardener) is 

depicted as a gardener who is going to plant a tree. 

iii) The depiction of the digraph e1 Iii : A digraph is composed of two letters 

producing one sound. In that case both letters have to be converted into pictograms. The 

two pictograms have not only to be related to each other but also to be connected in such 

a way that the child remembers them as a whole. Thus the digraph sz Iii is depicted as a 

person who is holding something in his hand which is necessary for him in order to do 

the job specified by the word; for example in the word nszvaw (to be hungry) it is 

depicted as a very hungry boy who is eating a huge sandwich and in the word Jov,1,sza 

(work) as a working man who is holding a tool. 
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µqi.-epa (mother) <ptjµq (fame) 

cpopi.-qyo (van) 1<qrroup6c; (gardener) 

rrctvaw (to be hungry) OOUA€ta (work) 
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iv) The depiction of the letter w lo/ : This letter is also converted into an 

individual in the way shown in the following examples. Since the letter o lo/ is 

considered to be the 'easy' or regular way ofrepresenting the sound /o/, in contrast with 

the OJ which is less frequent, it was not considered necessary to change this letter into a 

pictographic representation. It was assumed that if a pupil remembered that there was a 

pictogram in the place of an /o/ sound he had to conclude that it was the letter OJ. As is 

demonstrated in the following examples, in the word (0Jvrav6c; (alive, survive) the letter 

OJ is depicted as a man who survived from a wreck and now is alive on a small island 

waiting for help; in the word ysOJpyoc; (farmer) it is depicted as a farmer. 

v) The depiction of the digraph a1 le/: The sound /el is represented by either the 

letter s or the digraph az. Since the digraph was considered to be the 'difficult' 

representation the decision was made to depict it as an individual - a woman in most 

cases because of the line which is on the right side of the letter and which is depicted as 

the woman's hair. The woman (letter a) is holding something in her hand (letter z) in 

agreement with the meaning of the word. There are also four words where the digraph 

az is depicted as a man, in which case the man has long hair - for example see the 

pictogram of the az in the word ysvvaioc; = brave (in page 99). 

It was assumed that if the pupils remembered that there was a pictogram in the 

place of an /e/ sound it was necessary to write the digraph az. Although both the letter Y/ 

/ii and the digraph az /el are depicted as women, substitution errors between them are not 

possible as they represent different sounds. Examples of the depiction of the digraph az 

!el are given below. It will be seen that in the word 1<:Aaiw (cry) the az !el is depicted as 

a girl who cries and holds a tissue for her tears and in the word 1<:aA01<:aipz (summer) it is 

depicted as a woman who is lying on the sand of the beach holding a drink. 
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~wvi:avoc;lalive, surviver) 

KAafw (cry) 

ycwpyoc; (farmer) 

.:;t 

KCtAOKetfpt (summer) 



vi) The depiction of the 'combinations' av /av/ or /ajl and BV /ev/ or /ejl : 

These combinations are also depicted as individuals. The av is a woman and the sv is a 

man; both are holding something which fits the shape of the v and which relates to the 

meaning of the word. Thus, in the word avJ. rj (yard) the av /av/ combination is depicted 

as a woman who is holding a flower-pot in the yard. She has just bought this flower-pot 

and she is going to put it near the others. The same combination in the word 0ryaavp~ 

(treasure) is depicted as a woman who is holding a box with the treasure which she and 

her husband found deep down in the earth. 

The sv /ef/ combination in the word svxrj (wish) is converted into a pictogram 

of a boy who is holding a birthday card. He received this card as a present. In the word 

alsvpz (flour) the sv /ev/ is converted into a pictogram of a boy who had bought a 

package of flour. 

vii) The depiction of the digraph 01 Iii: This digraph is not depicted according 

to any specified rule. It is converted into an object which is related to the meaning of the 

word. The only rule is that it should never be depicted as an individual. This was decided 

on because in that case it would have to be converted either into a man or into a woman 

and therefore might be confused with the sz which represents the same sound (/i/). 

For example the oz Iii in the word v1u!>J.ozrco (remaining, rest) is depicted as the 

rest of a pizza which the family ate for dinner. The fat boy of the family was looking 

forward to eating_ the remaining part of the pizza. When his family went to the TV room 

he went to eat it. The digraph oz Iii in the word Kozrwva<; (donnitory) is depicted as the 

helmet and the gun of the soldier who is going to sleep in the dormitory. 
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EUXtj (wish) a.\cupt (flour) 

auA.11 (yard) 011oaup6<; (treasure) 

urro.\omo (remaining, rest) Konwvac; (dormitory) 
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viii) The depiction of two identical consonants : In most cases two identical 

consonants are converted either into pictograms of individuals or into objects related to 

the meaning of the word. The consonants which are depicted are the following - /J/J, yy, 

,c,c, M, µµ, vv, 1r:1r, pp, aa, and H. 

The µµ, M, yy, vv, aa, ,c,c, which are the most frequent of them (Zachos, 1991 ), 

are consistently depicted as individuals. The other double consonants (/J/J, 1r1r, pp, rr) are 

converted into something different for different words, depending on the word 's 

meanmg. 

Although the consonants are depicted as individuals ( either men or women) it is 

expected that children will not make substitution errors because these consonants 

represent different sounds. 

Below are some examples of the depiction of the double consonants which are 

always converted into individuals. 
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avaµµeva (on, lighting) 

Two boys hold their candles during 
the Easter service. 

yc:vvafo~ (brave) 

Here is very brave man who is going 
to free the captive who has been 
captured by a wild tribe . 

99 

µnaAAdo (mine) 

Two workers work in a mine. Their 
boss (digraph "c:t"/t) came to give 
their wages to them . 

Aapuyya~ (larynx) 

The doctor is going to make a 
clinical examination of the larynx of 
a boy , 



Kurrapfoot (cypress) 

Two forest guards protect the forest 
from the arsonists. 

KOKKtvo (red) 

Two friends are waiting for the red 
light to be gone off in order to cross 
the road. 

T he double consonants pp Ir/, 77:7[ /pl, rr /t/ and /J/3 /v/ are not very frequent 

and they are usually depicted as objects related to the word' s meaning and to their 

shape. For example in the word /Jopp6.c; (n01ih) the pp Ir/ are depicted as two seals 

which live in the icy north and in the word LTCTC6r17c; (knight) the n:TC Ip/ are depicted as 

the feet of a horse. 

rnrro-cqc; (Knight) ~oppac; (North) 
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depiction is made in such a way that the children are able to spell all the words of the 

word family correctly. For example the word ((JrOJx6c; (poor, needy) which contain the 

'difficult' letter m is depicted as a poor man. The word (f)iWXBW (poverty) which is a 

derivative of the word ((Jrmx6c; contains an extra ' difficulty' in addition to the m, that is, 

the digraph Bl Iii . This digraph is also depicted according to the specified rules into a man 

who is holding money; he is going to give them to the poor man so as to help him. 

The 'difficult' letter v of the word bixw (fishing-net) is depicted as the fishing

net of a fisherman. The letter z hi -which is contained in the same word and is supposed 

to be the 'easy' letter which does not need depiction - is converted into the sign which 

says that fishing is allowed in that area. 

The word '5zxwmr6 derives from the word bixw (fishing-net) and contains one 

more ambiguous letter - the OJ lo/. This letter has also to be depicted. It is converted into 

an octopus which lives in the sea. 

Another example of something similar is that of the word avyyivBza (relationship). 

This word derives from the word avyyBvrjc; (relative). The word avyyivBza contains an 

extra difficulty in addition to the yy - the digraph Bl Iii. This is also depicted. It is 

converted into the nurse who is going to give an injection to the patient. 
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~1wx6~(poor, needy) <ptWXEta (poorness, poverty) 

OtX1U (fishing-net) 0tX1uw16 (the adjective) 

ouyycvq~ (relative) ouyyevEta (relationship) 
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6.2.3 The third rule 

Many words contain two or more 'difficult' letters. Most of the time these letters 

are depicted according to the above rules. However there are also some letters which are 

converted into objects which supposedly are needed by the persons who have been drawn 

on the other 'difficult' letters. Thus the pictographic representation of the whole word is 

as close as possible to its meaning. This case is illustrated in the following examples. 

The letter v hi in the word rnxvrrrra (speed) is not depicted as a man as might 

be expected but as a racing car. According to the pictographic representation of this word 

the driver of the car is the husband of the depicted lady (letter 17). This man is taking part 

in a rally. He drives at a steady speed and he is going to be the winner. His wife is 

watching him, clapping and cheering, waiting for him to reach the finish. 

6.2.4 The fourth rule 

It is sometimes necessary to depict not only a word's root morphemes but also its 

derivational morphemes. These morphemes occur in many words and they are always 

spelled by the same letters. They are necessary for the fonnation of the derivatives of the 

words and they give the same meaning to all the words which contain them. It was 

therefore decided that these spellings had always to be depicted by the same pictograms. 

For example the derivational morpheme ez /ti in the ending - do of a large number of 

Greek words - such as <papµmceio (pharmacy), ,covpeio (barber's shop), voa01coµeio 

(hospital), ~evoboxeio (hotel), etc. - the ending -do gives them the meaning of a place 

of work. It was therefore decided to depict this morpheme as a customer, client or guest 

who is holding money in order to pay for the particular job for which he has visited the 

place. Two examples of the depiction of these words follow. 
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i:axuurca (speed) 

---r 
cpap I OK :, ~ 

<papµaKe(o (pharmacy) Koupdo (barber's shop) 
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Another similar example is the derivational morpheme -1rco2- . Its etymological 

origin relates to the word 1ewlw which means 'to sell'. The words av001ewlryc; (florist) 

and/31/32zo1ewlryc; (bookseller), for example, contain this morpheme. The 'difficult' letter 

co of the derivational morpheme -1rco2- is depicted as a salesman who sells something 

according to the meaning of the word. For example, in the case of the word av001ewlryc; 

(florist) this letter is depicted as a florist who works in a flower-shop and in the case of 

the word /31/3},,zo1ewlryc; (bookseller) it is depicted as a bookseller. 

In addition, there are the words av001ewldo (flower shop) and /31/3},_zo1ewldo 

(bookshop) which are also derivatives of the same roots and contain an additional 

derivational morpheme, viz. the -cl- of the ending -do . As has been previously 

described, the -cl- is depicted as a customer who is going to buy flowers or books 

holding money in his hand. 
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av0orrwAric; ( florist) PtPAtorrwAric; (bookseller) 

av0orrw,\do ( flower shop) 
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PART II 

THE RESEARCH 
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CHAPTER 7 

AIMS OF THE MAIN RESEARCH AND 

SELECTION OF PARTICIPANTS 

In PART I of this thesis attention was called to a number of teaching techniques 

which had been effectively used with English-speaking dyslexic children and which 

involved the use of multisensory methods. It was also suggested, however, that because 

of differences between the English and Greek languages such methods might not 

necessarily be appropriate ones for teaching spelling to Greek dyslexics. It was in this 

context that the idea of teaching spelling by the use of pictograms originated. 

It is known that Greek dyslexic children have difficulties in memorising 

ambiguous spelling patterns (Porpodas, 1989). If, in addition, account is taken of those 

research findings with English-speaking participants which can reasonably be 

generalised to other languages, it may be concluded i) that dyslexics in general process 

non-verbal material more easily than they process written language (see chapter 1, 

section 1.1.2) and ii) that memorisation in general is better when items are presented as 

pictures rather than as words (chapter 4). 

The aim of the present research was therefore to compare the effectiveness of the 

pictographic method with the effectiveness of the other two methods (multisensory and 

linguistic) which in Greek schools are usually used in combination. It will be noted that 

the use of these methods is necessarily time-consuming; if, therefore, the pictographic 

method were found to achieve equal results in a shorter period of time this would count 

in its favour. 

It has already been pointed out that there are many difficulties over the definition 

of dyslexia (see chapter 1, section 1.2). However, what is needed in the present context 

is not a resolution of all these difficulties but rather the specification of a suitable set 
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of criteria by which dyslexics may be picked out. 

One of the problems which was raised earlier concerned the use of' discrepancy' 

definitions, i.e. definitions based on a discrepancy between reading or spelling 

performance and IQ. The first question therefore which requires discussion is whether 

for purposes of this research information with regard to a child's IQ needs to be taken 

into account. 

Now there was suggestive evidence in the seventh exploratory study that the 

pictographic method was less likely to be effective with children of limited ability. At 

the very least low ability appeared to be an extra complication. 

It was therefore considered that a test of intelligence which would exclude low 

ability children was very desirable. This decision was taken not on the basis of any a 

priori assumption to the effect that low ability children could not be dyslexic but simply 

so as to avoid unnecessary complication. 

There was the further problem that if the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for 

Children (WISC) was used there would be problems connected with the so-called 

ACID profile - that is, the fact that dyslexic children have been regularly found to be 

weak at the Arithmetic, Coding, Information and Digit Span items ( for more details and 

theoretical discussion see Miles and Ellis, 1981, and Miles ad Miles, 1999). It follows 

that if IQ tests were to be used at all it was essential that they should be of a kind that 

would not cause the intelligence of dyslexics to be underestimated. 

Now it is widely agreed that the Coloured Progressive Matrices (CPM) test 

(Raven, 1962) is not open to the same objection as the WISC; it has been standardized 

in Greek children and in fact norms are available (Tsakris, 1970). 

It was therefore decided that all children in the study should be given the Greek 

version of the CPM and that no child should be included whose IQ was less than 95. 

Although a cut off point of 85 is the standardly accepted one, the relatively high figure 

of 95 was chosen so as to make totally sure that any difficulties in responding to the 

pictographic method were not simply the consequence of low intelligence. 

With regard to the issue of definition it can also be assumed that one would not 
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describe a child as 'dyslexic' unless he or she was a poor speller. As there are no 

standardised tests of spelling in Greek, it was necessary for the researcher to devise her 

own spelling test and on the basis of the results to pick out the poorest spellers. 

The test in question contained 100 words, and a 'poor speller' was defined as 

one who spelled fifteen or fewer words correctly. The words chosen were 'difficult' in 

the sense given on chapter 5, section 5.2, and, as for the level of 'difficulty' , given 

that the children were of the fourth, fifth or sixth grades, it was decided to set this at 

approximately the third grade. Every attempt was therefore made to ensure that the 100 

words included in this spelling test reflected the whole range of the third grade 

vocabulary level and included a wide variety of grammatical types of words and a wide 

variety of irregularities. All the 100 words were taken from the list of the 703 words for 

which pictorial representations had been created (see Appendix 21). 

In addition, since children can be poor spellers without displaying the typical 

signs of dyslexia, something more than poor spelling was needed to establish that a 

child was dyslexic. 

Now there is a version of the Bangor Dyslexia Test (BDT) (Miles, 1997) 

available in Greek (see Miles, 1993, pp. 254-256, co-author A. Kasviki). The BDT 

comprises 10 items, each of which is scored either as 'plus' ( dyslexia positive), as 

'minus' (dyslexia negative), or as 'zero' (ambiguous). It is the combination of 'plus' 

signs (positive indicators) which is believed to justify a diagnosis of dyslexia (a 'zero' 

result being scored as half a 'plus'). Now Kasviki (1992) has carried out research on 

Greek children using this test and produced evidence that it differentiates poor spellers 

from good spellers. None of her control participants (adequate spellers) had more than 

4.5 positive indicators on the BDT, whereas all her poor spellers had five positive 

indicators or more. There is therefore justification for using the Greek version of the 

BDT in order to pick out dyslexics and for making the cut-off point five positive 

indicators. 

It was also necessary to ensure that the results were not distorted by factors 

irrelevant to the research. For this reason it was decided not to include in the study any 
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child whose first language was not Greek. For the same reason it was decided not to 

include children who had any severe physical disability or who were judged by their 

teachers to have any gross psychiatric or emotional problems. 

It was therefore decided that the following conditions had to be satisfied if a 

child was to count as 'dyslexic' for purposes of the present research: 

1. the child had to be a poor speller, as defined above 

11. the child had to have five or more positive indicators on the BDT 

111. the child had to have an IQ of at least 95 on the CPM 

1v. the child's first language had to be Greek 

v. the child had to be free from any gross physical disability and to be free in the 

judgment of their teachers from any severe psychiatric or emotional problems. 

The spelling test of the 100 Greek 'difficult' words which was mentioned in the 

criteria for the selection of the participants (see chapter 7 and Appendix 13) was given 

to all the 7 48 children who were at a Primary School in Athens (202 in the fourth grade, 

294 in the fifth grade, and 252 in the sixth grade). This test will be referred to in what 

follows as TEST 1. It was given to everyone during the same day by nine different 

teachers of Special Education. These nine teachers were all volunteers; they had been 

specially trained by the researcher to dictate the words and check the children's 

spellings. The dictation was given by them instead of by their class teachers so as to 

eliminate the possibility of the pupils being helped by the class teachers in writing the 

words with the correct letters. 

All the pupils who had spelled only 15 words or fewer correctly on TEST I were 

picked out from the initial sample of the 748 pupils. Seventy-six children out of the 748 

satisfied this criterion. However, four of the seventy-six were excluded from the 

sample, in two cases because their first language was not Greek and in two cases on 

grounds oflow IQ. The final sample therefore comprised seventy-two children. 

The distribution of the correctly spelled words for the 748 pupils will be found 
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in Appendix 14. A histogram showing the grouped frequencies (1-3, 4-6, 7-9, etc.) 

of children who obtained a given score on TEST 1 is shown in figure 1. 

Figure 1 

Grouped frequencies of children who obtained a given score on TEST l (100 words). 

Number 50 
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children 40 

35 

30 -
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20 
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10 
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0 
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The 72 children were divided into three groups for comparison purposes. The 

comparisons to be made were between the pictographic method and the traditional 

methods. There was also a need for a third comparison group, that is, children who 

received no treatment other than that given in their ordinary classroom. In what will 

follow this group will be referred to as the 'untreated' group. 

The means and the standard deviations of the age, IQ, and positive indicators on 

the BDT of the seventy-two participants broken down by group are shown in table 7.1. 

It can be seen by inspection that the three groups were matched in age, IQ and 

number of positive indicators on the BDT. The numbers of positive indicators on the 

BDT obtained by each participant separately will be found in Appendix 15. 

Table 7.1 

Means and standard deviations in respect of age in months, IQ and number of positive 

indicators on the BDT broken down by group. 

1st group 2nd group Untreated 

group 

AGE (months) 

Mean 125.8 125.2 125.7 

sd (9.0) (9.2) (8.5) 

IQ 

Mean 111.8 112.5 111.8 

sd (8.1) (7.5) (6.8) 

BDT 

Mean 6.9 7.0 6.9 

sd (1.2) (1.2) (1.2) 
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The means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words 

on the first spelling test of the 100 words are set out in table 7 .2. 

Table 7.2 

Means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on TEST 

1 according to group. 

1st group 2nd group Untreated 

group 

TEST 1 

Mean 8.71 8.63 8.32 

sd (4.86) (4.62) (4.32) 

An analysis of variance (see Appendix 16) showed no significant differences 

among the three groups in respect of spelling performance (F=0.03, df=2, 69, ns). 

The three groups each contained four children from the fourth grade, eleven 

children from the fifth grade and nine children from the sixth grade. As far as the 

distribution of sample according to group and gender is concerned, the overall boy : girl 

ratio of the poor spellers was 2.6: 1. No attempt was made to counterbalance the groups 

in respect of gender. However, as an additional part of the data analysis it was possible 

to make comparisons in respect of gender (see chapter 10). 
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CHAPTERS 

WORDS TO BE TAUGHT, THE TEACHERS, THE ORDER 

OF TEACHING METHODS AND THE TEACHING TIME 

8.1 The selection of the words to be taught 

On the basis of TEST 1 the fifty-seven words which every child had misspelled 

were picked out. One week later these words were dictated again to the children. Those 

words which all of them spelled incorrectly on both occasions were included in the list 

of words to be taught. These came to fifty-one words. One word was excluded at 

random so as to end up with a round number of fifty words. These words were 

randomly divided into two groups. In what follows, the first group of twenty-five words 

will be referred to as SET A and the second group of twenty-five words will be referred 

to as SET B. 
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The words of SET A are presented in table 8.1 . 

Table 8.1 

The words of SET A with their ambiguous letters and English translation. 

SETA Ambiguous letters English translation 

0U£A.Aa u, £, AA storm 

Kiv8uvo<; t, u, 0 danger 

yorrcda O, T], £ l charm 

µupffiota. 'U, ffi , l smell 

a1t£1AW £l, ffi to threaten 

KU1tapicrcn u, t, crcr, t cypress tree 

aVTjcruxw TJ, u, 0) to worry 

cruµµopia, 'U, µµ , O, l gang 

Ilocr£towva<; o, £t, 0) Posidonas 

µuffi1tia 'U, ffi, l short-sight 

KaA.A.'UV'tlKU A.A, u, l cosmetics 

OT]A.T]'tT]plWO£<; TJ, TJ, TJ, t, ffi, 11 poisonous 

cruKo - crtjKffi u, 0 - TJ, 0) fig - get up 

ota.A£tµµa l, £t, µµ break 

opuxdo O, 'U, £l mine 

-cupawo<; u, w, 0 tyrant 

cruv£pydo u, £, £1 garage 

1croppo1tia t, O, pp, O, l balance 

crffiA tjva<; ffi, T] tube 

1tpoKUµaia o, u, at mole 

mµoppayia at, o, pp, t bleeding 

A.tl'tOUpyia £t, l divine service 

cru A.AT] \j/T] u, AA, TJ, TJ arrest 

Eupffi1taio<; £U, ffi, at, o European 

cruyupil;ffi u, u, t, 0) to tidy 
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Table 8.2 presents the words of SET B. 

Table 8.2 

The words of SET B with their ambiguous letters and their English translation. 

SETB Ambiguous letters English translation 

1tpocrKUVl]µa o, u, TJ worship 

oucr-ruxriµa 'U, U,TJ accident 

appapwvw; pp, w engagement 

a1tow1tw µa-ra o, u, 0) fmger prints 

KpUcr-ra)J"o U,AA crystal 

1ti0ri1eos t, TJ , o monkey 

O"KOUA.rjKl TJ, l worm 

µaydptcrcra ct, 1, crcr cook 

fov-rcA.w-ros c, w, 0 lace 

ct007tOtW cl, O, Ot, 0) to notify 

yci-r6vtcrcra cl, o, t, crcr neighbour 

~U7tOA.U'tOS u, o, U 0 barefooted 

KpuµµeVOS u, µµ, c, 0 hidden 

crriµdwµa TJ, ct, w note 

cruv8uacrµ6s u, u,o combination 

KUAA.tepycta AA, t, c, ct cultivation 

Xctpoupydo ct, ct, o operation room 

crul;ri-rw u, Tl, w to discuss 

Koµ µw·n1p10 O, µµ , W , TJ , l , 0 hairdresser's 

opclPci-rris O, el, TJ mountain climber 

1tavriyupt TJ, u, t festival 

A.e(J)(popdo c, w, et, o bus 

µat£u-rrjp10 at, cu, TJ, t, o maternity clinic 

cµ1tpricrµ6s e, TJ, o fire-raising 

aveA.KUcr-rrjpas e, u, ri elevator 
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Table 8.3 shows the number of ambiguous letters which are contained in the two 

sets of words. It will be seen from this table that the two sets contained approximately 

equal numbers of Iii, lo/ etc. , sounds and can therefore be assumed to be of equal 

difficulty. 

Table 8.3 

Number of words according to word-set and to the sound of their ambiguous letters. 

Iii lo/ /el Double consonants Digraph /ev/ 

SETA 47 24 5 9 I 

SETB 43 25 7 7 I 

The number of ambiguous letters varied in different words as it is shown in table 

8.4. Exact matching of numbers was not possible because of the lack of availability of 

suitable words. It was considered, however, that the matching was close enough to enable 

valid comparisons to be made. 

Table 8.4 

Number of ambiguous letters in the two sets of words. 

Number of ambiguous Number of words Number of words 

or irregular letters in a in SET A in SET B 

word 

2 4 3 

3 11 14 

4 8 6 

5 I I 

6 I I 

11 8 



The mean number of the ambiguous letters contained in the two sets of words and 

the standard deviations are presented in table 8.5. 

Table 8.5 

Means and standard deviations of the number of the ambiguous letters contained in the 

words of SET A and SET B. 

SETA SETB 

Mean 3.36 3.32 

sd (0.95) (0.90) 

There was no significant difference between the two sets of words as far as the 

number of their ambiguous letters is concerned (t=0.15, df=48, ns). 

8.2 The teachers who taught the participants 

In order to secure a balanced and fair approach towards the two methods four 

teachers (including the researcher) were assigned to perform the task. Each of the groups 

of twenty-four children was divided at random into two smaller groups; in all, therefore, 

there were four groups of twelve children. It was decided to limit this number to 12 per 

group because of the large number of activities involved particularly in the case of the 

traditional methods. With larger numbers not all the children would have had the chance 

to take part in all these activities. 

The three other teachers had been trained in special needs and were experienced 

in applying the two traditional methods. They were, however, briefed by the researcher 

on details concerning the pictographic method. They were given two separate leaflets, 

which had been written by the researcher, with full instructions, one for the efficient 

application of the traditional methods, the other for the efficient application of the 

pictographic method. These leaflets contained information and details about the strategies, 
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the exercises, the activities and the games which were to be used. They were also 

informed of the exact dates on which the teaching sessions had to be given and told the 

names of the children in the group whom they had to teach. The teachers were not 

informed of the fact that the pictographic method had been invented by the researcher. 

This information was held back in order to offset any possible bias towards the researcher, 

either positive or negative. 

8. 3 The order of the teaching methods 

In what follows, use of the traditional methods will be abbreviated to 'TRAD' and 

use of the pictographic method to 'PICTO' . 

The participants were taught the spelling of the two sets of words (SET A and SET 

B) according to the following procedure: 

► The first group of participants ( consisting of two groups of twelve children in 

each) was taught the spellings in SET A by PICTO and those in SET B by 

TRAD. 

► The second group of participants ( also consisting of two groups of twelve children 

each) was taught the spelling in SET A by TRAD and those in SET B by PICTO. 

► The third group of participants was not taught at all. 

The above order of teaching methods is shown in table 8.6. 

Table 8.6 

Order of teaching methods. 

1st group 2nd group Untreated group 

SETA PICTO TRAD NO METHOD 

SETB TRAD PICTO NO METHOD 
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8. 4 The teaching time 

The two methods were taught systematically, sufficient time being given for 

ensuring that they were made as effective as possible. This was particularly necessary in 

the case of TRAD with its variety of activities. 

PICTO needed ten teaching sessions of forty minutes each. This meant that the 

teaching was carried out over two weeks, which included one session for revision and one 

session for the final spelling test. TRAD needed sixty teaching sessions of forty minutes 

each. As a consequence the teaching had to be carried out over twelve weeks, which 

included one session for revision and one session for the final spelling test. The large 

difference in teaching time between the two teaching programmes was due to the 

difference in the activities which needed to be performed for the successful application 

of each method. These teaching times are illustrated in table 8.7. 

Table 8.7 

Teaching time in weeks according to group of participants and method 

Number of 1st 2nd 3rd 4th 5th 6th 7th 8th 9th 10th 11th 12th 13th 14th 

weeks 

1st group PICTO TRAD 

SETA SETB 

2nd group TRAD PICTO 

SETA SETB 

Untreated NO METHOD 

group 
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CHAPTER9 

THE CARRYING OUT OF THE RESEARCH 

9.1 The four spelling tests 

The tests given to the participants were as follows. Immediately after the use of 

PICTO (either for the words in SET A or for the words in SET B) a spelling test was 

given to the participants (referred to in what follows as PICTO 1). One month later a 

second spelling test was given to the same participants (referred to in what follows as 

PICTO 2). 

Similarly, immediately after using TRAD ( either for the words in SET A or for the 

words in SET B) a spelling test was given to the participants (referred to in what follows 

as TRAD 1 ), and one month later a second spelling test was given to the same participants 

(referred to in what follows as TRAD 2). 

The third group of participants, which was the untreated group, was given only one 

spelling test of all the fifty words. This was done one month after the end of the 14th week 

which was the last week of the whole teaching programme. In that way these children 

were given the maximum amount of time for learning words in the normal classroom 

setting. 

9.2 The activities followed 

The activities which were followed in each teaching session for the application of 

the two teaching methods (PICTO and TRAD), as well as the exercises which were given 

to the participants, were strictly specified and all four teachers were instructed to follow 
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them in exactly the same way. These activities are described in detail in the following 

pages. 

i) Activities followed for the application of the PICTO 

1. The teacher wrote the word to be taught on the blackboard in large letters. 

2. He or she discussed the meaning and the 'difficulties' of the word. 

3. He or she drew the pictographic representation of the word on the blackboard and 

explained the specific reasons for which the particular pictograms had been 

chosen. The children were told that these reasons always related to the shape of the 

'difficult' letters. The pictographic representations of SET A and SETA B of 

words will be found in Appendix 20. 

4. The children observed the teacher drawing the pictograms on the letters. 

5. At the same time the teacher explained the 'story' of the pictographic 

representation; this was always related to the meaning of the word. 

6. All the children drew the pictograms on the written word which had been supplied 

to them on a piece of A4 sized paper. 

The teacher taught approximately three words in every session, thus covering the 

whole set of twenty-five words in nine days. The ninth and the tenth day were spent on 

revision of the taught words. On the eleventh day the first spelling test (PICTO 1) was 

given. One month after they had been given PICTO 1 they were given PICTO 2. During 

the whole period between the presentation of PICTO 1 and PICTO 2 there were no 

opportunities for revision or other exercises. Both the PICTO and the TRAD materials 

were removed after use so as to make it impossible for the pupils to carry out any revision 

of the words either at home or at school. 

ii) Activities followed for the application of TRAD 

1. The teacher wrote the word to be taught on the blackboard in large letters. 
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2. He or she discussed the meaning and the 'difficulties' of the word. 

3. The children constructed sentences orally which contained the word so as to enable 

them to understand the word's meaning in a sentence. 

4. Sheets of white A4 paper on which the word was written in very large letters were 

given to the children who then traced the word with their fingers and said its letters 

orally. 

5. The children traced the word in the air again saying all the letters aloud. 

6. They traced the word with their fingers on another child' s back. 

7. They wrote the word on the blackboard with a piece of chalk. 

8. They repeatedly wrote the word in large letters on A4 paper with differently 

coloured pencils. 

9. They were given sheets of A4 paper on which the word was outlined, and they 

were required to fill the space in between with colour. 

10. They wrote the word on the floor in very large letters with a piece of chalk and 

then walked on the different parts of the word as they if were writing the letters 

with their feet. 

11. They were given pieces of coloured paper where the letters of the word were 

printed in very large size (2cm width approximately). They cut out all the letters 

and glued them on another piece of A4 paper in the right order. They cut out the 

outline of the letters carefully, so as not to tear them, and they had the opportunity 

to 'feel' their shape. 

12. They looked at the word carefully and spoke the letters one by one aloud. They 

then covered the correct word, or closed their eyes, and repeated all the letters. 

Then they wrote the word and checked it for spelling mistakes. 

13. The teacher explained the etymology of the word and he or she helped the children 

to analyse it into its morphemes. 

14. He or she helped the children to think of as many derivatives of the word as they 

could and to explain the exact meaning of each derivative. 

15. The children were given a printed version of all the derivatives, and once more 
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they discussed their spelling in relation to their meaning and etymological origin 

and made sentences orally which included them. 

16. They wrote the word in all its inflections. 

1 7. The teacher helped them to think of and say aloud as many compounds of the same 

word family as possible. They also had to point out the parts of the word which 

had exactly the same spelling units as the original word. 

Activities one to twelve involved the multisensory method while activities 13 to 

1 7 involved the linguistic method. 

In the first week, activities one to twelve were followed by every child and 

involved the teaching of three separate words. In the second week a further three words 

were learned, again by means of activities one to twelve. In the third week all six words 

were taught by means of activities thirteen to seventeen where the amount of time 

necessary was less than in case of activities one to twelve. This procedure provided the 

opportunity for revision over three weeks and was followed in subsequent weeks until 

all 25 words had been taught. 
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CHAPTERl0 

THE RESULTS OF THE RESEARCH 

Table 10.1 shows the means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly 

spelled words on the first two spelling tests (PICTO 1 and PICTO 2) by each group of 

participants for each set of words (SET A and SET B) and for each teaching method. 

Table IO.I 

Means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on the first 

spelling test by each group of participants for each set of words and for each teaching 

method. 

1st group 2nd group Untreated group 

SETA PICTO 1 TRAD 1 

Mean 22.92 7.12 -

sd (2.36) (4.27) 

SETB TRAD 1 PICTO 1 

Mean 8.33 22.38 -

sd (3 .18) (2.24) 

For both groups the difference between the PICTO 1 results and the TRAD 1 

results was highly significant (first group, t=21.26, df=23, p<0.001; second group, 

t=20.0l, df=23, p<0.001). 

One month after the end of their teaching programme two more spelling tests 

(PICTO 2 and TRAD 2) were given to the participants. Table 10.2 gives the means and 

standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on these spelling tests 

(PICTO 2, TRAD 2 and NO METHOD) by each group of participants for each set of 

words (SET A and SET B) and for each teaching method. 
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Table 10.2 

Means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on the 

second spelling test by each group of participants for each set of words and for each 

teaching method. 

1st group 2nd group Untreated group 

SETA PICTO 2 TRAD2 NO METHOD 

Mean 22.65 3.00 1.32 

sd (2.42) (3 .13) (1.49) 

SETB TRAD2 PICTO 2 NO METHOD 

Mean 4.67 20.83 1.41 

sd (2.44) (3.05) (1.76) 

For the first and second groups of participants the difference between the PICTO 

2 results and the TRAD 2 results was highly significant ( first group, t=29.70, df=221, 

p<0.001; second group, t=25.25, df=23, p<0.001). 

One-way analysis of variance showed significant differences between the means 

of the number of the correctly spelled words on PICTO 2 and TRAD 2 and NO 

METHOD, for both SET A (F=529.47, df=2, 66, p<0.001), and SET B (F=409.24, df=2, 

67, p<0.001). Details will be found in Appendix 17, tables 17.1 and 17.2. 

In addition, post hoc comparisons (Schejfe) were carried out between the means 

of the number of the correctly spelled words of the first group, the second group and the 

untreated group, in both SET A and SET B. The first post hoc comparisons (for SET A) 

indicate significant differences (p< 0.001) between the first group and the other two 

groups, but suggest that there is no evidence for a significant difference between the 

' One child form the first group was not available to take the PICTO 2 spelling 
test. 
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second group and the untreated group. The second post hoc comparisons (for SET B) 

indicate significant differences (p<0.001) between all pairs of groups. Details will be 

found in Appendix 17, tables 17.3 and 17.4. Again PICTO shows the greatest 

improvement compared to the other conditions. However, there is some evidence ( on SET 

B at least) that TRAD is better than doing nothing. 

The next stage in the analysis was to compare the results of PICTO 1 with those 

of PICTO 2 and the results of TRAD 1 with those of TRAD 2. Since PICTO 2 and TRAD 

2 were administered one month after teaching had stopped, there was reason to suppose 

that a number of the words might have been forgotten in the interim. If this were so, then 

there would be fewer words correct on PICTO 2 than on PICTO 1 and fewer words 

correct on TRAD 2 than on TRAD 1. It was also possible a priori that there would be a 

greater - or lesser - degree of forgetting in the case of those taught by the traditional 

methods. These possibilities are investigated in tables 10.3 and 10.4. 

Table 10.3 shows the means and standard deviations in brackets of the number of 

the correctly spelled words in PICTO 1 and PICTO 2 spelling tests for both groups. 

Table 10.3 

Means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on PICTO 

1 and PICTO 2. 

Correctly spelled words Correctly spelled words 

on PICTO 1 onPICTO 2 

1st group 

Mean 22.92 22.65 

sd (2.36) (2.42) 

2nd group 

Mean 22.38 20.83 

sd (2.24) (3.05) 
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In the case of the first group the difference between the scores on PICTO 1 and 

PICTO 2 was found to be non-significant (t=0.81, df=22, ns); in the case of the second 

group the result was marginally significant (t=2.78, df=23, p<0.05); this suggests a small 

amount of forgetting. Table 10.4 shows the means and standard deviations of the number 

of the correctly spelled words on TRAD 1 and TRAD 2 for both groups. 

Table 10.4 

Means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on TRAD 1 

andTRAD2 

Correctly spelled words Correctly spelled words 
on TRAD 1 on TRAD 2 

1st group 

Mean 8.33 4.67 

sd (3 .18) (2.44) 

2nd group 

Means 7.12 3.00 

(sd) (4.27) (3.13) 

For both groups the differences between TRAD 1 and TRAD 2 were highly 

significant (first group, t=4.19, df=23, p<0.001 ; second group, t=5.55, df=23 , p<0.001). 

This result indicates a large amount of forgetting in both groups. 

To complete the analysis, three further questions seemed worth asking. These were: 

1. Was there any differential effect as a result of the children's grade? In other words, 

did the older children perform better or worse than the younger children? 

11. Were there any gender differences? 

111. Did any of the teachers achieve better results than others? 
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It not impossible a priori that there is an optimum age at which teaching of this 

kind is most effective. A comparison was therefore made between the children in the three 

different grades to check if the ratio of correct to incorrect words on PICTO 1 and PICTO 

2 and on TRAD 1 and TRAD 2 was any different. 

Table 10. 5 shows the means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly 

spelled words on PICTO 1 for grades four, five and six; table 10.6 shows the means and 

standard deviations for PICTO 2 for the three grades. 

Table 10.5 

Means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on PICTO 

1 for the three grades. 

4th grade 5th grade 6th grade 

Mean 23.50 22.59 22.33 

sd (1.92) (2.34) (2.40) 

Table 10.6 

Means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on PICTO 

2 for the three grades. 

4th grade 5th grade 6th grade 

Mean 22.87 21.04 22.00 

sd (2.16) (2.92) (3.02) 

A one way ANOV A showed that there was no significant difference among the 

three grades either for PICTO 1 (F=0. 72, df= 2, 45, ns) or for PICTO 2 (F= 1.31, df= 2, 

44, ns) spelling test. Details will be found in Appendix 18, tables 18.1 and 18.2. 

Table 10. 7 shows the means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly 

spelled words on TRAD 1 for the three grades and table 10.8 shows the means and the 

standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on TRAD 2 for the three 

grades. 
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Table 10.7 

Means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on TRAD I 

for the three grades. 

4th grade 5th grade 6th grade 

Mean 8.37 7.13 8.16 

sd (4.80) (3 .54) (3.66) 

Table 10.8 

Means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on TRAD 2 

for the three grades. 

4 th grade 5th grade 6th grade 

Mean 4.25 3.81 3.66 

sd (3.32) (2.68) (3 .12) 

A one way ANOVA showed that there was no significant difference between the 

means of the correctly spelled words either for TRAD 1 (F= 0.49, df= 2, 45, ns) or for 

TRAD 2 (F= 0.10, df= 2, 45, ns). Details will be found in Appendix 18, tables 18.3 and 

18.4. 

It may be concluded, therefore, that the age at which the children were being taught 

had not affected the results. 

It is also not impossible that boys would be found to be more receptive to the 

teaching than girls or vice versa. A comparison was therefore made of the means of the 

correctly spelled words on PICTO 1 and PICTO 2 as well as on TRAD 1 and TRAD 2 

to check if there was any difference between boys and girls. 

Tables 10.9 and 10.10 show the means and standard deviations of the number of 

the correctly spelled words on PICTO 1 and PICTO 2 for boys and girls respectively. 
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Table 10.9 

Means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on PICTO 

1 for boys and girls. 

Boys Girls 

Mean 22.84 22.20 

sd (2.34) (2.17) 

Table 10.10 

Means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on PICTO 

2 for boys and girls. 

Boys Girls 

Mean 21.59 22.00 

sd (3.13) (2.33) 

No significant difference was found between the means of the number of the 

correctly spelled words either for PICTO 1 (t=0.91, df= 46, ns) or for PICTO 2 (t=0.45, 

df= 45, ns). 

Table 10.11 shows the means and standard deviations of the number of the 

correctly spelled words on TRAD 1 for boys and girls and table 10.12 shows the means 

and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on TRAD 2 for boys 

and girls. 

Table l 0.11 

Means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on TRAD 1 

for boys and girls. 

Boys Girls 

Mean 7.72 7.73 

sd (4.32) (2.25) 
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Table 10.12 

Means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on TRAD 2 

for boys and girls. 

Boys Girls 

Mean 3.42 4.73 

sd (2.88) (2.84) 

No significant difference was found between boys and girls either for the TRAD 1 

(t=0.01, df= 46, ns) or for the TRAD 2 (t= 1.46, df= 46, ns). 

It may be concluded that there was no difference between the boys and the girls in 

the way in which they responded to the teaching. 

Finally it is sometimes argued that in the case of any teaching programme the 

personality of the teacher affects the results more than the method used. Since in the 

present study four different teachers were used (including the researcher) this was a 

matter, which could be checked. If the personalities of the teachers were having a 

differential effect on the results there would be a significant difference in the number of 

the correctly spelled words according to which teacher had done the teaching. A 

comparison was therefore made in the means of the number of the correctly spelled words 

on PICTO 1 and PICTO 2 as well as on TRAD 1 and TRAD 2. Tables 10.13 and 10.14 

show the means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on 

PICTO 1 and PICTO 2 respectively broken down by teachers. 

Table 10.13 

Means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on PICTO 

1 broken down by teachers. 

1st teacher 2nd teacher 3rd teacher 4th teacher 

Mean 23 .33 22.50 22.33 22.41 

sd (1.82) (2.81) (2.38) (2.19) 
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Table 10.14 

Means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on PICTO 

2 broken down by teachers. 

1st teacher 2nd teacher 3rd teacher 4th teacher 

Mean 22.83 22.45 20.75 20.91 

sd (1.40) (3.26) (3.84) (2.15) 

A one way ANOV A showed that there was no significant difference between the 

means of the number of the correctly spelled words either for PICTO 1 (F=0.47, df= 3, 

44, ns) or for PICTO 2 (F=l.67, df= 3, 43, ns). Details will be found in Appendix 18, 

tables 18.5 and 18.6. 

Tables 10.15 and 10.16 show the means and the standard deviations of the number 

of the correctly spelled words on TRAD 1 and TRAD 2 respectively broken down by 

teachers. 

Table 10.15 

Means and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on TRAD 1 

broken down by teachers. 

1st teacher 2nd teacher 3rd teacher 4th teacher 

Mean 8.08 8.58 8.25 6.00 

sd (2.64) (3 .75) ( 4.49) (3 .88) 

Table 10.16 

M eans and standard deviations of the number of the correctly spelled words on TRAD 2 

broken down by teachers. 

1st teacher 2nd teacher 3rd teacher 4th teacher 

Means 4.75 4.58 3.08 2.91 

sd (2.73) (2.23) (3.34) (3.05) 
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A one way ANOV A showed that there was no significant difference either for 

TRAD 1 (F=l.16, df= 3, 44, ns) or for TRAD 2 (F= l.36, df=3, 44, ns). Details will be 

found in Appendix 18, tables 18.7 and 18.8. 

These tables show that there was no significant difference among the four teachers 

in the number of the correct words on either PICTO or TRAD. Moreover, had the 

personality of the teacher been a major factor it would be hard to explain why all teachers 

achieved better results with the pictographic method than with the traditional methods. 
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CHAPTERll 

DISCUSSION AND SUGGESTIONS FOR 

FURTHER RESEARCH 

The evidence contained in this study supports the claim that the pictographic 

method is more effective than the traditional methods for teaching spelling to Greek 

dyslexic children. This was found to be the case despite the extra time spent on the 

traditional methods. Moreover, when the pictographic method was used, it was found that 

even when the children had gone for a month without having revised a single word, they 

were able to remember the majority of the words which they had been taught. It remains 

to consider why this should be so. 

The Pictographic method is in fact a multisensory method in the sense that all the 

sensory modalities - visual, auditory, kinesthetic and tactile - are involved. Thus the 

children were required to look at and to say the ambiguous letters, to describe their shape, 

to discuss the meaning of the words, to look at the way in which the teacher was drawing 

the pictograms, and to draw the same pictograms by themselves. 

Thus the pictographic method and the traditional multisensory teaching method, 

as presented in Gillingham and Stillman programme and as used in English-speaking 

countries, have very much in common. The only difference between the two methods 

seems to be the fact that in the pictographic method pictures are used as an aid to 

memorisation. Is, then, the presence of the pictures the main reason for the success of the 

pictographic method? 

An important reason for its success appears to be that by eliminating alternative 

ways ofrepresenting the same sound it reduces the non-transparency of the Greek writing 

system. In addition, it replaces the symbolic alphabetic material by the use of pictures -

which are easier to remember than linguistic symbols. In this connection the work of 
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Vellutino (1979, see chapter 1) and Paivio (1991, see chapter 4) are of particular 

theoretical importance. 

It seems, too, that a necessary condition for the success of the pictographic method 

was that the pictograms were organized into a system. The essence of the system was the 

fact that links exist between the pictogram, the meaning of the word and the shape of the 

letters, and, above all, the fact that these pictograms either represent the object which is 

referred to by the meaning of the word or remain constant by representing only human 

figures (men and women); in that case each figure is drawn in a unique way and confusion 

between the ambiguous letters is therefore impossible. Thus it seems likely that an 

essential ingredient of success is that the pictograms should be constructed in accordance 

with rules, for instance that the letter v Iii has always to be depicted as a man or a boy and 

never as a woman or a girl. 

It should be remembered that in the 5th exploratory study the children were 

allowed to convert the ambiguous letters of the target words into pictograms according 

to their own ideas and without any rules. The results showed that after having drawn 

pictographic representations for a large number of words they had forgotten the 

pictograms which they had chosen. It is therefore possible that the use of pictures is not 

sufficient on its own for the success of the pictographic method; it appears to be 

necessary to use them in a context where memorisation has been helped by the reduction 

of ambiguity. 

It is perhaps significant that no one, so far, has attempted a similar pictographic 

method for teaching English spelling or another language's spelling. 

With regard to Lyn Wendon 's pictorial method (see chapter 2), it is different from 

the pictographic method described in this thesis in that it does not aim to help children in 

learning irregular spelling patterns. Rather the letters are depicted so that they represent 

words the initial sound of which is the sound of the depicted letter. For example letter k 

is depicted as a king; it represents the word king the initial sound of which is /kl. In 

contrast, in the method used in the present research, the letters are depicted in such a way 

that the shape of the depicted object would remind the children of the shape of the letters. 
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In other words, the aim of the Greek pictographic method is to help the children to 

remember the depicted letters as a part of the spelling pattern of a word and not to help 

them to make letter-sound associations. 

The fact that Greek is more transparent than some other languages which use an 

alphabetic system ( e.g. English) made the pictographic method more workable in Greek 

than it might have been in other languages. The fewer the ambiguous ( or irregular) letters 

the less are the effects of non-transparency and the greater the possibility of making the 

language totally transparent. 

In view of the fact that the rules of the pictographic method depend on the 

morphology of the language and on its distinctive peculiarities, creation of pictograms 

similar to the Greek ones for teaching spelling in another language might not be effective. 

If such a system were to be created different rules would have to be invented so as to take 

account of the specific irregularities of that language's written form. In addition, in 

languages which have a high degree of non-transparency the creation of such a pictorial 

system would become very difficult. 

Apart from the above, the present investigation has raised the following points 

which also need further research. 

1. It would be interesting to investigate whether the pictographic method can be 

effective in the case of slow learners and children with below average intelligence 

and in the case of poor spellers of average intelligence and above who are not 

dyslexic. 

2. The exploratory studies suggested that a combination of the pictographic method 

and the linguistic method might be more effective than the pictographic method 

on its own. It would therefore be interesting to investigate this point further. 

3. A longitudinal study needs to be undertaken in which children's spelling progress 

is monitored over a longer period of time than was possible in the present study. 

As a first stage of research this would involve investigating whether a child who 

has acquired spelling skills up to a particular level through the pictographic 

method and who at the same time has developed understanding of the etymology 
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of the words will continue to make progress in spelling. Both points, namely the 

spelling level and the level of linguistic ability necessary for the child to progress 

without special help, need themselves to be investigated. Following from this, the 

next stage would be to assess other aspects ofliteracy such as reading ability, text 

comprehension, phonological skills and syntactic difficulties. Such skills could be 

tested routinely. 

Much, therefore, remains to be discovered. For the present, however, it can be 

claimed with confidence that in the case of Greek children within the age range of the 

present study the pictographic method is likely to be a successful way of teaching spelling. 
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APPENDIX 1 

First exploratory study: the twenty Greek words taught to the children with 
their 'difficult' letters and their English translation 

Greek words 'Difficult' English translation 
letters 

vux-ru 1) night 

ropi 1) cheese 

yuaAa 1) fish-bowl 
. 

bird nn1vo 1'] 

<pffina (J) fire 

<pcoAta co nest 

8~x-ruAo 1) finger 

-ruµnavo 1) drum 
. 

plant qrn-ro 1) 

1;:uyapta 1) bathroom scale 

µcopo co baby 
. 

fig CTUKO 1) 

aAucri8a 1) chain 

KUKAO<; 1) circle 

KU7r£AO 1) cup 
. 

sleep unvoc; 1) 

nayco-ro 0) ice-cream 

µoAu~t 1) pencil 

KU\jfeAri 1) hive 

xstµwvac; st, w winter 
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APPENDIX2 

Table 2.1 1 

First exploratory study, first group of children: age in months and 
number of correctly spelled words on the first and the second spelling test 
for each child (percentages in brackets) 

Age in Number of correctly Number of correctly 
Participants months spelled words on the spelled words on the 

first spelling test second spelling test 
(percentages in brackets) (percentages in brackets) 

Pl 122 20 (100%) 20 (100%) 

P2 126 20 (100%) 20 (100%) 

P3 121 20 (100%) 20 (100%) 

P4 124 20 (100%) 20 (100%) 

PS 137 20 (100%) 20 (100%) 

P6 132 20 (100%) 20 (100%) 

P7 135 20 (100%) 20 (100%) 

P8 138 20 (100%) 20 (100%) 

P9 136 20 (100%) 20 (100%) 

mean 130.11 20 (100%) 20 (100%) 

sd 6.45 

1 Where an Appendix contains more than one table the Appendix number is 
followed by the number of the table. Thus, Appendix 2, table 1 is described as 
Table 2.1. 
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Table 2.2 

First exploratory study, second group of children: age in months and 
number of correctly spelled words on the first and the second spelling test 
(percentages in brackets) 

Age in Number of correctly spelled Number of correctly spelled 
Participants months words on the 1st spelling test words on the 2nd spelling test 

(percentages in brackets) (percentages in brackets) 

Pl 120 5 (25%) 2 (10%) 

P2 124 7 (35%) 4 (20%) 

P3 123 3 (15%) 0 (0%) 

P4 133 9 (45%) 2 (10%) 

PS 132 6 (30%) 2 (10%) 

P6 134 5 (25%) 1 (5%) 

mean 127.66 5.8 (29.1 %) 1.8 (9.16%) 

sd 5.49 1.86 1.21 
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APPENDIX3 

Second exploratory study : number of correctly spelled words out of the 
100 derivatives and compounds of the twenty original words (which had 
been taught in the first exploratory study) for each child 

Participants Number of 
correct words 

Pl 65 

P2 48 

P3 70 

P4 69 

P5 84 

P6 87 

P7 93 

P8 75 

P9 79 

mean 74.4 

sd 12.70 
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APPENDIX4 

Fourth exploratory study: the 105 words which were taught to the children 
with their 'difficult' letters and their English translation. 

Greek words Difficult English translation 
letters 

vux:m u night 

11µepa 11 day 

T)Ata<; 11 sun 

a1106vt 11 nightingale 

KtAa11ow 11 to sing 

<proAtci (J) nest 

Avot~ll ot spring 

cpronci (J) fire 

<pro<; (J) light 

nayro.6 (J) ice-cream 

U7tVO<; u sleep 

YAUKO u sweet /cake 

avtjcpopo<; 1l uphill 

Km:tj cpo po<; 1l downhill 

ciyKUpa u anchor 

pu~i u nee 

µuyoaAo u almond 

<j)UAUX't"O u talisman 

~wv11 (J) belt 

<n<UAO<; u dog 

AUKO<; u wolf 

vuxt u nail 
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oq:xwAO u finger 

µnpouµum u face down 

no8ri11,aw YI bicycle 

µ011,upi u pencil 

µYlxavaKt YI motorcycle 

Kt>1tcAo u cup 

(HU<pt>At u grapes 

GKOUAriKt YI worm 

wpi u cheese 

crnYIAta YI cave 

-rpuna u hole 

crcpupi u hammer 

cr-rtj0o~ YI chest 

µcopo co baby 

crwµa co body 

YAU7t't0 1) sculpture 

KOXDAt u sea-shell 

KOAOKU0t u courgette 

yua11,a 1) fish-bowl 

a0poisco Ot to add 

~DAO u wood 

tlcocr-rtj co sewing threat 

KUAWOto co wire 

tlcovapt co branch 

KUKAO~ u circle 

KUAYlµepa YI good morning 

µupisco u to smell 

crup-rapt u drawer 

rrupcro~ u firebrand 
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'tuµnavo u drum 

xropto (0 village 

8ciKpU u tear 

\lfTJAci u high 

KOAUµnw u to swim 

a11,ucri8a u chain 

µuya u fly 

~ucr'tpa u sharpener 

suyaptci u bathroom scale 

epromc; (0 love 

Kapufo u nut 

uypo u liquid 

xriva TJ goose 

~pucrri u tap 

KpUO u cold 

CJ'tl)ATJ TJ column 

8wpaKac; (0 thorax 

rixoc; TJ sound 

innoc; 1t1t horse 

napci8upo u window 

A8tjva TJ Athens 

CJUKO u fig 

crcpup i X'tpa u whistle 

1tTJY'rl TJ spnng 

XPUCJO u gold 

VU(j)lKO u bride's dress 

yecpupa u bridge 

KaµtjAa TJ camel 

Aupa u lyre 
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tlwcra (J) broody hen 

7tUyo1caµni8a 1) firefly 

nwxio 1) diploma 

UA.£~ i1t't(J)'"CO (J) parachute 

6.yy£1coc, yy angel 

µu1coc, 1) flour mill 

06.1cacrcra crcr sea 

Kl) \JI t "-11 1) hive 

cruvtpt~avi 1) fountain 

\jf roµ i (J) bread 

nupau1cor:;, 1) rocket 

ni::-rciv6r:;, £1, cock 

pvyxor::, 1) muzzle 

xi::1cwva (J) tortoise 

xopoc, 0 dance 

7tUpKayta 1) fire 

KaµnDATJ 1) curve 

µupo 1) aroma 

(J)KWYOC, (J) ocean 

~u06r:;, 1) bottom of the sea 

\j/WVta (J) shopping 

pc~uei 1) chickpea 

U(J)acrµa 1) cloth 

pUO.Kt 1) stream 

1cux;v6.pt 1) oil lamp 
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APPENDIXS 

Table 5.1 

Fourth exploratory study: numbers of words for which pictograms had 
been created broken down by letter and sound (percentages in brackets). 

'Difficult' letters with Number of words 
their sounds 

u Iii 59 (56.20%) 

ri Iii 19 (18.10%) 

ct Iii 1 (0.95%) 

Ot /ii 2 (1.90%) 

co lol 21 (20.00%) 

at lel -

Double consonants 3 (2.85%) 

Table 5.2 

Fourth exploratory study: numbers of words for which pictograms had 
been created broken down by grammatical type (percentages in brackets) 

Grammatical Number of words 
type 

Concrete nouns 91 (86.6%) 

Abstract nouns 6 (5.7%) 

Adjectives 2 (1.9%) 

Verbs 4 (3.8%) 

Adverbs 2 (1.9%) 
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APPENDIX6 

Table 6.1 

Fourth exploratory study, children taught in a group: age in months, 
number of words taught, number of correctly spelled words in the spelling 
test and number of correctly spelled words in the ten dictated sentences 
(percentages in brackets) . 

Number Number of correctly Number of correctly 
Participants Age in of taught spelled words in the spelled words in the ten 

months words spelling test dictated sentences 
(percentages in brackets) (percentages in brackets) 

Pl 113 64 . 63 (98.43%) 55 (91.60%) 

P2 97 64 64 (100%) 53 (88.33%) 

P3 124 64 64 (100%) 58 (96.66%) 

P4 134 64 62 (96.87%) 54 (90.00%) 

P5 137 64 64 (100%) 51 (85.00%) 

mean 121 63.4 (99.06%) 54.2 (90.31 %) 

sd 14.65 0.80 2.31 
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Table 6.2 

Fourth exploratory study, children taught individually: age in months, 
number of taught words, number of correctly spelled words in the spelling 
test and number of correctly spelled words in the ten dictated sentences 
(percentages in brackets). 

Number of correctly Number of correctly 
Participants Age in Taught spelled words in the spelled words in thelO 

months words spelling test sentences 
(percentages in brackets) (percentages in brackets) 

P6 117 97 95 (97.93%) 53 (88.30%) 

P7 122 95 95 (100%) 58 (96.66%) 

P8 127 96 96 (100%) 60 (100%) 

P9 121 102 100 (98.03%) 55 (91.66%) 

PIO 125 88 88 (100%) 59 (98.33%) 

Pl 1 120 99 98 (98.98%) 56 (93.33%) 

P12 125 101 101 (100%) 58 (96.66%) 

P13 135 105 105 (100%) 54 (90.00%) 

Pl4 138 97 97 (100%) 55 (91.66%) 

PIS 128 92 90 (97.82%) 59 (98.33%) 

P16 139 96 95 (98.95%) 54 (90.00%) 

Pl7 134 90 88 (97.77%) 52 (86.66%) 

P18 138 93 91 (97.84%) 51 (85.00%) 

P19 133 87 84 (96.55%) 56 (93.33%) 

P20 147 84 84 (100%) 59 (98.33%) 

P21 158 85 85 (100%) 59 (98.33%) 

mean 131.68 - (98.99%) (93.53%) 

sd 10.49 
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APPENDIX7 

Fifth exploratory study: the seventy words dictated to the children with 
their 'difficult ' letters and English translation. 

Greek words 'Difficult' letters English translation 

n:ixoc; ct wall 

yAcicpco ct to suck 

0uµ6c; 1) anger 
. 

subtraction acpmpc<ITJ at 

rrctpasco ct to tease 

sTJµtapric; TJ messy 

KOAAU AA glue 
. 

mother µrin:pa TJ 

rrapa◊ctcroc; ct paradise 

<pcyyapt 'YY moon 

opct~frrric; ct mountaineer 

ypiJyopoc; TJ quick 

KTJ1r0Upoc; TJ gardener 

1:U(j)AOc; 1) blind 

av0pcorroc; co man 
. Wptµoc; co mature 

Iricrouc; TJ Jesus 
. yuµvoc; 1) naked 

~TJXCO TJ to cough 

rrri8aco TJ to jump 

8dxvco ct to show 

Aaxcio ct lottery 
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a.v001twA11<; (J) florist 

a.nctAW ct to threaten 

xmpc"CW m to say goodbye 

OUVcisw ct to lend 

xopwoia. (J) choir 

Avo1~11 Ot Spring 

tldvw ct to close 

tOpW"CU<; (J) sweat 

KU"COtKiU Ol house 

KActoa.p<i<; ct locksmith 

' baby VTJ7tl0 11 
t 

earthquake crctcrµoc; cl 

na.isw m to play 

' widow X'flPU 11 

swypacpo<; (J) painter 

UOclUS(J) cl to empty 
t 

balance tcroppoma. pp 

AllCT"CTi<; 11 robber 

µ01p<isw Ol to share 

npo"Cdvw cl to suggest 

xAwµoc; (J) pale 

~Aeµµa. µµ look 

0p11vw 11 to mourn 
t xc1poupyoc; cl surgeon 

Sll"CHfVO<; 11 burglar 

<p"CWXO<; (J) poor 

npw"Co<; (J) first 
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ayyisro yy to touch 
. 

to take n:mpvro at 

apxaioc; at ancient 

0cpam:ia cl therapy 

cn:dyov cl urgent 

m>pocr~t<n11c; 1) fire-man 

ctcrn:paxropac; cl conductor 

n:axuc; 1) fat 

O"KOTctvOc; cl dark 

n:apaAuroc; u paraplegic 

Achvavo cl corpse 

ct0tK6c; cl specialist 

UAAasro AA to change 

cpuAaKac; 1) guard 

ycropyoc; (J) farmer 

acrrcioc; St funny 

n:p6crron:o (J) face 

µaystpm; St cook 
. 

neighbour yctrovac; cl 

Karapp<iKT11c; pp waterfall 

Au7t:11 1) sadness 
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APPENDIX8 

Table 8.1 

Fifth exploratory study: numbers of words taught to the children broken 
down by letter and sound (percentages in brackets). 

Irregular letters Number of words 
with their sounds (percentages in brackets) 

u /i/ 8 (11.14%) 

ri /i/ 12 (17.10%) 

Et /i/ 24 (34.20%) 

Ot /i/ 3 (4.20%) 

co lo/ 11 (15.70%) 

m /e/ 5 (7.10%) 

Double consonants 7 (10.00%) 

Table 8.2 

Fifth exploratory study: number of words taught to the children broken 
down by grammatical type (percentages in brackets) . 

Grammatical type Number of words 
(percentages in brackets) 

Concrete nouns 34 (48.5%) 

Abstract nouns 7 (10.0%) 

Adjectives 11 (15.7%) 

Verbs 17 (24.2%) 

Adverbs 1 ( 1.4%) 
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APPENDIX9 

Table 9.1 

Fifth exploratory study, children taught in a group: age in months, 
number of taught words and number of correctly spelled words in the 
spelling test (percentages in brackets) 

Participants Age in Number of Number of correctly spelled 
months taught words words in the spelling test 

(percentages in brackets) 

Pl 113 58 3 (5.17%) 

P2 97 58 5 (8.62%) 

P3 124 58 1 (1.72%) 

mean 111.33 3 (5.17%) 

sd 11.08 1.63 
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Table 9.2 

Fifth exploratory study, children taught individually: age in months, 
number of taught words and number of correctly spelled words in the 
spelling test (percentages in brackets). 

Participants Age in Number of Number of correctly spelled 
months taught words words in the spelling test 

(percentages in brackets) 

P6 117 61 5 ( 8.19%) 

P7 122 59 2 ( 3.38%) 

pg 127 62 7 (11.29%) 

P9 121 66 2 ( 3.03%) 

PIO 125 57 4 ( 7.01%) 

Pl 1 120 63 3 ( 4.76%) 

P12 125 65 5 ( 7.69%) 

P15 128 58 7 (12.06%) 

P16 139 53 4 ( 7.54%) 

P17 134 59 6 (10.16%) 

P19 133 63 6 ( 9.52%) 

P21 158 56 7 (12.50%) 

mean 129.08 (8.90%) 

sd 10.63 
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APPENDIX 10 

Table 10.1 

Sixth exploratory study, children taught in a group: age in months, 
number of taught words and number of correctly spelled words in the 
spelling test (percentages in brackets) 

Participants Age in Number of Number of correctly 
months taught words spelled words 

(percentages in brackets) 

Pl 127 51 48 (94.1 %) 

P2 125 51 51 (100%) 

P3 134 51 46 (90.1 %) 

P4 136 51 46 (90.1%) 

P5 135 51 44 (86.2%) 

P6 138 51 49 (96.0%) 

mean 132.5 47.3 (92.75%) 

sd 4.78 2.28 
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Table 10.2 

Sixth exploratory study, children taught individually: age in months, 
number of taught words and number of correctly spelled words in the 
spelling test (percentages in brackets) 

Participants Age in Number of Number of correctly 
months taught words spelled words 

(percentages in brackets) 

P7 126 59 54 (91.50%) 

P8 123 64 64 (100%) 

P9 127 65 65 (100%) 

PIO 125 65 61 (93.80%) 

Pll 133 63 61 (96.80%) 

P12 134 61 52 (85.20%) 

P13 135 67 61 (91.04%) 

mean 129 (94.04%) 

sd 4.50 
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APPENDIX 11 

Table 11.1 

Seventh exploratory study, students of Primary School taught in a group: 
age in months, number of taught words and number of correctly spelled 
words in the spelling test (percentages in brackets) 

Participants Age in Number of Number of correctly 
months taught words spelled words 

(percentages in brackets) 

1sr GROUP 

Pl 125 288 262 (90.97%) 

P2 123 288 276 (95.83%) 

P3 121 288 268 (93.05%) 

P4 136 288 271 (94.09%) 

P5 139 288 263 (91.31%) 

P6 140 288 271 (94.09%) 

mean 130.66 268 (93 .22%) 

sd 7.84 4.85 

2N° GROUP 

P7 127 444 408 (91.89%) 

P8 131 444 418 (94.14%) 

P9 124 444 413 (96.84%) 

PIO 125 444 398 (89.63%) 

Pll 126 444 412 (92.79%) 

P12 141 444 417 (93.91 %) 

P13 137 444 399 (89.86%) 
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Pl4 140 444 396 (89.18%) 

Pl5 133 444 396 (89.18%) 

Pl6 141 444 403 (90.76%) 

mean 132.5 406 (91.81 %) 

sd 6.51 8.22 
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Table 11.2 

Seventh exploratory study, students of Primary School taught 
individually: age in months, number of taught words and number of 
correctly spelled words in the spelling test (percentages in brackets) . 

Participants Age in Number of Number of correctly 
months taught words spelled words 

(percentages in brackets) 

P17 110 73 71 (97.26%) 

P18 114 150 144 (96.00%) 

P19 109 102 93 (91.17%) 

P21 116 178 172 (96.62%) 

P21 124 467 422 (90.36%) 

P22 127 680 664 (97.64%) 

P23 125 334 327 (97.90%) 

P24 123 127 125 (98.42%) 

P25 129 692 670 (96.82%) 

P26 126 488 418 (85.65%) 

P27 121 567 534 (94.17%) 

P28 128 583 508 (87.13%) 

P29 127 231 211 (91.34%) 

P30 124 118 115 (97.45%) 

P31 126 65 65 (100%) 

P32 128 89 87 (97.75%) 

P33 127 661 643 (97.20%) 

P34 125 700 677 (96.71%) 

P35 129 695 663 (95.39%) 

P36 131 670 628 (93.73%) 

P37 128 584 566 (96.91%) 
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P38 121 90 90 (100%) 

P39 125 700 670 (96.71 %) 

P40 122 690 659 (95.50%) 

P41 129 141 138 (97.87%) 

P42 123 33 33 (100%) 

P43 128 655 649 (99.08%) 

P44 131 650 622 (95.69%) 

P45 127 634 600 (94.63%) 

P46 122 478 465 (97.28%) 

P47 124 658 633 (96.20%) 

P48 126 111 110 (99.09%) 

P49 122 686 640 (93.29%) 

P50 127 443 431 (97.29%) 

P51 121 190 187 (98.42%) 

P52 129 467 422 (90.36%) 

P53 125 500 481 (96.20%) 

P54 123 222 201 (90.54%) 

P55 128 45 45 (100%) 

P56 124 540 503 (93.14%) 

P57 126 500 466 (93.20%) 

P58 121 456 421 (92.32%) 

P59 129 530 514 (96.98%) 

P60 125 120 118 (98.33%) 

P61 127 560 532 (95.00%) 

P62 123 32 32 (100%) 

P63 127 386 330 (85.49%) 

P64 122 600 574 (95.66%) 
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P65 126 602 588 (97.67%) 

P66 128 345 320 (92.75%) 

P67 122 650 639 (98.30%) 

P68 125 582 576 (98.96%) 

P69 127 29 29 (100%) 

P70 124 260 252 (96.92%) 

P71 123 670 644 (96.11%) 

P72 121 420 387 (92.14%) 

P73 129 250 232 (92.80%) 

P74 128 500 472 (94.40%) 

P75 131 470 425 (90.42%) 

P76 123 320 301 (94.06%) 

P77 127 122 122 (100%) 

P78 125 610 600 (98.36%) 

P79 124 204 184 (90.19%) 

P80 126 506 475 (93.87%) 

P81 121 550 537 (97.63%) 

P82 128 200 198 (99.00%) 

P83 133 170 164 (96.47%) 

P84 138 45 44 (97.77%) 

P85 140 600 588 (98.00%) 

P86 133 672 624 (92.85%) 

P87 139 332 312 (93 .97%) 

P88 135 120 117 (97.50%) 

P89 134 408 385 (94.36%) 

P90 143 123 121 (98.37%) 

P91 133 324 311 (95.98%) 
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P92 137 605 573 (94.71%) 

P93 134 487 455 (93.42%) 

P94 140 355 337 (94.92%) 

P95 137 287 264 (91.98%) 

P96 136 300 275 (91.66%) 

P97 138 100 100 (100%) 

mean 126.93 (95.54%) 

sd 6.12 
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Table 11.3 

Seventh exploratory study, students of Primary School with low 
intelligence level taught individually: age in months, IQ, number of taught 
words and number of correctly spelled words in the spelling test 
(percentages in brackets). 

Participants Age in IQ Number of Number of correctly spelled 
months taught words words (percentages in brackets) 

P98 126 82 370 254 (68 .64%) 

P99 140 86 508 230 (45.27%) 

Pl0O 134 94 250 238 (95.20%) 

Pl0l 137 80 200 164 (82.00%) 

mean 134.25 85.5 (72.77%) 

sd 5.21 5.36 
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Table 11.4 

Seventh exploratory study, students of High School taught individually: 
age in months, number of taught words and number of correctly spelled 
words in the spelling test (percentages in brackets) 

Participants Age in Number of Number of correctly 
months taught words spelled words 

(percentages in brackets) 

P102 153 400 378 (94.50%) 

P103 146 360 342 (95.00%) 

P104 149 285 265 (92.98%) 

Pl05 148 155 155 (100%) 

P106 152 470 463 (98.50%) 

P107 145 360 348 (96.60%) 

P108 147 410 396 (96.60%) 

P109 153 380 336 (88.42%) 

Pll0 149 27 27 (100%) 

Pll l 158 340 332 (97.64%) 

Pl 12 163 402 388 (96.51%) 

Pl13 167 336 329 (97.91%) 

Pl14 158 300 296 (98.66%) 

Pl 15 161 280 271 (96.78%) 

Pll6 175 100 100 (100%) 

Pl 17 176 260 243 (93.46%) 

Pl 18 193 25 25 (100%) 

Pl 19 199 60 60 (100%) 

P120 201 400 384 (96.00%) 

Pl21 197 452 417 (92.25%) 

P122 194 190 169 (88.94%) 
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P123 208 200 200 (100%) 

P124 229 300 300 (100%) 

mean 170.47 (96.55%) 

sd 23.98 

* The number of the words which were taught to the above participants varied 
according not only to the number of their misspelled words but also to the time which 
was spent in teaching them. 
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APPENDIX 12 

Table 12.1 

Eighth exploratory study, group A - taught by the pictographic method: 
age in months and number of correctly spelled words in the first and the 
second spelling test out of a possible 60 for each child 

Participants Age in Number of correctly spellec Number of correctly spelled 
months words in the 1st spelling test words in the 2nd spelling test 

Pl 123 59 54 

P2 119 58 58 

P3 125 55 52 

P4 126 57 55 

P5 122 56 56 

P6 129 58 56 

P7 124 58 58 

P8 128 57 56 

P9 129 57 57 

PIO 127 56 55 

mean 125.2 57.1 54.8 

sd 3.09 1.13 1.73 
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Table 12.2 

Eighth exploratory study, group B - taught by the traditional methods: 
age in months and number of correctly spelled words in the first and the 
second spelling test out of a possible 60 for each child 

Participants Age in Number of correctly spelled Number of correctly spelled 
months words in the 1st spelling test words in the 2nd spelling test 

Pl 1 122 12 3 

P12 117 21 1 

P13 119 17 4 

P14 124 15 7 

P15 129 19 5 

P16 121 13 2 

P17 132 18 6 

P18 135 24 5 

P19 140 22 4 

P20 137 14 5 

mean 127.6 17.5 4.2 

sd 7.69 3.82 1.72 

* At-test showed a significant difference between the means of the number of the 
correctly spelled words of the two groups for both measures (t=29.76, p<0.001 for the 
first and t=63.23, p<0.001 for the second. 
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APPENDIX 13 

Main Research: the 100 words which were dictated to the participants in 
the main research with their irregular letters and their English translation 

Greek words Irregular letters English translation 

0uella u,e,AA storm 

<iv0pwrro<; w,o man 

tleivw et, w close 

Kl.VOUVO<; t, u, 0 danger 

rrpw1:o<; w, 0 first 
. charm yori1:eta o, TJ , et 

µupwot<i u, w, t smell 

£Wea e,w,e rune 

µupil~w u, t, U) smell 
. fig CJUKO u,o 

rraxuc; 1) fat 

KpU~W u, w hide 

ane1Aw el, W to threaten 

KUnapicrm u, t, crcr, t cypress tree 

eKeivo e, el that 

aleupt eU, t flour 

avricruxw TJ, u, U) to worry 

cruµµopia u, µµ, o, t gang 
. wish eUXTJ eU, 11 

auliJ eU, TJ yard 

KatpO<; at, o weather 
. 

cloud cruwecpo u, w , e, o 
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ycovia CO, t comer 

IlocrEtowvac; O, Et, CO Posidonas 

aicreriµa at, TJ feeling 

<puAaKw; 1) guard 
. 

day riµepa TJ, E 

. rcayco-ro co ice-cream 

µucorcia U, CO, t short-sight 

KUAAUV'tlKU AA, u, t cosmetics 

OTJATJTTJptWOTJ~ TJ, TJ, TJ, t, co, TJ p01sonous 

GUKO- crtjKCO u, 0 - TJ, co fig - get up 

ot<iAEtµµa t, Et, µµ break 

1COAU o , u very 

rcap<i0upo u , o window 

xpucr6 u,o gold 

06pu~o~ o,u, o n01se 
. 

OPUXEtO O, U, Et mme 

ODO u,o two 

swvri co, TJ belt 

rc<i-rcoµa co floor 
. 

-rupawo~ u , w,o tyrant 
. cruvEpyEto U, E, Et garage 
. 

balance tcroppom,a t, o , PP, o , t 

acrruv6µo~ u,o, o policeman 
. 

u, co dress VTUVCO 

OOUAEt<i El job 

crcoAtjva~ co, TJ tube 

rcpoKUµaia o, u, at mole 
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mµoppayia at, o, pp, t bleeding 

AStToupyia St, t divine service 
. 

speed TUXUTllTU u, 11 

a8irnisco Et, CO empty 

n:pocrmi0sta O, St attempt 

ToAµ11poc; o, 11, 0 daring 

YAUKO u , o sweet 
. 

blow cpucrw u , co 

n:pcoi co, t morning 

TJAtoc; 11, t, 0 sun 

O"lJAAll'l'll u, AA, 11, 11 arrest 

Eupcon:a ioc; SU, CO, at, 0 European 

cruyupisco 'U, u , t, co to tidy up 
. n:pocrKuv1iµa o, u, 11 worship 

8ucrTux11µa u, 'U, 11 accident 

cpconci co, t fire 

Avot~ll Ot, 11 Spring 

appa~wvac; pp, co engagement 
. 

finger prints an:OT'Un:WµaTa o, u, co 

Kpl>O"TUAAO U, AA crystal 

n:i011KO<; t, 11, 0 monkey 

O"KOUAT]Kt 11, t worm 

n:pocrcon:o o, co, 0 face 

µayciptcrcra Et, t, crcr cook 

◊UVTEACOTO<; E, CO, 0 lace 

Et◊07totW Et, O, Ot, CO to notify 

yEtTovtcrcra st, o, t, crcr neighbour 
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~un61cwroc; u,o,u, o barefooted 

KCX7CVOTCCOA£1,0 o , co, ct tobacconist's 

apm6 m, o thin 

' KatVOUptO at, t, o new 

xstpfrrnpoc; St, O, S, 0 worst 

KpU~CO u, co hid 

' yuvmKa u, at woman 

Koµµfrtt o, µµ, t piece 

' hidden Kpuµµevoc; u, µµ, e, 0 

cniµdcoµa TJ , et, co note 

cruvouacrµ6c; u,u,o combination 

KUA.Ate pyeta AA, t, s, St cultivation 

' operation room xstpoupysto et, St, 0 

crut;;ri-rw u , TJ, co to discuss 

cniµaot TJ, t sign 

KOµ µco-rtjptO o , µµ, co, TJ, t, 0 hairdresser's 

' flag cniµma TJ , m 

opet~ci-rric; O, St, T) mountain climber 

' festival TC<XVT)yUpt TJ, u , t 

a1ctj0eta TJ, St truth 

Ascocpopsio £, co, St, 0 bus 

' maternity clinic µateUTT)pto at, su, TJ, t, o 

sµnpricrµ6c; £, TJ , 0 fire-raising 

avsAKUcr-rtj pac; £, u, TJ elevator 
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APPENDIX 14 

Main research: distribution of numbers of the correctly spelled words for 
the 7 48 pupils with grouped frequencies (1-3, 4-6, etc). 

Number of correctly Number of Percentage 
spelled words students 

1-3 14 1.9% 

4-6 15 2.0% 

7-9 12 1.6% 

10-12 17 2.3% 

13-15 18 2.4% 

16-18 8 1.1% 

19-21 9 1.2% 

22-24 13 1.7% 

25-27 14 1.9% 

28-30 25 3.4% 

31-33 21 2.8% 

34-36 28 3.8% 

37-39 28 3.8% 

40-42 30 4.3% 

43-45 35 4.6% 

46-48 38 5.1% 

49-51 38 5.1% 

52-54 24 3.2% 

55-57 36 4.8% 

58-60 47 6.3% 

61-63 34 4.5% 

64-66 35 4.6% 
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67-69 34 4.5% 

70-72 27 3.7% 

73-75 25 3.3% 

76-78 29 3.8% 

79-81 22 2.9% 

82-84 29 3.8% 

85-87 14 1.9% 

88-90 12 1.6% 

91-93 9 1.2% 

94-96 5 0.6% 

97-99 3 0.3% 
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APPENDIX 15 

Table 15.1 
Main research,first group: number of positive indicators ('pluses') on the 
BD T for each p t · · t ar zczpan 

Participants BDT 

Pl 7 

P2 6 

P3 6 

P4 7 

P5 7 

P6 7 

P7 6 

P8 10 

P9 6 

PIO 8 

Pll 6 

P12 7 

P13 6 

P14 5 

P15 9 

P16 7 

P17 7 

P18 6 

P19 9 

P20 5 

P21 7 

P22 8 

P23 7 

P24 6 
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Table 15.2 

Main research, second group: number of positive indicators ('pluses') on 
the EDT for each participant 

Participants BDT 

P25 7 

P26 6 

P27 6 

P28 6 

P29 6 

P30 7 

P31 7 

P32 8 

P33 6 

P34 6 

P35 6 

P36 6 

P37 10 

P38 7 

P39 8 

P40 7 

P41 7 

P42 7 

P43 6 

P44 9 

P45 6 

P46 7 

P47 6 

P48 10 
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Table 15.3 

Main research, untreated group: number of positive indicators ('pluses') 
on the EDT for each participant 

Participants BDT 

P49 7 

P50 6 

P51 6 

P52 6 

P53 7 

P54 6 

P55 10 

P56 8 

P57 8 

P58 6 

P59 9 

P60 6 

P61 6 

P62 6 

P63 6 

P64 6 

P65 9 

P66 6 

P67 5 

P68 7 

P69 7 

P70 7 

P71 8 

S72 8 
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APPENDIX 16 

Main research: one-way ANOVA f or table 7.2 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean F p 

vanance squares freedom squares 

Between groups 1.44 2 0.72 0.03 ns 

Within groups 1464.21 69 21.22 

Total 1465.65 71 
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APPENDIX17 

Table 17.1 

Main research: one way ANOVA for table 10.2 (a) 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean F p 
vanance squares freedom squares 

Between groups 6449.00 2 3224.50 529.47 <0.001 

Within groups 401.99 66 6.09 

Total 6850.99 68 

Table 17.2 

Main research: one way ANOVA for table 10.2 (b) 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean F p 
vanance squares freedom squares 

Between groups 5074.60 2 2537.3 409.24 <0.001 

Within groups 415.98 67 6.20 

Total 5490.58 69 
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Table 17.3 

Main research: post hoc comparisons (Scheffe) between the means of the 
number of the correctly spelled words of the rt group, the 2nd group and the 
untreated group for the words in SET A 

1st group 2nd group Untreated group 

1st group -

2nd group 26.92 (p<0.001) -

Untreated 29.22 (p<0.001) 2.3 (ns) -
group 

Table 17.4 

Main research: post hoc comparisons (Scheffe) between the means of the 
number of the correctly spelled words of the 1st group, the 2nd group and the 
untreated group for the words in SET B 

1st group 2nd group Untreated group 

1st group -

2nd group 29.93 (p<0.001) -

Untreated 6.03 (p<0.001) 35.96 (p<0.001) -
group 
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APPENDIX18 

Table 18.1 

Main research: one-way ANOVA for table 10.5 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean F p 
vanance squares freedom squares 

Between groups 7.66 2 3.83 0.72 ns 

Within groups 239.31 45 5.31 

Total 246.97 47 

Table 18.2 

Main research: one-way ANOVA for table 10.6 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean F p 
vanance squares freedom squares 

Between groups 21.57 2 10.78 1.31 ns 

Within groups 359.82 44 8.17 

Total 381.39 46 

Table 18.3 

Main research : one-way AN OVA for table 10. 7 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean F p 
vanance squares freedom squares 

Between groups 14.51 2 7.25 0.49 ns 

Within groups 654.96 45 14.55 

Total 669.47 47 
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Table 18.4 

Main research: one-way ANOVA for table 10.8 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean F p 
vanance squares freedom squares 

Between groups 1.89 2 0.94 0.10 ns 

Within groups 394.77 45 8.77 

Total 396.66 47 

Table 18.5 

Main research : one-way ANO VA for table 10.13 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean F p 
vanance squares freedom squares 

Between groups 7.72 3 2.57 0.47 ns 

Within groups 239.25 44 5.43 

Total 246.97 47 

Table 18.6 

Main research: one-way ANOVA for table 10.14 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean F p 
vanance squares freedom squares 

Between groups 39.84 3 13.28 1.67 ns 

Within groups 341.56 43 7.94 

Total 381.40 46 
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Table 18.7 

Main research: one-way ANOVA for table 10.15 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean F p 
vanance squares freedom squares 

Between groups 49.39 3 16.46 1.16 ns 

Within groups 620.08 44 14.09 

Total 669.47 47 

Table 18.8 

Main research: one-way ANOVA for table 10.16 

Source of Sum of Degrees of Mean F p 
vanance squares freedom squares 

Between groups 33.66 3 11.22 1.36 ns 

Within groups 363.00 44 8.25 

Total 396.66 47 
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APPENDIX 19 

Table 19.1 

First exploratory study: the pictographic representations of the twenty 
words which were taught to the participants with the Greek words and their 
English translation. 

vuxca (night) 

ni:qv6 (bird) 

oaxru,\o (finger) 

r8pi 

;;? 
i:up( (cheese) 

<pwn ci (fire) 

\,/ 
rlµnavo 

i:uµnavo (drum) 
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yuci,\a (fish-bowl) 

<pui:6 (plant) 



(uyapta (bathroom scale) 

aA.uo{oa (chain) 

urrvoc; (sleep) 

Kuq,eA.q (hive) 

µwpo (baby) 

1<u1<Ao<; (circle) 

a 

rraywTo (ice-cream) 

XEtµc6va<; (winter) 
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OUKO (fig) 

1<urrc:A.o (cup) 

µoA.u?t (pencil) 



Table 19.2 

Fourth exploratory study: the pictographic representations of the 105 
words which were taught to the participants with the Greek words and their 
English translation. 

vuxca (night) 

a qo6vt (nightingale) 

avot~f} (spr ing) 

qµipa (day) 

1<EJ\.a116ci:i (to sing) 

<pwn a (fire) 
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cp 

<pwc; (light) 



rray(1.:rr6 (ice cream) 

avtjcpopoc; (uphill) 

pd~t (rice) 

~wvq (belt) 

urrvoc; (sleep) 

1<ai:tjcpopoc; (downhill) 

aµ ivOai\o 
aµuyoa.\o (almond) 

01<uAoc; (dog) 
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yi\~K@ 
' 

~ 
~ 

yi\u1<6 (sweet, cake) 

ay1<upa (anchor) 

<pu.\axro (talisman) 

Au1<oc; (wolf) 



vuxt (nail) oaxruAo (finger) 

nootji\ai:o (bicycle) µoAuPt (pencil) 

... 
OTO 

KUm:,\i\o (cup) m:acpui\t (grapes) 

\ ~ 
/ anfflli\16 

k=:==========~==.. 

i:up( (cheese) onqi\ta (cave) 
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µnpouµui:a (face down) 

µqxav11 (motorcycle) 

. __.;.----- ~ I' , 

Koui\~ Kl 
~ 

oKoui\tj Kt (worm) 

i:puna (hole) 



ocp 
o<pup( (hammer) 

owµa (body) 

1<0Ao1<u01 (courgette) 

sui\o (wood) 

orn\8oc; 
mtj_0oc; (chest) 

yi\urno (sculpture) 

yuai\a (fish bowl) 

1<Awm11 (sewing threat) 
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µwpo (baby) 

1<0xuAt (sea-shell) 

a0poa:w (to add) 

Kai\ 
Ka,\WOLO (wire) 



KAwvapt (branch) 

µup(su) (to smell) 

\,/ 
rlµnavo 

-cuµrravo (drum) 

tpqi\a (high) 

Ku1<Aoc; (circle) 

, 
prapt 

oup-capt (drawer) 

xwpoc; (space) 

KoAuµrrw (to swim) 
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1<ai\qµepa (goodmorning) 

rrupooc; (firebrand) 

OaKpu (tear) 

aiOa 
aAuo(8a ( chain) 



µ uya (fly) 

Q .... ~• 
J!.. ,-(,. ~ ·-"'-

( ./ ---
-~-'\!.,....-

€pw·c:a<; (love) 

xfiva (goose) 

mqA.q (column) 

~umpa ( sharpener) 

t<apu8t (nut) 

0wpmzac; (thorax , chest) 
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~ 
l Oyap1Cl 

i:;uyap1a (bathroom scale) 

uypo (liquid) 

1<puo (cold ) 

11xo<; (sou nd) 



mnoi:qc; (horse) 

OUKO (fig) 

xpuo6 (gold) 

~ ¼ ., . ..,. 

1<aµ11Aa (camel) 

-~ 
ap68~ po 

~ 

rrapa8upo (window) 

o<pupf xi:pa (whistle) 

vu<p17. (bride) 

, 
i\ ti pa 

.\upa (lyre) 
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A8tjva (Athens) 

nqytj (spring) 

yeq>upa (bridge) 

Ki\woa (broody hen) 



, . . 

rruyoA.aµrr(6a (fire fly) m:uxfo (diploma) UA£~in:tcoto (parachute) 

, 
a 

ayyeA.oc; (angel) µuA.oc; (floor mill) 0aA.aooa (sea) 

KUlpEAfl (hive) ouv-rpt~avt (fountain) tpwµ( (bread) 

nupauA.oc; (rocket) nei:etv6c; (cock) puyxoc; (muzzle) 
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xei\wva (tortoise) 

Kaµn 

1<aµm51\q (curve) 

~u86c; (bottom of the sea) 

u<paoµa (cloth) 

xop6c; (dance) 

µupo (aroma) 

1.pwvia (shopping) 

pua1<1 (stream) 
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, 
10 

rIUpKayta (fire) 

WKEav6c; (ocean) 

p£f3fi81 

pc~u81 (chickpea) 

.8 
i\~xv6p1 

,\uxvapt ( oil lamp) 



Table 19.3 

Sixth exploratory study: the pictographic representations of the seventy 
words which were taught to the participants with the Greek words and their 
English translation. 

Tc:fxoc; (wall) 

mpa(pc:011 (substraction) 

Ko,Ua (glue) 

yAEfcpw (to su ck) 

. :t . 
r J • ~ 

rrc:tpci~w (to tease) 

, 
T£pa 

µqn fpa (moth e r) 
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0uµ 6c; (anger) 

~11µ1ci (messy) 

rrapcioc:woc; (paradise) 



cpc:yycipt (moon) 

Kqrroup6c:;(gardenerj 

wptµ oc:; (nature) 

~tj_xw (to cough) 

opc: t~ciTq<; (mountaineer) ypqyopo<; (quick) 

cpi\6c; Clv8p :,_ 

TU<pA6c:; (blind) 

rr118aw (to jump) 
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av0pwrro<; (man) 

yuµv6<; (naked) 

8e1xvw (to show) 



AaxEfo (lottery) 

xmpnw (to say good bye 

Avot~.q (Spring) 

Ka--rotKta (house) 

av0onwi\qc; (florist) 

oavcf~w (to lend) 

K1\c(vw (to close) 

KActO( (key) 
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cmctAw (to threaten) 

xopu)ota (choir) 

topw--rac; (sweat) 

vtjmo (baby) 



OELOµ oc; (earthquake) 

<wypa<poc; (painter) 

~_ .. : -:·: .... ; ::: ..:--~--\ .. _2._:-):_..~ :,._s:·:-_ ~~ ::,-:::_· ~. 

/; .~:~}~}:\~~~~ ~:~:-:~~~~::-5 
:·.- -::..:.:;,.·, .. :-: .. :;: .::-:.:.:.::..-;: . , .. ;.:.-: 

•-•~·.:::.:.~(.,_ -::;~•.::.Lo :·_:_:·:v•· 
-·--~--- .- ------- --~ ~>~:: .. :·:~.:~~--~.:::·::1 

,. · --· , • • :.,t _ .. _ • ..,_,... _ _ ··- -·· , ___ ..,.. ____ -..... 

:l~;'.f :~}):! \ ~~ 
:· ' · - ·-- -~ ·: 

~--;__ ___ -.. :{ ..... r -'--f !iir~ 
A.qm11c; (robber) 

X AW µoc; (pale) 

rraf<w (to play) 

aOELci<w (to empty) 

µOLpa<w (to share) 

~i\iµµa (look) 
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xtjpa (widow) 

wopporr(a (balance) 

rrp01:dvw (to propose) 

8pqvw (to mourn) 



XEtpoupyoc; (surgeon) 

apxafoc; (ancient) 

rrupoo~c:mric; (fire-man) 

~11navoc; (burglar) cpi:wxoc; (poor) 

ayy(~w (to touch) rrafpvw (to take) 

0c:parrda (therapy) 

Et0rrpa1uopac; (conductor) 

2·14 

c:rrdyov (urgent) 

rraxuc; (fat) 



OKOTc:va (surgeon) 

OtKO~ 

ELOLKO<; (specialist) 

yc:wpy6<; (farmer) 

µ ayc:tpa<; (cook) 

I 

__ cr~~ oc; 
L... / ·-
. , 

rrapa,\ uwc; (paraplegic) 

ai\Ao<; (anoth er) 

aon:fo<; (funny) 

ydi:ova<; (neighbo ur) 
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Ac:fqmvo (corpse) 

QKG 

cpuAai<a<; (guard) 

rrpoowrro (face) 

Kai:appaKnl<; (water fall) 



i\.urrq (sadness) 
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APPENDIX20 

Main research: the pictographic representations of the fifty words which 
were taught to the participants with the Greek words and their English 
translation. 

~ 
~a,~~j 

0ue,Ua (stor m) 

µupw8ta (smell) 

, 
CD 

avqouxw (to worry) 

SET A (25 words) 

1<(v8uvo<; (danger) 

l l L l 
:;-tJ, .... >1-;;:;;;,· .. ~, ,,.,, \ L l L l O , 

an,fti i\Wj 
arre:li\w (to theaten) 

ouµµop(a (gang) 
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yoqi:efa (cha rm) 

1<urrap(om (cypress tree) 

IlooelOwva<; (Posidonas) 



µ uwrr(a (short-sigh t) 

OUKO (fig) 

i:upavvoc; (tyrant) 

a 

Ka,\Auvn Ka ( cosmetics) 

a l vcpy · 

ouvcpycfo (garage) 

rrpoKuµa(a (mole, quay) 
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oqi\qi:qp1wocc; (poisonous) 

wopporr(a (balance) 

mµoppayfo (breeding) 



.m m 

i\crroupy(a (divine service) ou,Ur1_tpri (arrest) Eupwrrafoc; (European) 

pl 
ouyupf~u) ((to tidy up) 
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rrpoaKuvqµa (worship) 

I 
ano 

\\ 
\ 

arro-runwµa (finger prints) 

OKOUA.~Kl (worm) 

• ' .. ?' . . . 
• ,. ' ◄ -.•Ir,/' .. -• I ., 

A..,• 1r -1 I.a - )-
•• 

ct8onmw (to notify) 

SET B (25words) 

oumuxqµa (accident) appapwva~(engagemen0 

1<pumai\Ao (crystal) nf8qKo~ (monkey) 

µaydpwaa (cook) 8av-ri::i\wn5~ (lace) 

yi::t-rovwaa (neighbour) ~unoi\u-ro~ (barefooted) 
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a 

Kpuµµevoc; (hidden) oriµeCwµa (note) ouvouaoµoc; ( combination) 

KaAAtepyEta (cultivation) Xetpoupydo (op eration room) ou~111:w (to discuss) 

1<0µµ0)n1p10 (hairdresser's) opc:i~ai:qc; (mountain climber) rravriyupt (festival) 

. 
' 11_ 

... 

,\Ec0cpopdo (bus) µm c:u1:11p10 (maternity clinic) cµrrpqoµ oc; (fire-raising) 
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avEAKum:tj_pac; ( elevator) 

222 



APPENDIX21 

The 703 words: the Greek words with their English translation and their 
pictographic representations. 
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(puAwzac; (guard) 

KaAqonepa (good evening) 

cpopoc; 

av~cpopoc; (uphill) 

OKu,\oc; ( dog) 

-- ✓-

11At0c; ( sun) 

06 

a q86vt (nightingale) 

cpopoc; 

Ka-r17cpopoc; ( downhill) 

,\uKoc; (wolf) 
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qµEpa ( day) 

KE,\aqOW (sing) 

··:1-a "i ... . . 
...: .• l ~ 

• l 
' I.~ rVt ~ 

cpwAta ( nest) 

<pwn a (fire) 



c:-cmµo (ready) 

yAuK6 (sweet) 

µoi\ u~ t (pencil) 

yuaAa (fish-bowl) 

rrayu.rccS (ice-cream) 

i\o 
oaxi:u,\o (finger) 

mu,\6 (pen ) 

KUKAoc; (circle) 
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urrvoc; (sleep ) 

vuxt (nail) 

ITTCt<puAt (grape) 

i\6µ1vo 

1<u10\aµtvo (cyclame n) 



~ui\o (wood) 

µwpo (baby) 

nap60~ po 
c:52:, 

napa8upo (window) 

, 
~ 

,;I) ., 
' ~ 

·a ;;, 
l 
\ 

.. ,~ J. 

xc0poc; (space) 

K,\wvapt (branch) 

uypo (liquid) 

rrpoowno (face) 

xopoc; (dance) 
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0aAaooa (sea) 

AvoL~ll (Spring) 

OUKO (fig) 

ocpup( (hammer) 



_x-rurrw (hit) 

vqoaKt (island) 

µ11 Ao (apple) 

poc; 

yopoc; (round-gyro) 

~xoc; (sound) 

qrnTo (plant) 

o-n 18oc; (b reast) 

xp l} o6 m _ 
xp uoo (gold) 
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rroi\u (ver y) 

A811va (Athens) 

,\uyt½W (to bend) 

q.rwµ( (b read) 



Ko,\oKu0t (pumpkin) 

yoc;, 
,...,- j 

CTupyo<; (tower) 

XDVu) (boil over) 

ocpupfx-cpn (whistle) 

mw11 (sp ing of water) 

<uµq (knead) 

i\upa (lyre) 
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Kuµa (wave) 

µuyn (fly) 

b 

ouppa (wir e) 

1<i\0Jm11 (sewing-thread) 



rro,\u~oi\o (m achine-gun) 

cpwc; (light) 

qnuapl (spade) 

rl,pi 

1 
rnpf (cheese) 

cpuoq (nature) 

~ucJTpa (sharpener) 

ouo (two) 

I3ou·ru po (butter) 
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86pu~oc; (noise) 

xc,\wva (tortoise) 

µei\waa (bee) 

~wvq (belt) 



~ · 

~Oyap16 a.i\ ij oi8a ~: 
--- ':J./?t,,, .. r.,.r-,. ~ 

i'.;uyaptci (scale) aAuot8a (chain) ~puo11 (tap) 

aµ i vOai\o 

Auxvcipt (oil lamp) ylcpupa (bridge) aµuyoa,\o (almond) 

L<OAWOLO (wire) mu,\oc; (pole) 

eoco (here) c:~cu (ou tside) navu) (up) 
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Kai:w (down) 

K 

KUpLO<; (Mister) 

vo 

youvw (undress) 

t:vvc:a (nine) 

rrfow (back) 

aOTuvoµo c; (policeman) 

yuµvoc; (naked ) 

s e, 

~ <W ~ 
.......,. 

, ~·~ 
- ' iii; 

n:oocpa (four) 
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fIOTWµa (floor) 

, 

vTuvw (dress) 

Tucpi\oc; (blind) 

xpcoµa:m (colours) 



,\uvw (solve) 

vuxi;cx (night) 

0a 01:sD\,co ( will send) 

E)'ELpcx (droop) 

Ki\ffl µarapt6 
'1",j?.~ 

1<,\ qµ aTcxpu:x (grapes tree) 

napaOELooc; (heaven) 

eµE tYCX (!stayed) 

ELOorroLw (to notify) 
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6.yyE,\oc; (angel) 

rr(ow (back) 

cxµrrEAwvac; (vineyard) 

~Evwvcxc; (quest room) 



0uµ oc; (anger) 

8ou,\ 2tci (work ) 

av0pwnoc; (man) 

nEAc6p to~ (huge) 

TTEtvaw (hungry) 

XPE tci(oµm (need) 

, 
pacp 

<wypacpoc; (p ainter) 

JJ.up{<cu (smell) 
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amdoc; (funn y) 

oxo,\cfo (school) 

yEwpyoc; (farmer) 

µupc08ta (smell) 



Z::wo (animal) 

. """" 
...;.. 

~ 

r 

'. PcS 
( 

0 "' •<) 
.. ~ ... ' 

~":;. Pf 0 

qrnxpo (cold) 

0Efa (aunt) 

yc: tµ c0va~ (winte r) 

Z::wvravoc; (alive) Kpuo (cold) 

1<AE(vw (close) 0efo<; (uncle) 

-rpww (eat) µcyaAUTEpo<; (the bigger) 

8eixvw (sh ow) JJ.l7H:pa (mother) 
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Aurrq (sad) ,\ um1m:voc; (sad) ou½t\i:.qoq ( discussion) 

6uvai:6c:; (strong) a6uvcnoc:; (skinn y) rrpwrnc; (first) 

0 

1<0A1'1-1nW 

KaAui:cpoc; (the best) <pwvci½W (shoot) KOAuµrrw (to swim) 

vw 

1<0AuµB1rnipto (swimming- pool) rra(pvw (take) 11cpvw (pass) 
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apxa(oc; (an cient) av'Ttt<pu (at the opposite side) y11pac; (old) 

ouAAqtpq (arrest) yefTOvac; (neigbour/ man) avayc:u\Am (joy) 

0qp(o (wild animal) µouyt<pqi:6 (roar) Kqrroupoc; (garclenetj 

1v17 Aa (high) qn:w~6~ (poor) 
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qrrwxEw (poverty) pqxa (swallow) 

XELpoupyoc; (surgeon) XEtpoupydo (operation room) 

11p6a (I came) 

o tKOYEVEta (familv) a yvoopt (cucumber) 
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KaAoKatpL (summer) 

nqya{vw (go) 

6€rfJia 
~~ 
~ 

t<pooota (fringe) 

Etorrpancu (collect) 



rraf<w (play) 

rrc:tpa<w (tease) 

yetci (buy) 

~t:voooxefo (hotel) 

p10 

Kmvoupt0 (new) 

~p111<ex (I fou nd) 

ta-rpdo (surgery's) 

------
<pap~ 

<papµat<efo (pharmacist's) 
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•• '.se .~: • •. •-=-" 
t :.> , ~ ..... .:> 

m1pa (I took) 

<qµtci (damage) 

vooo1<oµc: fo (h ospital) 

1<oupdo (barber's shop) 



1'.;axaporri\aITTElO (con(ectionary) µouoElO (museum) ouvEpydo (car repair, garage) 

@Sdo (music school) TEi\wvcfo (custom) av0orrwi\qc.; (florist) 

ayvwmoc.; (unknown) ~cmAwµa (lying down) 

rravromui\Efo (grocery) paoto(pwvo (radio) 1<aooc1:6(j>WVO (cassete recorder) 
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µ ayvqt6<pwvo (tape recorder) 

y11m:60 (sports field) 

ucpoc; (style) 

Etpwv(a (irory, sarcasm) 

owrra (be quiet) 

owoE (give) 

;-~- -: •; .. - . ~- ,. : ... ·i:•/ f• {: ·~ \·.,.,a, 
I •. • ' • 

. . . 
. . : ;., --: . ,· -'\_. . . . , . . . . ' . 

KAcdw (cry) 

a{µa (blood) 
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, 
~ tyµa 

a(vtyµa (enigma) 

rrAqpo<pop(a (information) 

dpwvac; (sarcastic) 

mµopay(a (bleeding) 



ycov(a (corner) 

. 

, 
~ 10 · -KO0lj 

_rF 

d1<om (twenty) 

oui:;qTc6 (discuss) 

y.\urrro (sculpture) 

ai\EUpl (flour) 

yvwmoc; (known) 

0 

8c6po (pr esent) 

.241 

urroi\01110 (remaining) 

µu-rri (nose) 

pw-row (ask) 

owµa (body) 



rnwµ a (dead body) 

\ J 
Ka rrvorrwi\q c; (tob aconist) 

-LOoa (pre fix :-issa) 

0 11 1<w (stand up) 

1<.pc:orrwi\cfo (butcher's) 

t<pe0nw,\qc; (butch er ) 
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qouxfo (quie t) 

av0onwi\cfo (flower sh o p ) 

YElTOV LOOa (neighbour/woman) 

µ a yELpac; (cook/man ) 



µaycfptooa (cook/woman) 1<a8uon:pc0 (d e lay) 

r,fi'?o 
- ' . \~ . 

- -

Ku tpc:Aq (hive) fIETE tvoc; (cock) 

a1<pun11p t (cape) 011p.a (sign) 

Tpurra (hole) ayKupa (anchor) 

243 

rravrorrwi\11c; (gr ocer) 

KL~WTc5<; (Noah's Ark) 

TiavaytwTq<; (Panagio tis) 

-® \ 
OaKp a,w 

ow<pU½W (to tear ) 



I11oouc; (Jesus) Iwoq cp (Joseph ) apmo (thin) 

ocp11va (wed ge) OE wµoc; (earth quake) Taxunr ra (speed) 

yoqu:(a (char m) oµ oLOc; (similar, th e same) un 11pcTW (ser ve) 

rrp11o p.evoc; (swelled ) ayu)Vta (agony) noArn:fo (city) 
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µ frwrro (forehead ) O µovow (Omonia-a Greek square) Koµµ wT tjp to (h a ir-dresse r's) 

! 

n p u)p(a (punishme nt) 

- ---:-. -. . ..., 
-··-- -........ ./ --- <?j_? .... ·--_-::, 

~ C..o .... A-. .......----; 

yurra<; (vulture) 

eK(XTOµµ up10 (million ) 

~ ~ -
"S:..:- --· 

:-,..._.. "':"-< - -; -----~ -:::- _-::,:-

rr c: tpcmi <; (pirate) 

ouyypacpea<; (writer ) 

ucpaoµa (cloth) 
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ouµµ axo<; (ally) 

owpc:av (for free) 



cpwv11ev (vowel) Ka-ram\q KToc; (astonished) amocpu,\aKec; (polismen) 

ooAAa1.1~avw (arrest) avo rroµovoc; (impatient) -cpauµa (cut) 

ai\eicpw (spread) ai\o(cp11 (ointment) rreptKecpai\a(a (helment) 

~ 

,. 

npoa-n68~: ~ a 

a µµ oc; (sand) rropnoc; (fever) npoona0sw (trial) 
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µ c0uoµ evoc; (drunk) 

uyEfa (health) 

ouvoocfa ( escor t) 

rrpocpqnfo (prophesy) 

m wµ c:voc; (drunk) 

0cparrda (thera py, cu re) 

K116cfo (funeral) 

vo0cta (adulteratio n) 
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rrpoKoµµ c:voc; (hard-working) 

,\ qoTE(a (robbery) 

i\ar 

Am:pda (endore) 



axupa (straw) mpwµ a (mattress) µaTwµa (bleeding) 

Tc:vrwµa (stre tch) 6ay1<wµa (bite) µayKWµa (gripping) 

rrcini\wµa (quilt) ~oup1<wµa (cloudy) 

cpouoKwµ a (distension ) µrrouKwµa (filling one's mourh) ~am\wµa (lying down) 
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Mpwµa (dirtying) q0orrot6c; (actress) 

LOopporr(a (balance) tpwvta (shoppings) 

µcaqµppfa (moon) 

dooc; (item, commodity) 

apwµa (aroma) 

yutpoc; ( cast) 
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ELKova (icon) 

rravwpt0c; (very handsome) 

!, .. fS : 
t. " ti• 

• c_ 8\ 

fl •- t). 

1\~Epa (I knew) 

awpoc; (heap) 



ytvwµ ivo (ripe) µ11xav11 (mo torcycle) Ado (smooth) 

OWOeKa (twelve) µotpaC:w (divide) rr pooKuvw (kneel) 

, 
KO 

11poo1<uvqµ a (worsh ip ) 8qAu t<6 (female) 

youpi\ ©ra 
~ 

0uyai:tpa (dau ghter) youpi\wt a (sta ring) di\wta<; (slave) 
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(<--~ 
epuYm<; (love) K,\a60..rr6 (full of branches) mpaµµevoc; (turned) 

rn71\6c; (potter's clay) (pui\axro (talisman) 

µc:i\wo(a (music) avunavrpo<; (single, lllllJlarried) i\c:rrnupyfo (holy service) 

aoq>u~fo (suffocation) ano1wµwµevoc; (excausted) 8pc:µµeva (weel fed) 
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a AAoc; (the o ther , the n ext) 

8a cpuyw (I will leave) 

Kfv6uvoc; (clanger) 

n avqyupt (festival) 

ai\Atwn Koc; ( d ifferen t) 

OctAoc; (coward) 

8appoc; (courage) 

~pwac; (h ero) 
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o tKo- (prefix - "iko") 

, 
0 

Kuv11yoc; (hunter) 

~wu<pt0 (insect) 

fh:tpmac; (Pireas) 



mxµai\w-roc; (captive) 

~apuc; (heavy) 

oKOTctva (dark) 

oKotv( (rope) 

naxuc; ( fat) 

e~unvoc; (clever) 

owµano (room) 
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OK11.V~ (tent) 

cpa(voµm (appear) 

cpunctvci (light) 

8uµaµm (remember) 



Etpqvq (peace) 

yuvmKElO (woman 's) 

vH.i')8w (feel) 

Kt~wn o (box) 

(puAAo (leaf) 

LOpwi:ac; (sweat) 

yupf~w (return) 

ypaµµ a (letter) 
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yuva(Ka (woman) 

. ' 

: . . ~ 

·;,.,~=--,,.,.,~, ~ • . • I .- 1~ 

m\11y tj (spring) 

8avc:{~w (lend) 

011µafa (flag) 



µucn:tKO (secret) µu cn:qpw (mystery) 

~oi\aµni◊a ""T6
' 

I\'" 

rruyoi\aµrr(oa (firefly) 

yavEf<; (parents) 

1<.mpoc; (weather ) 

AEtrrEL (he is not here) 

6vctpo (dream) 

i:uxcp6c, (lucky) 
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µ ucn:I)plWOE<; (mystery) 

,\(rrq (grease) 

aywvac, (game, fight) 

EOEtpa (hit) 



rni\fyw (wrap) 

11UpKayta (fire) 

, 
pIOf:)t 

aupi:apt (drawer) 

µupµ11y1u (an t) 

,\axdo (lottery) 

ycvvafoc; (brave) 

KpuoTai\.i\.o ( crystal) 

a ,\ 118cta (truth) 
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(11i\.tapa Uealous/woman) 

EUYEVtK6<; (gentle) 

KOKKtvo (red) 

ycw6.w (born) 



xwµa (soil, ground) 

~i\eµ µa (look) 

1<i\c18( (key) 

ni\uvn1p10 (washing machine) 

Etna (I said) 

Koµµan (piece) 

µaxafp1 (knife) 
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a8wJ~W (empty) 

rr,\aTcta (square) 

mwvac; (century) 



To(xoc; (wall) TElXO<; (wall) EpEfm o (ru in ) 

Kpti'n1 (Crete) Kuµµevo<; (hidden) 

wpafo (beutiful) vauay6<; (castaway) 

, 
VtK~ 

µqxavu<6<; (mechanic) rrupoo~emq<; (fireman) ~tj_Tw ( cheer) 
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m.pa(pa (bullet) 

i\.mµ6c; (th roat) 

np6ypaµµ a (schedule) 

Kwmac; (Kostas) 

novrwo<; (sly) 

i\.mµapyfo (gluttony) 

yp11)'opoc; (quick) 

f Lwpyoc; (George) 
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1oi\.µ11p6c; ( daring) 

µ uai\6 (brain) 

ouvc:xcw (sequence) 

puyxoc; (muzzle) 



i\W 

OKeUO<; (pot) Ku,\w (roll) qAeKrpoA6yoc; ( electrician) 

Ko.AunTW (cover) a.noKo.Aumw (uncover) Kci,\uµµo. (covering) 

o.y1<wvac; (elbow) a.ppo.~wvo.c;(engagemen0 XtTwvac; (robe) 

80.µwvac; (habitue) 1<u1<Awvac; (cyclone) 1<onwvac; (dormitory) 
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opvt0c6vac; (hen h ouse) 

E,\mc{)Va<; (olive grove) 

I1oac:t8wvm; (Posidonas) 

afo0qµ a (fee ling) 

rrEptcrccptwvac; (pigeon loft) 

pciµµ a (stiches) 

8tciAu1la (solutio n ) 
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ITELJKwvac; (p ine-dad) 

nap 

I1ap0Evwvac; (Parthenon) 

1<oµµ a (pol itical part, party) 

8tciAEtµµ a (break) 



Kdµc:vo (text) 

'E,\AqVE<; (Greeks) 

11,\qµµupa (Oood) 

8Eorrotvf<; (miss) 

,. ~-. · -~ r: :-~-;·~:~-~----.~~:c---~:.:·~--~i~: 
- ~ ~-;.:.~t~~~-==~::;::~-:~_:~---:~ ... ~ 
_::i....;....:.:.-~:~ · .. .. ~.:::-.. . {.; . ~-

.: ~ft ~~ :_;~~~-:-:0~-:_~·::~-i~~ 
· --- .· - !--~ ··.- . ...... , 
"'-_ .. -. •, :r ~~------~. 

-:: .. ~ :.:.;; -:,t;=-. __ f.:~ ~:-:.. 

-· ~;~~~:~ 

'\f~S~~~ 
---------~ ·:·:~.;: .. ··_·_: 

Aqm:11c; (rob) 

cpftµq (fame) 

µna~u (in between) 
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OKuµµevo<; (bowed) 

Aqµc:pl (hideout) 

Kave:(<; (nobody) 

. 

- 1oµa1 
r. -<--:,· -- . 

KEfroµm (lay) 



ci8110 11 (n ews) 

cpuAAwata (leafage) 

mwrrqAoc; (quiet) 

rrotKt,\ (a (variety) 

vucpq (bride) 

11ma (I dran k) 

Mt5,\oc; (flour-m ill) 
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trm o-rqc; (knight) 

oT OLXEto (ghost) 

8 twxvw (turn away) 

[-LUAwvac; (flour miller) 



0pqvw (mourn) 

Bovyau> (groan) 

yvwµq (opinion) 

oov0qµa (sig n) 

8Efrrvo ( dinner) 

€yv01a 

i yvota (worry) 

8fKmoc; (fair) 

ouyyEv11c; (relative) 
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yAwooa (tongue-be impertinent to) 

q>0tvonwpo (Automn) 

8t1<moouvq Uustice) 

ouyy{vEta (relationship) 



totcdn:pa (private) 

an1A11 (column) 

Km\oauvq (goodness) 

11upta (thousands) 

apxqyo<; (leader) 

xEfA11 (lips) 

Bfxcu (fisher's net) 

Tpq1µevo (smash) 
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rrcfoµa (stubborn) 

__22.,.,.,...ifl~ ,!~,;-,;, 

8txTuw-ro (net) 

µ11vuµa (message) 



0wpw (look) 

OUOKElJJ11 (meeting) 

m\aTU (wide) 

<papciyyt (gap) 

Tpdc; (three) 

/\c:wvfoac; (Leonidas) 

o qµ Efo (point) 
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av11µrropoc; (disable) 

8oµ a (victim) 

rrpoOrravcw (go out and meet) 

avrpcfoc; (brave) 



avrpc:Lwµc:voc:; (brave) tjrr c:Lpoc:; (Ipiros) 

µu0oc:; (legent) rrapaµu0L (fairy tail) 

tpi0upoc:; (whisper) Eupwrrq (Europe) 

. 

F 
'""~?"'~ _..._. _ _ ~ - L. 

TCt~lOLWTqc:; (traveller) Pouµ c:,\1wi:qc:; (man from Rot1t11{lli) 
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• 
~ 

q ITELpc.Srqc:; (man from Ipiros) 

\ ,/ 
tlµnavo 

i:uµrravo (drum) 

Eupwrrafoc:; (European) 

v1101wi:qc:; (islander) 



x11va (goose) 

C -

I 

rra-1-ptWTI)c; (patriot) 

pu(t (rice) 

OTpOT 

'?•(IY7 
;[ J f I "'--,_..;.., ___ .;.;.;.._;_. 

mpaTwvac; (arm) mpanwi:qc; (soldier) 

~ - y ' 

. . / 

~ I 

~~ 

rrapaAui:oc; (paralysis) KarrvorrwAefo (tabaconist's) 
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~ - \ 

,enpo6a- . 

ayyf(,w (touch) 

arrctAW (threa ten) 

86,\wµa (bait) 



' 
I• 

t - - • 

KE_ .Op _ {, u) , -,· ::~~ __ .. 
aAflupo (salty) KEAapu<w (babble) ouvvc:<po ( cloud) 

, ...... 

OT£i\ .~ 

<a<pctpL (sapp hi re) aTc:,\Efuno (unfinished) pu-c{oa (wrinkle) 

-= 
-·· --~.....;;=:-- ----

~ 
0at.lf1CX (mirakle) <puow (blow) ~oq8c:w (help) 

Kurwpfoat (cypress tree) cp-cafw (m y fau lt) KOLTa<w (look) 



-rpuyo<; (grape harvest time) wpa (time) ouoq (sunset) 

at0ouoa (school room ) c:rrct817 (because) ,\apuyya<; (la rynx) 

c:Kc:f (there) EKE(vo (that) Kaqµc:vo<; (poor ) 

d8a 
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KoAi\a (glue) 

<popnwo (van) 

ava.Ka:\utpa (I discovered ) 

c:(oo5oc; (entrance) 

mp1xpv0c; (crotchery)· 

Suo.Ko1\o ( diflicul ~)-
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u) 

OKupw (bow) 

~ ~ f7 
I \ I 

i;cx.\.mnwpfrx (suffering) 

nX11p<.,>µ·11: (payrnen~)-

ne-ruxcx (I succeed) 



XfHJµa-ccx (money) 

l 

) I , , I of drl x-ftµa 
I I ·~ 

5uo-cuxqpcx (accident) 

rrpompuya(; (emigrant) 

umepa (later on)· 

paµµevoc; (painted) 

ac:Lpcx (queue) 

~opeta (nothern) 

Kupa (Mrs) 
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mpatpt:af} (subtraction) 

narmouc; (grandfather) 

~oppac; (North ) 

£nrovuµo (surname) 



Kai\Atepyw (cultivate) Kai\.Atc:pycta (cultivatio n) µ c7:m\Ao (metal) 

µEi:ai\do (mine) ooxEfo (pot, bin) c:pqµtci (desser t) 

OOOE:la (crop) xmpc:n0 (say goodby) xa(poµm (feel happy) 

8i1oaup6<,.; (treasure) np(ut (morning) Ku5wvt (guince) 
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KO-rpc{)Vt (stone) rraywvt (peaco<;:k,) oHpWvL (siphon) 

~taupo (black) ouµµa0rp:tj<; (schoolmate) ouµ cpwv(a (agreement) 

0 
:, .... .:'':."'fll'-¥1!.-~~..:;~~:;f~~~~ 

001\t\oytj (collection) odyµa (sample) m:i:p(l)µa (rock,) 

------ _.,..-

, : ~c ~--,,\___.·_--~ -~a~ _ __,_, 
' -

(J(00I}Ke ( he saved) mui:qp(a (salvation) 11VTa (prefix: inta) 
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puaKt (stream) 

oxrw (eight) 

WKEavoc; ( ocean) 

OITOTl.)TIWµa (figger print) 

aqµefwµa (note) 

auvonqpac; (clip) 

avc,\Kuo-rtjpac; ( elevator) 

aKav0woqc; (thorny) 
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auµµop{a (gang) 

auvouaaµoc; (combination) 

, 
{.l) 

avqauxw (to worry) 

n6pauAo<; (rocket) 



qAtKfa (age) 

~ J,.._ . Jo 

1<aµ11Aa (camel) 

xOP 

xopwo(a (ch oir) 

CpEyyapt (moon) 

.,, ,, -- \\ 
\ 

; f\l £VO~ 
/I> 

qAtKtwµevoc; (old man) 

opuxcfo (mine) 

auyup((w (to tidy up) 
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0wµac; (Tom) 

, 
1avo~ 

...I. 
I 

~qnavoc; (b urglar) 

Etarrpa1nopa<; (ticket's collector) 

DD 
E1tE1:yov (urgent) 



KaTotKfo (house) 

6111youµm (narrate) 

AA<pctoc; (Alphaeus) 

ouvrp1Bav1 (fountain) 

wptµoc; (mature) 

-rupavvoc; (tyrant) 

ox11µa (coach) 

10\woa (broody hen) 
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Ka-rappaKtqc; (water fall) 

OaKpu (tear) 

rrrnxfo (degree) 

QKQ~ 

0wpm<ac; (chest) 



1mpo1µ icx (proverb) -rrii\E-(prefix- " tele") <JT01x11µa (bet) 

KapUOt (nut) Bpaou (evening) ai\wv((u) (thresh ) 

ouyxuori (comfusion) a0poO~w (add) BuooLvo (sour cherry) 

eu0c:(a (straight line) 0uo(a (sacrifice) 1<11puyµa (sermon ) 
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vwp(c; (early) 

{177) 

f 1 
npoo 

rrpoacux11 (pray) 

urr11pe-c11c; (server) 

~q paofo (a dry spell) 

cpi\0toc; (bark) xi\wµoc; (pale) 

Taxu6poµ o<; (post man) urr~1<0oc; (obedient) 

ouvcp(µµ ta (remains) ~taouv11 (hurry) 

Nwc (Noe) rrcpt~ai\A.ov (environment) 
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€µµ ovq (persistence) µa-rmwvw (cancel) oavEEAWTO<; (made from lace) 

c:1011<6<; (specialist) ~u06<; (the bottom of the sea or a lake) ouyK0µ1otj (gathering) 

2:1<w-co€~0<; (Scotish) owA11va<; (tube) urroupy6<; (minister) 

rrpw0urroupy6<; (prime minister) rroAu0p6va (armchair) µc:10vc:1<n0 (disable) 
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., aµoc; 
~~ 

Eµnpqoµ6<; (fire-raising) 8opu~w611c; (noisy) 0uEAL\a (storm) 

Kaµn v-t\ortK6~ 

Kai\i\uvnKa (cosmetics) 1wµnui\q (curve) vqonK6c; (hungry) 

(ppu6t (eyebrow) KAw0w (spin) µEyai\orrpE°nEta (majesty) 

lJIOVO 

,h:ttpavo (dead person's body) AEu><popdo (bus) tpai\J\w (chant) 
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ow<p11µa;w (advertise) 

µmc:unip to (maternity clinic) 

~urroi\u·rnc; (barefooted) 

rrt8111<0<; (monkey) 

ava~i\u~w (gush) 

µ upo (aroma) 

opc:tpai:11c; (mountain climber) 

rrupooc; (firebrand) 
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<pTuvw (spit) 

µuwrrfa (short sight) 

rravBqpac;(pantherj 

6 081 



0Kaµ11tvo (digged) 0Atµµc:vo1; (sad ) 

a rram.0 (demand) avaµ.µ c:vcx (on) ctpwvfa (ivony, sarcasm) 

. --=:~-
µnpouµ 1J TQ 

µrrpouµui:a (face down) 
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